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ABSTRACT 
Simple, compact and inexpensive automated apparatus for recording surface plas-
mon resonance and the Pockels (or linear electro-optic) effect in Langmuir-Blodgett 
films has been used to estimate the thickness, permittivity and second order non-
linear susceptibility X~;~( -w; w, D) of several novel Langmuir-Blodgett film-forming 
materials. The results agree with estimates of nonlinear susceptibility obtained by 
second-harmonic generation. 
The materials synthesised at Durham were all functionalised diary! alkynes of 
the general formula CHa(CH2)n(Py+)C=C(Ph-R), wherein n =17 or 21 and R=H 
or OCHa. Of these, that with n =21 and R=OCHa showed particularly promising 
Langmuir-Blodgett film-forming properties; its nonlinear susceptibility per mono-
layer, however, was approximately one hundredth that of a hemicyanine monolayer. 
The nonlinear susceptibility per monolayer, as measured by the Pockels effect and 
second harmonic generation, was inversely proportional to the square root of the film 
thickness. This indicated rapid deterioration of in-plane order with increasing film 
thickness. 
Several novel polymeric materials synthesised at Hull and examined at Durham 
consisted of a siloxane spine of approximately 16 Si atoms, with randomly substituted 
bipolar chromophoric sidegroups. All were highly stable in floating film form. Of 
them, one known as AMCR23 showed promising optical nonlinearity when deposited 
on silver: a nonlinear susceptibility of -15+9.6i pm y-l was recorded for a monolayer 
(cf. 94.5+49.9i pm v-1 for a hemicyanine monolayer). 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
It- is widely anticipated· that nonlinear optical phenomena, in which electromag-
netic fields interact to produce new waves with different propagation characteristics, 
will form the basis for high bandwidth logic and communication devices. The use 
of subtle methods of organic synthesis offers a broader and more precise range of 
material properties than is available through relatively well-established fabrication 
methods such as ion implantation, modulation doping, vapour phase growth and 
many other techniques common to the semiconductor industry. Synthetic meth-
ods for optimisation of molecular nonlinearities are currently under intense scrutiny, 
as are the techniques for improving other characteristics such as stability, ease of 
preparation, laser damage thresholds and compatibility with existing microelectronic 
fabrication methods. The enormous effort involved in such multidisciplinary research 
seems justified in view of the fact that molecular transition lifetimes can be as low as 
several femtoseconds, with a corresponding enormous bandwidth "'1014Hz. Further-
more, as the interactions are essentially intramolecular, the typical scale of operations 
is on the order of nanometres. Bulk semiconductor devices, on the other hand, fall 
victim to detrimental effects such as crossover when their size becomes comparable 
to a Debye length, on the order of a micrometre. 
The largest nonlinear effects are usually seen in bulk single crystals under intense 
coherent illumination. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that a lot of nonlinear 
optics is related to the use of bulk material for frequency conversion of high power 
laser beams. For device applications and:initial evaluation, however, fabrication in 
thin film form is advantageous. One 'especially- .elegant method is that pioneered 
by Langmuir and Blodgett, which allows amphiphilic molecules to be deposited in 
oriented mono- and multilayers of precise thickness. Monolayer deposition and alter-
nate deposition of two different materials leads to the noncentrosymmetric structure 
required for second order nonlinearity. The optical nonlinearities of such structures 
may be probed by a variety of methods. This thesis is largely concerned with the 
Pockels effect and second harmonic generation for evaluation of optical nonlinearities 
of Langmuir-Blodgett films. Relevant linear optical behaviour is also discussed. 
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A general introduction to surface plasmon resonance and nonlinear optics is pre-
sented in chapter two, which ends with a discussion on the Pockels effect. Chapter 
three is concerned with the instrumentation for fabrication of LB films; this deals 
with a description of the materials, experimental methods, rudimentary character-
isation techniques and equipment associated with the fabrication process. Chapter 
four lists the Va.rious methods used to determine optical, structural, and dielectric 
properties. The bulk of the results is presented in chapters five to seven inclusive. 
Chapter five is concerned with the properties of floating Langmuir films. Chapter 
six contains information derived from linear measurements including ellipsometry, 
surface plasmon resonance, spectrophotometry and x-ray and electron diffraction. 
The final results chapter deals with optical nonlinearities as measured by the Pockels 
effect and SHG. The closing chapters list a summary and conclusions and suggestions 
for further work. 
6 
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Chapter II 
THEORY 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter, in three major portions, contains an introduction to two of the 
characterisation techniques described in subsequent chapters. The first section on 
SPR describes the historical background and theory of surface plasmon resonance, 
its experimental realisation and its applications. The next portion deals briefly with 
the history and origins of nonlinear optics and the applications of nonlinear phe-
nomena. The final portion on the Pockels effect describes its background, physical 
origins, relationship to surface plasmons and the elimination of undesirable contrib-
utory effects. 
2.2 SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE 
2.2.1 Historical Background 
Interest in surface electromagnetic wave (SEW) propagation began at the turn of 
the century, when a first definition of a SEW was formulated. Work on SEW propa-
gation received a boost in the late 1950's, when the energy loss spectra of electrons 
on reflection from thin metallic films were first examined [Bohm et. al., 1953; Powell 
et. al., 1959 (two papers) ; Stern et. al., 1960). It was found that certain loss peaks 
occurred at fixed energy irrespective of primary bombarding energy or scattering an-
gle. More impetus was given to the work in the late 1960's when Otto, Raether and 
Kretschmann pointed out that SEWs could be excited by attenuated or frustrated 
total reflection (ATR and 'FTR respectively) methods [Otto, 1968; Kretschmann & 
Raether, 1968) which have ·since become common .means of exciting SEWs. The 
theoretical work on the subject is mostly quite recent and relies largely on inter-
preting SEW propagation in terms of the behaviour of the oscillatory modes of a 
two-dimensional electron gas. Due to this, SEWs have come to be known as surface 
plasmons rather than surface electromagnetic waves. 
Surface plasmons have remained very much a tool for the probing of layered struc-
tures and interfaces [Kovacs, 1982; Pockrand et.al., 1977; Pockrand, 1978; Wahling, 
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1978; Wahling et. al., 1979; Zhizhin et. al., 1982]; they may, however have a vari-
ety of applications outside of the laboratory as, for example, in biosensors and gas 
detectors [Roberts, 1990]. 
2.2.2 Theory 
Several interpretations of the behaviour of two-dimensional plasmas have arisen 
since the 1950's. The two most fundamental theoretical approaches treat the electron 
gas at the interface between· media of different permittivities either as a classical fluid 
moving against a .. background of positive charge, .which is. a hydrodynamic model 
[Boardman, 1982; Bohm et.al., 1953; Stern et. al., 1960], or as a collection of quasi-
particles which may be treated quantum-mechanically using such methods as the 
random phase approximation [Dasgupta et. al., 1982]. These methods have been 
shown to be largely equivalent [Boardman, 1982]. Less detailed, although perhaps 
more meaningful to the experimentalist, is the electromagnetic wave approach to 
surface plasmons, in which the main features of the SEW are derived by adopting trial 
solutions to Maxwell's equations [Landau et. al., 1948]. Then, the major simplifying 
assumptions are that the interface between two semi-infinite isotropic media 1 and 
2 is abrupt, that the magnetic permeabilities of the two media are both unity and 
that the (complex) dielectric functions fl and €2 are independent of the wave vector 
in the absence of spatial dispersion. The assumed solutions to Maxwell's equations 
in this case are electromagnetic waves travelling parallel to the interface between 
the two media, and decaying exponentially normal to that interface. A schematic 
diagram of such an electric field is shown in figure 2.1. These waves can only exist 
at interfaces between media of dielectric functions of opposite signs, such as a metal 
and a dielectric. Application of the boundary conditions on the electric and magnetic 
fields at the interface shows that the SEWs are all TM modes (i.e. the SEW field 
is p- polarised). Accordingly, incident particles (be they photons or electrons) must 
have k-vector components in the plane of the interface in order to excite SEW modes. 
Taking the direction of SEW propagation to be :along the positive x-axis between a 
metal of permittivity €2 = € and a vacuum ( € = 1), it·can ·be shown [Boardman, 1982] 
that the dispersion relation of the SEW field is 
(2.1) 
where n = wfwp and n = ckx/w is a surface mode 'refractive index' , Wp the plasma 
frequency and w the angular frequency of incident light. The plasma frequency and 
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permittivity are related by f = 1 - (wp/w )2• 
A typical dispersion relation is shown in figure 2.2 on the same axes as that for 
photons, which is the "light line ", given by n2 = 1. The wavenumber k is represented 
by K = ck/wp. The light line emphasises the difference between the two sets of SEW 
modes: the Brewster modes, for which n2 < 1 and the Fano modes, for which n2 > 1. 
Fano modes are nonradiative; Brewster modes are nonradiative only if the imaginary 
part of e{w) is small [Boardman, 1982; Halevi, 1982). As seen from figure 2.2 , 
Brewster modes are asymptotic to ckv'2 while Fano·modes are asymptotic to wpj J2; 
we are concerned exclusively with the Fano modes. At this point, it is necessary to 
define the terminology pertaining to SEWs, prior to discussing the means by which 
they may be made to interact with other kinds of waves. A surface plasmon is 
a purely electromagnetic wave of the type described above. The term "polariton" 
originally designated "polarisation field particles analogous to photons" but has since 
come to denote the coupling of photons to the polar excitations of solids. Specifically, 
a surface plasmon-polariton denotes the coupling of light to a surface plasmon, and 
surface phonon-polaritons and magnon-polaritons have analogous meanings. From 
here on, we shall deal exclusively with surface plasmon-polaritons {SPPs) and the 
means by which they may be excited. 
2.2.3 Interaction of light with surface plasmons 
In considering the excitation of Fano mode SPPs of wavevector qx by photons of 
frequency w and x-component of wavevector kx the laws of conservation of energy 
and momentum may be used to show that 
(2.2) 
The modes, however, obey the inequality [Mirlin, 1982) 
(2.3) 
The last two equations cannot be simultaneously valid for real kx. Physically, 
this means that the light line does not cross the Fano mode dispersion curve, as 
can be seen from figure 2.2, and the light and SEW do not interact. In the case of 
imaginary kx, however, the above two equations may be simultaneously valid. This 
happens when the SPP is excited by an evanescent wave. Then, the light line's 
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Figure 2.2 : SEW dispersion relation and the 'light line' 
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Figure 2.3 : The Otto configuration for SEW excitation 
Figure 2.4: The Kretschmann configuration for SEW excitation 
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slope is reduced by propagation through a high refractive index medium ( lkz I is 
increased) and total internal reflection makes kz imaginary. As kx is increased, the 
slope of the light line decreases until a point is reached at which it crosses the SEW 
dispersion curve. This situation was realised by Otto, Raether and Kretschmann and 
led to the development of the two classical experimental arrangements for exciting 
SPPs in ATR geometries [Otto, 1968; Kretschamnn & Raether, 1968]. Schematic 
diagrams of the Otto and Kretschmann arrangements are shown in figures 2.3 and 
2.4, respectively. The former relies on total internal reflection within a prism at 
a prism/air interface. Evanescent waves near the interface are coupled into SEW 
modes of a metal film separated from the prism by an inert spacer layer. In the 
latter case, the metallic film constitutes a spacer layer and the interface along which 
SEWs propagate is between the silver/dielectric boundary. In each configuration, the 
existence of SPPs is inferred from the reflectivity of the prism assembly: when the 
kx component of incident light matches that of the SEW dispersion relation, SPPs 
absorb energy from the evanescent wave, leading to a sharp drop in reflectivity which 
is known as surface plasmon resonance (SPR). When the wavevectors do not match, 
the reflectivity of the assembly is close to unity. Clearly, there are two methods by 
which this can be observed: scanning the prism over a range of angles of incidence at 
fixed frequency, or scanning over a range of frequencies at fixed angle of incidence. 
The former corresponds to a section of the SEW dispersion relation parallel to the kz-
axis, the latter to a section through thew-axis; this work deals exclusively with scans 
at fixed frequency over a range of wavevectors. In that case, the reflectivity curves 
obtained closely resemble inverted log-linear distributions, as can be seen from the 
specimen plots for silver films overlaid with 22-TA shown in figure 2.5. The methods 
of data acquisition are discussed in chapter four. 
2.2.4 Effects Contributing to SPR 
2.2.5 (a) Material Parameters 
Several phenomena influence the values ofthickness and dielectric function de-
rived from SPR. They include the adhesive qualities of silver and glass, moisture, 
surface roughness and sulphides. The former can be improved by rapid evaporation 
of silver overlayers onto the glass substrates; an evaporation rate of 4nm s-1 seems 
adequate in this respect. Moisture cannot be removed from any evaluation of silver 
layers which are to be used as substrates for LB films. Surface sulphides are kept to 
a minimum by using silver layers immediately after deposition. 
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Figure 2.5 : Specimen SPR plots for a glass slide with a 50nm silver film 
coated with 0, 2, 6, 8, 10 monolayers of 22- TA 
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2.2.6 (b) Thermal Effects 
As the SPR of silver layers is examined with a continuous-wave He-Ne laser, it 
is possible that local heating may alter the silver film properties through thermal 
expansion. To estimate the local heating at the laser spot we use the approach taken 
by Janossy et. al. in 1985 which predicts the temperature rise at the centre of 
a Gaussian input spot incident on a thin film on a semi-infinite substrate. For a 
spot temperature Ts an ambient temperature TF, spot size wo, film conductivity K, 
absorption coefficient A and input power P, 
PA 
Ts - TF = 2 ,.;:; KWO 7r 
{2.4) 
The beam input power is -1mW with spot size "'1mm and the silver thermal 
conductivity is 418 Wm-1K-1 . The heating effect will be most pronounced at the 
SPR minimum where the absorption reaches a peak. Taking the minimum reflec-
tivity as 0.01 sets A to approximately unity. This sets the temperature difference 
between the laser spot and the ambient medium as less than 10-3K, which is too 
small to greatly influence the silver film properties. For instance, the thermal expan-
sivity of silver is 19.2x 10-6K-1, so any change in silver film thickness can be safely 
ignored. Experiments treating the silver layer as one junction of a thermocouple have 
reported a thermoelectric voltage of lOJLV, corresponding to a temperature rise of 
approximately 0.05K [Innes & Sambles, 1985]. 
2.2.7 (c) Piezoelectricity 
There are two piezoelectric effects. The direct effect is a stress-induced electric 
displacement; the converse effect is an electric field-induced strain. As electric fields 
are applied when measuring the Pockels' effect, but not when measuring SPR curves, 
the discussion _of the . converse :·effect: :is delayed to .. a later section. The direct effect, 
on the other. hand;c.may appear:,even·though. silver is not .piezoelectric. As the silver 
substrate is heated, the differential expansion of LB film and silver induces stresses 
in the LB film. It may be shown (see appendix A) that if the LB film is piezoelectric, 
the permittivities at constant stress ( fu) and constant strain ( l:) are related to the 
piezoelectric coefficient d and the compliance s by 
(2.5) 
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where the tensor nature of all quantities has been ignored. This represents an ex-
treme case; an LB film on a heated substrate will generally be partly stressed and 
partly strained. No estimates of the piezoelectric coefficient are available in the liter-
ature for the nonlinear dyes used here. Other materials examined, however, include 
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) with ldl rv10pCN-1 and lsi rv10-9m2N-1 [Nix, 1988), 
giving a contribution to permittivity of rv10-13. Resorcinol crystals have been exam-
ined [Koptsik, 1952] and found to have ldl "'0.1pCN-1 and lsi rv10-10m2N-1, which 
amounts to a contribution-of"' w-16·to the .permittivity. Presuming the piezoelectric 
coefficients.and compliances of the materials described ·here to be of a similar order 
of magnitude in LB film form allows us to safely ignore any directly piezoelectrically-
induced permittivity changes. 
2.3 NONLINEAR OPTICS 
2.3.1 Introduction 
This section deals briefly with nonlinear optical effects and materials. A short 
section on the history and physical origins of nonlinear behaviour is followed by a 
list of nonlinear phenomena. Subsequent sections deal specifically with the Pockels' 
effect, phenomena which may mimic or obscure it and the methods used to eliminate 
them. 
2.3.2 Background 
Despite the discovery of nonlinear optical susceptibilities near the turn of the 
century and their expression in quantum-mechanical terms in the 1930's and 1940's, 
nonlinear optics received virtually no stimulus until twenty years later. This is be-
cause the field strengths required to observe nonlinear phenomena must be significant 
compared to those binding electrons to nuclei, which are rvl010Vm-1. Compared to 
the field strength of bright sunshine, which is about soovm-1' this is enormous and 
was unattainable until relatively recently. ,Nowadays, ,pulsed Nd:YAG lasers with a 
peak power of 500MWcm-2 are by no means rare and have a corresponding field 
strength rvl08Vm-1, making nonlinear phenomena accessible. 
2.3.3 Physical Origins 
Maxwell's equations describe completely the behaviour of macroscopic electric 
and magnetic fields. To describe the interaction oft he fields with matter, another set 
of equations, the "constitutive relations" , between the field vectors and the moments 
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of charge and current distributions are required. These link the response of a medium 
with any incident electromagnetic wave; they are n,ot linear. The electric polarisation 
in particular can be written 
p - Po = X(t) : E + X(2) : EE + x<s) : EEE+ ... 
eo 
(2.6) 
where Po is the polarisation with no applied field, eo the permittivity of free space 
and x<n) is the nth order susceptibility tensor. Terms in the series beyond x<3> 
have to date been insignificant. The x<n) can be expressed quantum-mechanically 
[Shen, 1984; Bloembergen, 1965] and are always present unless symmetry properties 
of the interacting medium remove some or all of their components. Linear optics 
ignores terms beyond x(l). The following sections examine the various contributions 
toP- Po. 
2.3.4 Linear Susceptibilities 
The linear susceptibility is responsible for refraction and attenuation. When the 
applied field is a wave of frequency w, the linear polarisation is a radiative wave of 
the same frequency that modifies the propagation of the incident wave. The linear 
polarisation is given by 
(2.7) 
while the electric displacement is 
{2.8) 
with er as the relative permittivity. The refractive index is given by 
{2.9) 
which is generally complex. The real part of refractive index is responsible for propa-
gation while the imaginary component causes attenuation of the electric field. When 
the optical field contains several waves at different frequencies, they propagate inde-
pendently in the linear regime. 
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2.3.5 Nonlinear Phenomena and Applications 
If an applied electric field consists of a de and an optical frequency ac component 
E =Eo+ Ew cos(wt) (2.10) 
equation 2.6 may be used to find the induced nonlinear polarisation. It turns out to 
contain various harmonic and cross terms corresponding to different admixtures of 
the incident fields; all are listed in table 2.1. The first two components are due to 
linear susceptibility and have been described in the above section. 
The de hyperpolarisability is a quadratic contribution to the static electric field. 
The Pockels' effect, used for modulation and variable phase retardation, is discussed 
in later sections. Optical rectification can be seen as the interference of a pump wave 
with its phase-shifted counterpart to produce a static intensity-dependent polarisa-
tion. Second harmonic generation (SHG), which has no linear counterpart, is the 
mixing of two pump waves to produce a third wave at twice the pump frequency. It 
is commonly used to up-convert infrared laser lines to the visible region. This is a 
special case of sum- and difference-frequency generation, where pump waves at fre-
quencies w1 and w2 combine to produce signal waves at w3 = WI ±w2. If w3 > w2 :» WI, 
the same physical process is utilised in parametric oscillators, where w3 pumps a non-
linear material in a cavity resonant at w2 and WI. The signal at WI rv 0 need not 
be provided explicitly, as it usually arises from spontaneous emission in the cavity. 
Parametric oscillation is a means of generating coherent tunable radiation between 
microwave and optical frequencies. 
There is also a cubic contribution to the static electric field, known as the de 
hyperhyperpolarisability. The de Kerr (quadratic electro-optic) effect, is used for 
variable phase retardation and liquid crystal. displays. The de polarisation propor-
tional to the optical field intensity resembles optical rectification and has similar ap-
plications in conversion of light signals to electrical ones. The de-induced SHG arises 
from the resemblance of the term x(3) Eff to a second-order susceptibility. Third har-
monic generation is used for up-conversion of infrared light into the far ultraviolet. 
The optical frequency Kerr effect has applications in high speed logic gates, opti-
cal bistability, phase conjugation, real time holography, amplification and amplitude 
chopping. 
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Term in P Frequenc~ Phenomenon Application 
Linear Contributions to Polarisation 
x<1>Eo 0 de polarisabili ty 
x<1> Ew cos(wt) w Dispersion, refraction Dispersion removal in e.g. optical fibres 
Quadratic Contributions to Polarisation 
x<2> Efi = (x<2> Eo)Eo 0 de hyperpolarisability x<1> modulation 
(2x< 2>Eo)Ew cos(wt) w Pockels effect. Change in x<1> oc: de field Modulation, variable phase retardation 
lx(2)E2 2 w 0 Optical rectification Hybrid optical communication devices 
lx<2> E; cos(2wt) 2w SHG IR to visible conversion 
Cubic Contributions to Polarisation 
x<a>E3 0 de hyp:erhyperpolarisability Cubic contribution to static polarisc:~.ti9n 
(3x<3>E6)Ew cos(wt) w de Kerr effect. Refractive index change oc:( de field) 2 Variable phase retardation, liquid-crystal displays 
( Jx<3> E; )Eo 0 l de polarisation; inteJ;Isity-deperident refractive index Hybrid optical comm~nication devices 
(( Jx<3> Eo)E;) cos(2wt) 2w de-induced SHG x<2> modulation 
!x<3> E~w cos(3wt) 3w THG Deep UV up-conversion 
£x<3> E! cos( wt) ' w Optical Kerr effect Self-focussing, bistability, phase conjugation, hologra-
. -· 
phy 
Table 2.1 : Contributions to Optical Polarisation and their Applications 
Nonlinear interactions are by no means limited to electromagnetic waves. For 
instance, Raman scattering is the result of mixing between optical and vibrational 
excitations; Brillouin scattering is the mixing of electromagnetic and sound waves; 
Rayleigh scattering deals with excitation of entropy waves and Rayleigh-wing scat-
tering relates to molecular orientational excitation [Fabellinskii, 1968]. 
2.4 THE POCKELS EFFECT 
2.4.1 Background 
The electro-optic effect is one of the earliest optical nonlinearities to be observed 
[Pockels', 1906]. The subject of exhaustive study in the 1890's, it was soon established 
that under the influence of a sufficiently strong electric field, isotropic (cubic) crystals 
become uniaxial and uniaxial crystals may become biaxial through the Pockels' and 
related Kerr effect. Although this can be interpreted as a nonlinear polarisation 
within the crystal, it is conventionally expressed as a refractive index change described 
by a modification of the tensor components of the inverse dielectric constant matrix. 
It is a confusing curiosity that the Pockels' effect is still frequently referred to as 
the linear electro-optic effect, despite the fact that the physics lies firmly in the field 
of nonlinear optics. 
2.4.2 Relationship to Surface Plasmons 
The Pockels' effect is usually thought of as electro-optic behaviour of uniaxial 
and biaxial crystals. Thin film structures lacking inversion symmetry, such as non-
centrosymmetric LB overlayers, also show field-induced refractive index changes. To 
see how they are related to the nonlinear susceptibilities, consider the (scalar) optical 
dielectric constant E(w, E), where E = E(n) is a weak low frequency en"' 0) applied 
field. The permittivity can be expanded in a Taylor series 
(2.11) 
but as 
(2.12) 
and 
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evidently, 
p 
- = x<t)E + x<2)E2 + ... 
fO 
fo(1 + x<1)) = f(w) 
(2) _ 8f(w) = .6.fr(w) + i.6.fi(w) 
fOX - 8E - E 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
In a noncentrosymmetric medium, wherein x<2) =/= 0, the Pockels' effect is repre-
sented by the term linear in E. An oscillating applied electric field E(O f'J 0) thus 
appears as a permittivi·ty modulation at the same frequency. The shapes and an-
gular locations of surface plasmon resonance curves of LB films on silver depend in 
part on the LB film permittivity. So, any field-induced reflectivity changes provide 
an indirect indication of the nonlinear susceptibility x<2) [Cross, 1986; Loulergue et. 
al.,1988]. The way this is estimated is described in chapter four. 
Writing the second-order component of induced polarisation as 
(2.16) 
makes evident the tensor nature of the quantitites involved. In the given experimental 
arrangement, the low-frequency applied electric field E(n f'J 0) lies parallel to the 
substrate normal (z-direction). The optical field excites surface plasmons which are 
TM polarised with electric field vectors normal to the substrate; the_se undergo mixing 
with the applied low-frequency field at the silver/LB film interface. Clearly, the 
components of the nonlinear susceptibility mediating interaction between the two 
fields are x~~z, x~lz and x1~z; these give rise to second-order polarisations in the x-
y- and z-directions, respectively. The p-polarised optical field, however, doubles as 
a probe of the nonlinear susceptibility. On .reflection at the .glass/silver interface, 
the in-plane components of the probe field interfere destructively while the normal 
components interfere constructively; the result is that the evanescent field at the 
silver /LB film interface is polarised predominantly in the z direction. Thus, the 
only measurable component of the nonlinear polarisation is in the z-direction, i.e. 
the method examines x1~~ to the exclusion of all other components of the nonlinear 
susceptibility. For this reason, the above method alone cannot provide any indication 
of the LB film tilt angle. 
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2.4.3 Effects Contributing to the Pockels' Effect 
As with SPR, numerous phenomena may contribute to the measurement of the 
Pockels' effect. Previous sections on surface plasmons have already mentioned ma-
terial parameters, thermal effects and the direct piezoelectric effect. The following 
sections list contributions to the Pockels' effect from other sources. 
2.4.4 (a) The Converse Piezoelectric Effect 
The converse piezoelectric effect is an electric field-induced strain, which may alter 
the LB film thickness and thus affect the calculation of nonlinear susceptibilities. The 
strain in the LB film is given by 
e =Ed (2.17) 
where c is the strain, E the applied electric field and d the piezoelectric coefficient 
and all quantities are taken as scalar. The electric field normal to the LB film plane is 
typically ""107Vm-1, applied to a film up to lOnm in thickness. No estimates of the 
piezoelectric coeffic::ient are available in the literature for the nonlinear dyes used here, 
but the information presented in section 2.2. 7 [Nix, 1988; Koptsik, 1952] suggests a 
strain on the order of 10-4 • If the LB films described here have similar properties, 
this thickness change can be safely ignored, as it is two orders of magnitude smaller 
than the error in calculated estimates of film thickness. 
2.4.5 (b) Stark Effect (Electroabsorption) 
The Staik effect is the shift and splitting of spectral lines in an electric field weak 
compared to the internal atomic field of approximately 1010Vm-1 [Stark, 1919; Surdo, 
1913]. Many materials, however, exhibit an absorption edge that varies exponentially 
with temperature. For low values of absorption coefficient, it can be shown [Franz, 
1958; Keldysh, 1958] that the absorption change in an applied electric field can be 
expressed as 
a 24em* 
(2.18) 
where {3 is the logarithmic slope of the absorption edge, E the applied field, m* the 
reduced effective mass and e the electronic charge. The absorption coefficient a and 
the imaginary part of the dielectric function are related by 
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27rfi 
a=---
n,\ 
where n is the real part of refractive index and ,\the wavelength of light. So, 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
This predicts a change in the imaginary part of the permittivity proportional to 
the square of the applied electric field. The observed dependence (see chapter seven) 
is linear; accordingly the presence of the Stark effect can be ruled out. 
2.4.6 (c) Contributions from the Substrate 
The lengthy expression for x<2>, given in the literature [Shen,1984; Bloembergen, 
1965] is nonzero for any system lacking inversion symmetry. An isolated boundary 
between two different media lacks inversion symmetry, therefore it has an associated 
susceptibility x<2>. The nonlinear susceptibility of a thin silver film bounded on 
opposite sides by air and glass is observable in many ways (Sipe & Stegemann, 1982], 
including via the Pockels' effect as described in this thesis, and is presumed to be 
unaltered when the silver- is overcoated by an LB film. Removal of this contribution 
from the gross differential reflectivity clearly places a limit on the sensitivity of the 
technique, as the remainder must be clearly identifiable as the LB film differential 
reflectivity. To date, the nonlinear susceptibility of silver has not been quoted in the 
literature. In practice, however, the contribution from silver is smaller than that of 
most LB film materials, and so contributions from the silver substrate have not been 
accounted for. 
2.4.7 (d) Cubic Responses 
For optical nonlinearities far from resonance, it may be shown [Shen, 1984] that 
lp(a) I I E I P(2) "' Eat (2.21) 
Typically, the atomic electric field Eat "'108Vm- 1. The electric field applied to 
the LB film is "'106Vm-1, setting IE/Eatl "'10-2. All other things being equal, a 
signal one hundredth the size of that produced by the Pockels' effect is close to the 
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limit of sensitivity of the detection equipment. It also appears at twice the frequency 
of the applied electric field. 
2.4.8 (e) Fl-equency Dependence 
The Pockels' effect in LB films can be thought of as an electric field-dependent 
component of permittivity. The film permittivity, however, is frequency-dependent; 
figure 2.6 shows the variation of the real and imaginary parts of an ideal dielectric's 
permittivity'with fr~quency.ofapplied electric field. In:a measurement of the Pockels' 
effect, if:thefrequency of either of the applied fields overlaps with an absorption peak, 
the observed nonlinearity is resonantly enhanced. This is undesirable as it limits the 
useful bandwidth of any device based on this nonlinearity. The 3KHz electric field 
applied across the LB film is at a far lower frequency than the frequency of dielectric 
relaxation, which is higher than approximately lMHz. Experimentally, the Pockels' 
effect is independent of the frequency of this field (see chapter seven). Likewise, as 
long as the laser frequency does not overlap with any LB film absorption bands, the 
nonlinearity remains nonresonant; this is also desirable from the point of eliminating 
contributions from the Stark effect (see above). The optical absorption spectra of 
the various dyes (see chapter six) are used to estimate whether this contribution is 
likely to be significant. 
2.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter has outlined the historical and physical origins of surface plasmons 
and their relationship to the Pockels' effect in LB films. Some effort is also made 
to demonstrate the enormous variety of nonlinear optical phenomena. Section two 
specifically explains how to estimate LB film nonlinear susceptibilities from induced 
permittivity changes. Piezoelectricity, thermal effects and electroabsorption, all of 
which may may provide spurious contributions to the Pockels' effect, are shown to 
be negligible. The nonlinearities are also frequency-independent provided the laser 
beam does not excite any .LB:film transitions. 
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Cliaptet III 
LANGMUIR- BLODGETT FILM TECHNOLOGY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter deals with film"' 'forming properties oLdassical and novel LB film 
materials as'well as the Langmuir troughs required to fabricate specimens for study. 
After providing a brief summary of the history of floating monolayers in section 3.2, 
section 3.3 explains the basic concepts of LB film deposition, including the formation 
of a surface monolayer and its transfer to a suitable substrate. Section 3.4 compares 
various classical LB film materials, such as fatty acids, with the novel polymers and 
dipolar chromophores dealt with in this thesis. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 describe in some 
detail the designs of the two LB troughs used to fabricate the mono- and multilayer 
samples examined here. The former refers to the trough used to produce multilay-
ers in which each monolayer has the same composition, while the latter outlines the 
design of a trough used for producing superlattice structures in which two different 
materials are deposit~d in .alternating layers. The properties of the floating mono-
layer are described in section 3.7, while methods for spreading and compressing the 
monolayers,as well as different multilayer deposition modes, follow in section 3.8. The 
final section deals with techniques such as x-ray and electron diffraction which are at 
our disposal for structural assessment of LB films. 
3.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The peculiar behaviour of oil on water has been known for many centuries. The 
earliest report is to be found on cuneiform tablets dating back to the Hammurabi 
period in the eighteenth century BC [Tabor, 1980] ; the spreading of oil was used by 
Babylonian seers as· a means of practicing 'divinity. The earliest practical application 
of floating monolayers is believed to· have been-in Japanese printing: a dye consisting 
of proteins and colloidal carbon was spread onto a water surface; sprinkling the 
surface with gelatine converts the floating layer into a maze of light and dark regions, 
which can be preserved by lowering sheets of paper onto the surface [Terada et. al., 
1984]. This art form, still popular today, is known as sumina.gashi. 
The first attempt at scientific investigation of the properties of floating mono-
layers came with Benjamin Franklin's report of the calming effects of spoonfuls of 
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oil on the surfaces of various Clapham ponds [Franklin, 1774]. Lord Rayleigh must 
receive the credit for first suspecting in 1889 that the films thus formed were only 
o!}e II10lecule thick. It was, however, only with the aid of Agnes Poc:]{~ls' that he_ §~c­
ceeded in directly measuring the thickness of a castor oil monolayer as one nanometre 
[Pockels', 1891]. This significant find was not exploited until after the First World 
War, when Irving Langmuir in the General Electric Company laboratories at Sch-
enectady, New York, took up the study of floating monolayers and their deposition 
onto solid substrates. !Ie~iriitialiyo-hypothesised:~that ·highly :stable molecular layers 
could form,~by ,a.dsorption.:oLsingle:layers>:of "atoms,onto an :underlying substrate. 
Langmuir's Nobel Prize-winning experiments demonstrated the validity of this hy-
pothesis by showing that stable organic monolayers could be formed on the water 
surface of his film balance, or trough, and transferred to solid substrates. This was 
first reported [Langmuir, 1920] using fatty acid salts; several years later, Katharine 
Blodgett reported sequential deposition of floating monolayers of the same materi-
als onto solid substrates [Blodgett, 1935]. The floating monolayers have come to be 
known as Langmuir films, while the ordered multilayer assemblies are commonly re-
ferred to as Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films. The pioneering work of these two intrepid 
investigators has been summarised in a comprehensive review of the subject [Gaines, 
1966]. 
Following a period of relative inactivity in the field, interest in LB films has 
in recent years been rekindled by many European research groups, whose findings 
indicate that LB films may have profound and wide-ranging roles in electronics and 
optics. Interdisciplinary research groups the world over have made advances towards 
perfecting the deposition process for a wide variety of quite stable molecules. The 
proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on LB films, held in Tsukuba, 
Japan, in 1988 contain details of progress on all fronts of LB film research. 
3.3 BASIC CONCEPTS 
· Langmuir films :are invariablyJormed•by,:depositing,:a.small .amount of a suitable 
material in a volatile solvent on the surface of a highly pure subphase, usually water, 
waiting for the solvent to evaporate then compressing the surface layer until it forms 
an ordered surface layer one molecule thick. To form LB films, a suitable substrate 
must be repeatedly passed through the surface layer. The process is illustrated in 
figure 3.1 for the first few monolayers. Under ideal conditions, the dipping process can 
be repeated indefinitely to form highly organised, structurally stable films of thickness 
ranging from approximately 2 nm (i.e. one monolayer) to fractions of a micro:metre. 
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Figure 3.1 : Stages in the deposition of an LB film 
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The method is simple in principle; unfortunately multilayer film deposition is rarely 
this successful due to the difficulty in meeting the experimental requirements for 
successful dipping. Furthermore, by no means all m;ganic materials are capable of 
forming Langmuir films at all, and only a limited portion of these can form ordered 
LB multilayers. These factors are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
3.4 MATERIALS 
The :materials ·used .in .LB<filmAormation .can-.:be .. regarded as either 'classical' or 
'novel'. The former are,those:;such.as-·long:.:chain.fatty acids and their salts, which 
form the historical basis of LB film technology; the latter includes a wide range of 
compounds containing various combinations of chemical groups chosen because they 
are likely to impart specific properties to the formed LB film. For the purposes of 
this thesis, the novel materials are further subdivided into those described by other 
workers and those either bought in or 'designer synthesised' at Durham for their large 
expected optical nonlinearities. 
3.4.1 Classical Materials 
The materials used classically for LB film formation invariably have a hydrophilic 
head group and a hydrophobic tail. The hydrophilic group is required to ensure 
uniform orientation of floating monolayers and is usually a carboxylic acid. In the 
case of fatty acids the material solubility depends on the length of the hydrocarbon 
tail, all other things being equal, approximately twenty carbon atoms being necessary 
for negligible solubility. Accordingly, the materials which suggested themselves in 
early experiments on LB films are long-chain carboxylic acids, such as stearic and 
arachidic acids and their salts, whose structure is illustrated in figure 3.2. 
The stability and solubility of Langmuir films depends on a variety of interrelated 
variables, including subphase pH, temperature, presence of ions, age and ambient 
lighting. For instance, Langmuir :films ~of-arachidic .acid. can be stabilised by adding 
doubly-ionised ·species-such ·as -Cd2+·to.the.isubphase .. Adjacent stearate ions share 
a single cadmium ion to form a salt at the water surface, which improves in-plane 
stability of the floating monolayer. Deposition of cadmium stearate will typically be 
carried out on a 10-4M cadmium chloride subphase of pH 5.6. Another material 
finding wide use in LB films is 22- or w-tricosenoic acid {22-TA) , illustrated in 
figure 3.2. The terminal ethylene bond allows the possibility of polymerisation of 
such films by electron beams, resulting in a linear polymer. This feature, together 
with its insulating properties, prompted suggestions of its use as a possible electron 
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beam resist material [Peterson, 1983). Another useful property of fatty acids in 
general, and 22'-TA in particular, is that they can be deposited very rapidly from 
pure subphases. 
A variety ofmaterials, having structures differing to a greater or lesser extent from 
that of a simple fatty acid, have been investigated with a view to LB film formation. 
They include anthracenes, diacetylenes, a range of polymers, and several biologically 
important materials-such,as,chlorophyll A-and phospholipids [Hann, 1990]. 
3.4.2 Novel ·Materials from the Literature 
The previous section suggests that highly conjugated molecules are unlikely to be 
good candidates for LB film-forming .materials unless they form a minor constituent 
of an otherwise aliphatic film. Such films are likely to resemble most closely films 
consisting exclusively of fatty acids. This is indeed unfortunate, as the electrical and 
linear and nonlinear optical properties of fatty acids are of minimal interest, whereas 
conjugated molecules having extended 1r-electron systems are of great interest in those 
respects. Furthermore, the greater stability and damage thresholds of conjugated 
systems ~akes them attractive for applications in integrated optics and electronics. 
Recently, however, it has been shown that high-quality multilayers can be formed 
from materials containing aliphatic side-chains as short as four CH2 units, such as 
substituted anthracene derivatives; more extreme examples of LB film-forming ma-
terials include the organic semiconductor perylene, which requires no hydrocarbon 
tail for film formation. Such films have no long range order and adjacent monolayers 
may not be distinct [Warren; 1989]. Regarding their aliphatic nature, most LB film 
materials fall somewhere between 'the: two extremes of fatty acids and peryleiie. Many 
substituted dyes have been used in LB film formation, sometimes as homogeneous 
layers, often as layers of dye mixed with fatty acid to confer additionnal stability on 
the formed film. The list ofconjugated materials used to form LB films includes me-
rocyanine, .rhodamine; .hemicyanine,stilbenes, :squarylium, .anthraquinone, and azo 
dyes. In some cases, the molecule may contain more than one hydrocarbon chain to 
induce a preferred orientation of the dye chromophores. 
3.4.3 Novel Materials used in this project 
A variety of materials were examined in this project. Most of them were chosen 
according to standard guidelines [Meredith, 1983] outlined in the previous chapter, 
for producing molecules with a high second-order nonlinear susceptibility. These 
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have donor and acceptor groups separated by a conjugated system; tlleir solubility 
is reduced by either the addition of a hydrocarbon chain to each molecule, or by 
mounting several ~~lecules onto a polymer backbone. The materials used fall into 
two categories: ril()dified di-aryl alkynes with hydrocarbon tails and polysiloxanes 
having dipolar chromophores as sid,e groups. 
3.5 TH'E STANDARD LANGMUIR-BLODGETT TROUGH 
There are many variations on the,original.tre,ughs ,used ·by Langmuir and Blod-
gett, including circular troughs with a· radial· barrier ·and· those with a single mov-
able barrier [Petty, 1990]. All troughs used in Durham are rectangular and have 
a constant-perimeter barrier. Those used for the work described in this thesis are 
described in the following sections. 
3.5.1 Mechanical Construction 
The least sophisticated trough used in Durham is shown schematically and picto-
rially in figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. The tank is made of glass and supported by 
a fixed steel framework. The constant-perimeter barrier consists of a PTFE-coated 
glass fibre belt held in place under its own tension by a set of PTFE rollers. The 
rollers are attached to movable cross-members which are pulled back and forth along 
steel runners by toothed belts driven by stepper motors. Barrier motion is limited 
by microswitches. 
The deposition mechanism, or dipping head, is located above the central region 
of the trough and consists of a vertical motor-driven micrometer screw guage. Sub-
strates are affixed to ii by a metal screw clamp attached to the lower portion of the 
head. As in the barriers, dipping head motion is restricted by microswitches. The 
surface pressure is monitored by a Wilhelmy plate, which is a piece of filter paper of 
known dimensions attached to a microbalance. Changing surface pressure is equiv-
alent to changing surface tension, Le. 'effective\weight of the ,paper plate, which is 
measured by the microbalance. The balance is housed in a draught-free cabinet, on 
top of a glass-doored cabinet containing the rest of the apparatus. The latter cabinet 
is ventilated by an extractor fan, used to i;i.id solvent evaporation. 
3.5.2 Instrumentation 
A single electronic unit allows the user to control all the movements of the barriers 
and dipping head. The barriers can be moved in three modes: 'forward' , 'reverse' , 
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and 'control' . In the first two, the barriers are compressed or expanded at a set speed 
regardless of any film on the -surface. In the latter case, which is generally used in 
fi!m d_eposition, the film is first compressed up to a preselected surface pressure. The 
dipping head is then programmed to move the substrate in and out of the Langmuir 
film a fixed number of times. As the film is picked up by the substrate, a feedback 
mechanism with variable gain compares measured and preset surface pressures and 
adjusts the barrier drive such that the difference is minimised. 
Blots of surface·.pressure (i.e: microbalance--output) :versus film area can be mea-
-sured -on'all'<attachedX:..:Y)recorder. Area:an&pressure may 'be recorded against time 
on a Y-t chart recorder to provide a 'dipping record' . Pye Unicam meters are used 
to continuously monitor subphase pH. 
3.5.3 Minimisation of Contamination 
Floating monolayers are highly susceptible to contamination from the ambient 
atmosphere. It is thus important that the LB trough be isolated as far as possible 
from any airborne particles. Hence the location of all Durham's LB troughs in a 
(nominal) class 1000* clean room and the use of appropriate anti-static clothing. 
The weight of material spread onto the surface of a Langmuir trough is typically 
several hundrgds gf ·micrograms. The subphase volume is on the order of tens of 
litres. It is thus apparent that impurity concentrations of the order of fractions of a 
gramme per litre may seriously impair the quality of any floating and deposited films. 
To this end the Durham clean room is equipped with an 'Elga' recirculatory water 
system which cycles water through a reverse osmosis unit, a deionising cartridge and 
an ultraviolet steriliser, in that order. The water system is p_ermanently in op_eration; 
the end product is water of resistivity consistently greater than 17M!lcm with a total 
organic content not greater than 20 ppb. 
Even under ideal conditions, the subphase cannot be expected to remain pure 
indefinitely, ·and it·becomes,;necessary -.to 1clean:-the. LHtrough :sooner ·or later. This 
is generally done by rinsing twice with a suitable solvent, usually 'Aristar' grade 
chloroform, then rinsing twice with the purified water described above before refilling 
the trough and testing the surface for cleanliness as described in section 3.8. 
• i.e. 1000 airborne particles not exceeding 0.2 micrometres in dimension per cubic foot 
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3~6 THE ROTARY LANGMUIR-BLODGETT TROUGH 
The following sections describe a rotary trough, designed and built in Durham, 
which is used to deposit two-component LB films in which alternate layers have the 
same composition. Such structures are commonly known as superlattices. 
3.6.1 Mechanical Construction and Instrumentation 
The alternate-layer Langmuir trough, -shown in figure 3.5 , differs from the stan-
dard trough in several respects. First, the trough can be raised or lowered as required 
to adjust the relative levels of subphase and constant-perimeter barrier. Secondly, the 
constant-perimeter barrier is divided centrally to form two distinct regions on which 
Langmuir films may be spread. Third, each of these areas has its own Wilhelmy 
plate, barrier drive, feedback control and Y-t recorder, each of which are substan-
tially the same as that described above in section 3.5.2. The control mechanisms 
differ in that the alternate layer trough barrier drive can be immobilised at any point 
by a 'sto,e' ~etting on the control box, and the dipping head cannot be programmed 
4-
to deposit a fixed number of monolayers : it carries on regardless until switched off 
manually. Fourth, the dipping head is not simply a clamp at the end of a motorised 
vernier guage. Rather, it is a partially-submerged rotating drum mounted on the 
central divide between the two Langmuir film surfaces. A screw clamp stands proud 
of this drum; it is this that supports the LB film substrate in a plane parallel to the 
drum's long axis. Fifth and finally, there is no X-Y recorder on this trough for the 
recording of pressure-area isotherms, as only one area of Langmuir film is required 
for this process. 
3.6.2 Cross-Contamination 
Cross-contamination, that is movement of material between compartments of the 
alternate-layer trough, may arise by transfer from either the rotating cylinder or 
by the substrate. For floating monolayers of 22-TA and a squarylium dye, it has 
been found that cross-contamination, between the floating layers remains negligible 
after twenty revolutions of the drum, although contamination has been observed for 
different monolayer materials with poor pickup ratios [Holcroft et. al). It appears 
that cross-contamination occurs when material picked up by the rotating drum from 
one of the monolayers (with a poor deposition ratio) ceases to adhere to the drum 
on passing through the other floating monolayer. 
Several of the materials, with high deposition ratios, used in this project were 
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spread as fl'oa,ting monolayers onto one side of the rotary trough, whilst the other 
side was kept clean. After fifteen revolutions of the drum, the clean side showed an 
increase in surface pressure of no more than 3mNm-1. 
3.7 PROPERTIES OF THE FLOATING MONOLAYER 
The most important requirement for an LB film-forming material is that it be 
virtually insoluble in the water subphase. On account oftheir extreme ratio of surface 
area to volume, conventional wisdom regarding bulk solubility is not strictly relevant 
to Langmuir films. One must resort to studying the Langmuir film's behaviour in 
two dimensions. Then, the features of interest are the film pressure-area relationship 
and the variation in surface area with time at constant surface pressure; that is, the 
film stability. 
3. 7.1 Pressure-Area Isotherms 
If a material forms an insoluble film at the subphase surface, then as the trough 
surface area is reduced, the surface pressure will rise. By plotting the microbalance 
output versus that of the barrier potentiometer, a plot of surface pressure versus area 
{1r- A), or an isotherm, may be obtained. Given that the amount of material spread 
is known, this is equivalent to a plot of pressure versus area per molecule. Such an 
isotherm is shown in figure 3.6 for stearic acid, one of the classic LB film materials. 
The plot shows three distinct regions which may be loosely identified with gas, liquid 
and solid phases. Broadly speaking, the first corresponds to a regime in which the 
average separation of fatty acid molecules is relatively large and the molecules are 
largely independent. The liquid phase represents the gradual development of short-
range order with increasing surface pressure. The latter soliii phase corresponds to 
a well-oriented monolayer which is relatively incompressible due to its close-packed 
structure. The steep linear portion of the isotherm may be extrapolated back to 
zero surface pressure to find the zero-pressure limit of the molecular area in the solid 
phase. This value may bee-compared with that,deduced from computer simulations 
or mechanical models such as the Ealing CPK space-filling molecular modelling kit. 
While few materials exhibit the above ideal behaviour, the shape and curvature of 
isotherms invariably aids understanding of molecular behaviour under com pression. 
Many substances display a number of quasi-solid and/or 'liquid' phases; most display 
other features as well including hysteresis, peaks, troughs, flat portions (first order 
phase transitions), kinks (second order phase transitions) and spontaneous contrac-
tion or expansion [Stenhagen, 1955]. Hysteresis in particular can be interpreted as 
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Figure 3.6 : A typical stea:ric acid isotherm 
molecular rearrangement and interactions such as polymerisation and oxidation, as 
well a8 loss of film mobility. The latter is discussed in section 3. 7.3 
3.7.2 Monolayer Stability 
Ideally, once spread, compressed to its quasi-solid phase and allowance has been 
made for any solvent to evaporate, a Langmuir film would cover a fixed area while 
the surface pressure is held constant. In reality, however, all floating monolayers 
show some shrinkage dueto,a combination ofthefoHowing phenomena: evaporation, 
. partial collapse (film "budding), solution into t'he-subphase, molecular rearrangement, 
polymerisation or dissociation. The onset of some of these effects, particularly col-
lapse, may be delayed by maintaining the surface pressure below some threshold 
value at which instability sets in, although in some cases this may be ·too low for 
successful monolayer deposition. The rate of solution of Langmuir films in the aque-
ous subphase depends on a variety of parameters, including pH and concentration 
of specific ionic species. In the case of the classic materials, monolayer solution can 
be almost'totally halted by partial salt formation. These are very much a minority, 
and in the case of novel, more complex materials, solution can be quite rapid, and 
thus may become a major problem. Usually, dissolving Langmuir films decay in area 
in two stages: a rapid initial desorption followed by an exponential decay with time 
[Gaines, 1966]. The decay time represents the film half-life. This is consistent with 
the hypothesis that molecular rearrangement is followed by random dissolution of 
molecules into the subphase, the film half-life being proportional to the probability 
of solution. This probability generally exhibits a complex dependence on subphase 
parameters; it can generally only be optimised by experiment. 
3.7.3 Monolayer Mobility 
Although it is desirable that a Langmuir film be well-ordered and close-packed, 
it must also remain fluid in the plane of the air-water interface. If a film solidifies, 
then drawing a:substrate~ through it causes fracture and tearing of the floating mono-
layer, with the result that the·film is deposited in patches separated by large cracks, 
somewhat analogous to crazy paving. 
The 'suction test' provides an indication of monolayer mobility: the film is held 
at constant pressure with the barrier feedback control set to maximum gain, and a 
small amount of material removed with a vacuum nozzle. A suitably mobile film will 
flow immediately to maintain the preset surface pressure. This test can be used to 
gauge crudely the mobility of a floating monolayer before or after transfer to a solid 
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substrate. A lllOre precise method, h~owever, of determining film rigidity is to record 
several pressure-area isotherms of a Boating monolayer at regular intervals. Drastic 
cha.Ilges i~ film fll!idity will ge!l_erally appeaJ; as irreversible changes in the form of 
the isotherm after some characteristic hardening time rh. l.:J ndesirable film rigidity 
can be circumvented by mixing the material with a fatty acid or by using a slowly-
evaporating solvent. In some cases, rigidity sets in slowly and can be avoided by 
periodically replacing the film with a fresh monolayer, although it will be appreciated 
that this can be a tedious process. 
3.8 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Having established a material as a good candidate for LB film formation, it 
becomes necessary to examine in detail the process of transfer of Langmuir films 
to solid substrates. The water subphase surface is first cleaned by compressing the 
barriers to their minimum area, removing surface detritus with a suction nozzle, 
expanding the harriers to their maximum area and comparing surface pressures before 
and after-expansion. This is repeated until the surface pressure change on expansion 
falls within tolerable limits,··usually 2 mNm-1. The deposition process is continued 
by monolayer spreading, compression and deposition. 
3.8.1 Monolayer Spreading 
The solvent chosen for dissolving LB materials was 'Aristar' grade chloroform. 
A typical solution concentration was approximately 1 mg ml-1, weights being de-
termined accurately using an Oertling microbalance. The solution is invariably de-
posited onto the suhphase a drop at a time from a height of approximately a millime-
tre using a microsyringe. The volume spread is accurately measured by a calibrated 
scale on the syringe body; approximately lOO~tl is typical. 
3~8.2 Monolayer Compression 
It is standard practice to record pressure-area isotherms for each new Langmuir 
film spreading solution, and to occasionally repeat the measurement for aged solutions 
to ensure they still form adequate Boating monolayers. This is done by compressing 
the film at a fixed rate (in forward mode) and recording microbalance reading versus 
potentiometer output on an x-y plotter. Having done this, a fresh monolayer is 
spread and compressed in control mode to a pressure well into the solid phase, at 
which point the decay in surface area with time may be measured (section 3.7.2). 
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Otherwise, the film is left to stabilise for several minutes prior to deposition onto a 
suitable suostrate. 
3.8.3 Langmuir-Blodgett Film Deposition 
There are three modes of LB film deposition [Blodgett, 1935], all of which are 
illustrated in figure 3. 7. The eventual dipping mode will depend on a variety of 
parameters, the most important being the hydrophilic properties, or lack thereof, of 
the substrate, subphase pH and the -amphiphilic nature of the -Langmuir film. Most 
floating monolayers, includin·gthoseof'the classical LBfilm materials, dip in a Y-type 
manner, in which mat.erial is deposited regardless of direction of travel through the 
Langmuir film. In this case, the first monolayer is deposited on initial insertion of 
a hydrophobic substrate, or on the first withdraw! of a hydrophilic substrate. This 
deposition mode generally produces highly symmetrical structures. The film quality 
will, however, be inferior if different materials are chosen for succeeding alternate 
layers. 
At high subphase pH, fatty acids may fail to deposit on the upstroke, leading to 
X..,type films ; this is usually energetically unfavourable, and there is X-ray evidence 
to show that such films undergo rearrangement during and/or after deposition to 
essentially Y-type structures [Holley, 1938]. The other deposition mode, Z-type, in 
which case pickup only occurs on the upstroke, has been observed in many materials, 
for example phthalocyanines [Baker, 1985] and some materials synthesised at Durham 
[Tsibouklis et. al., 1989]. 
An important figure of merit for LB film deposition is the transfer ratio, which is 
the ratio of filin area removed to substrate surface area; for ideal deposition the trans-
fer ratio is unity. Unfortunately, the transfer ratio cannot be measured accurately on 
the alternate-layer trough used in Durham. The reason is that as the substrate passes 
through the Langmuir film, the rotating drum to which it is mounted also picks up 
some of the floating monolayer. In this· case, the.,only way to estimate the deposition 
ratio is to subtract the·rotating drum's contribution to the deposited film from the 
total amount removed from the subphase surface. This may be done using a dipping 
record, which always contains several sections in which only the drum surface passes 
through the floating monolayer. 
Ultimately, successful multilayer deposition relies on the chemical and physical 
structure of the first layer, since any defects therein may propagate into subsequent 
layers. Furthermore, the first layer is the only one bonded directly to the substrate, 
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and is thus fundamentally different from subsequent layers. Accordingly, particular 
care was taken when depositing the first of a number of layers. Slow (approximately 
2mm min-1) dipping commenced immediately after the final treatment of the sub-
strate, and a drying time of at least a half hour was allowed before depositing any 
more layers. 
In the case of Z-type multilayer deposition, the floating monolayer was expanded 
before the downstroke to reduce the possibility oLdeposition on initial immersion. 
Provision is made for this on another trough, not described here;in detail, which has 
a control unit that performs the requisite tasks automatically. Ideally, however, the 
substrate would be immersed before spreading a Langmuir film. 
3.9 QUALITY ASSESSMENT 
Several features of LB films need examination in order to assess film quality. They 
include crystalline structure, defect density and the reproducibility of monolayers. 
Crystal structure can be thoroughly investigated by a variety of diffraction techniques 
including transmission electron, X-ray, neutron or reflection high energy electron 
diffraction (RHEED). The latter is adequate for an approximate identification of 
film structure and has the advantage of being quick and non-destructive. 
-
Structural order in LB films is rarely described in terms of conventional crystalline 
symmetry groups; rather, LB films are generally described as having a particular 
average tilt angle with respect to the substrate normal. Tilt angles in the region 
of twenty degrees have been reported for various classic LB film-forming materials. 
Variations of tilt angle within a LB film tend to obscure any medium-range order 
which may otherwise have. manifested itself in the film~structure. Thus, the discovery 
of reproducible crystalline order in a LB film is quite rare, although some workers 
have reported success in this field [Neal, 1987]. 
The second feature, related to the above crystalline structure, is defect density. 
By this is meant the incidence of pinholes in the,film; particulate contamination and 
other defects large enough to be seen by the naked eye or with the aid of an optical 
microscope. The last two types of defect can usually be observed with greater clarity 
by looking at a LB film in reflection between crossed polarisers [Peterson, 1984]. 
Relatively large crystallites ( ~500 nm) can be seen by this method. It has been 
reported that skew disclinations, a characteristic of liquid crystals, are also common 
to LB films, thus prompting a definition of LB films as a special class of liquid crystal 
[Bibo & Peterson, 1989]. Pinholes, on the other hand, are often first noticed when an 
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atteiilpt is made to plot redprocal capacit~ce versus numb~r of layers in a metal-
film-metal structure. A linear plot-indicates good dielectric reproducibility-from lay:er 
to layer. If the fi!m is ba4ly pi~hol~~cl' h()'Y~ver, the d_evices will be short-circuited 
and no such llleasurement Will be meaningful. 
Finally, film reprodircihility can be tested in several ways. The first is to examine 
deposition ratios calculated for each layer from the appropriate dipping record. This 
is, however, not very accurate - especially in the case of substrates whose surface area 
is sxnallcolllpared to'the trough area .. A further, drawback of this method arises when 
mixed {heterogeneous)··monolayers· are;-examined, •as it is' not pqssible to distinguish 
pickups of the different constituents. Most of the molecules examined in this thesis 
contain conjugated systems designed to optimise optical nonlinearities; they are also 
often brightly coloured. Thus, if optical absorption (usually measured at the dye 
apsorption maximum) is linear with increasing number of monolayers, the Langmuir 
film pickup c(l.n be taken as uniform from layer to layer. This method also has 
applicability to mixed monolayers, since the relative intensities of absorption peaks 
belonging to all molecular species present . should remain unchanged With increasing 
film thickness. Similar assessments can he made using other techniques, such as infra-
red reflectance spectra, electroabsorption and attenuation of the x-ray photoemission. 
3.10 SUMMARY 
This chapter has reviewed the history, ideas, technology and materials relevant 
to LB film fabrication. Several methods for the analysis of the floating monolayer 
and the characterisation of formed LB mono- and multilayers have been described. 
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Chapter IV 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter explains. the methods of characterisation ;of -mono- and multilayer 
LB film structures. Substrate preparation is discussed in section 4.2. Subsequent 
sections describe surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (4.3), the Pockels' effect (4.4), 
UV /visible spectrophotometry of solutions and LB films ( 4.5), ellipsometry ( 4.6) and 
second harmonic generation (SHG) from LB films ( 4. 7). 
4.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION 
4.2.1 Substrate Preparation 
The cleaning procedure for all substrate materials was broadly similar. Soda 
glass or quartz substrates were rinsed in cold iso-propanol to remove visible dust 
particles then cleaned for an hour in an ultrasonic bath containing deionised water 
(Elgastat Spectrum), Decon 90 and teepol. Next, the substrates were rinsed for an 
hour in an ultrasonic bath containing pure water. Finally, the substrates were left 
overnight in an iso-propanol reflux unit to remove any traces of grease. This proce-
dure left hydrophilic surfaces; when a hydrophobic surface was required, the slides 
were first of all rinsed for half an hour in an ultrasonic bath containing chloroform 
plus 2% dimet-hyldlchforosilane. One other type of substrate was used regularly: n-
type (111) orientation silicon, resistivity 10.5-17.5!1 em (Dynamit Nobel). This was 
first etched in hydrofluoric acid to remove surface oxides, then cleaned as above. 
Wherever possible clean substrates were used immediately, although materials sur-
plus to requirements were stored for as short a period as possible in a clean room 
grade glove or clean staining jar. 
4.2.2 Thermal Evaporation 
Soda glass substrates cleaned as described above were mounted inside a ther-
mal evaporator unit evacuated to a maximum working pressure of 10-5 mbar. A 
molybdenum boat containing silver wire was heated within the evaporator by a large 
DC current; a. typical evaporation rate w~ up to 6 nm s-1• The film thickness and 
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evaporation rate were monitored by a quartz cry~fal driven at 6MHz and oscillating 
mechanically in a sh~ar mode. As silver waS progressively deposited onto the crystal, 
the SAe-~r m<>de frE!gilency chang~q a.nd the fra.(tiQII«!l c;:h_a.ng~ in_fre5ltL~IlCY w~ used 
to calculate the thickness deposited. Once a preset thi<;knesf!; had been rea.clted, the 
silver deposition was halted by a mechanical shutter contrc)lled by an external film 
thickness monitor. The film thickness calculation requires the silver density, acoustic 
impedance and an empirical geometrical cor-rection for the different separations of 
the substrate and crystal from the source and their .differing orientations within the 
evaporator chamber. The Jirst two are well,-catalogued, while the latter, known as 
the tooling factor (TF), is given to first order by 
2 -
( dsub ) TF = -d +constant 
cryst 
(4.1) 
where dsub and dcryst are the boat-substrate and boat-crystal separations respectively. 
If the TF is incorrect, the film thickness monitor calculates a notional thickness 
which is indirectly related to the actual film thickness. The optimum TF is generally 
found by performing a series of evaporations at a fixed notional thickness for various 
tooling factors, fitting each resulting SPR curve to find the actual film thickness 
and adjusting the TF so that the notional and actual thicknesses correspond. This 
process is only successful up to a point since the silver film properties vary with silver 
quality, vacuum pressure, source dimensions, deposition rate, absorbed water (once 
removed from the evaporator) and other factors. A typical set of calibration data are 
presented in chapter six. 
4.3 SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE 
4.3.1 Experimental Technique 
The surface plasmon sensing a.ppara.tusis.·shown schematically in figures 4.1 and 
4.2. The ITO-coated ·slide a.nd phosphor bronze ·contacts 'were used for measuring 
the second-order susceptibility of LB films via the Pockels' effect; discussion of these 
topics is deferred to section 4.4. The following paragraphs explain the remaining 
components of the system. The next section describes the operation of the data. 
acquisition program controlling the entire system. 
The prism arrangement in figure 4.1 is a. variant on the well-known Kretschmann 
configuration. The use of films deposited on microscope slides instead of directly 
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Figure 4.2 : Schematic diagram of the optics, detection apparatus and stepper motor 
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onto the prism allows straightforward transfer of samples between scans of reflec-
tivity curves. The remaining optics are shown in figure 4.2. To avoid saturating 
the photodiodes, the prism arrangement was illuminated through a neutral density 
filter. The p-polarised He-Ne laser beam had a curved wavefront, so not all parts of 
the beam made the same angle of incidence with the prism; this placed an absolute 
limit on the accuracy to which the prism critical angle may be located. Because of 
the beam wavefront's curvature, the spread of k-vector components normal to the 
direction of propagation is -not zero. Then, at a given angle of incidence, a degree 
of-surface plasmon resonance may be observed where none is expected on account of 
this spread. The reasoning in appendix B, which is based on Gaussian optical theory 
that may be found in several standard texts (Yariv, 1985], suggests that the wavevec-
tor spread could be reduced by the lenses shown in figure 4.2. In practice, however, 
the collimating lenses made little measurable difference to the SPR and Pockels' data 
presented in chapters six and seven. Accordingly, the lenses were removed. The beam 
was then used to probe the prism assembly reflectivity, which was measured by sili-
con photodiodes in photoconductive mode, which assume a linear current response. 
The photodiode characteristics were: area 1 cm2, dark current l.5J.LA at 10V reverse 
bias, responsivity 0.4 A/W at 633nm, response time 500ns with a 50!1 load, and 0.1 
pA rms noise current at zero bias. The reflectivity of the prism arrangement was 
proportional to the photodiode output. This was averaged by a digital multimeter 
(Keithley model 195A) until the standard error on the mean signal fell to less than 
some prescribed amount, usually set to less than one percent of the output signal. 
Angular scans were performed by rotating the prism by a five-phase stepper motor 
(Berger Lahr model RDM 564/50, resolution 0.004°) driven from a BBC Master se-
ries microcomputer via a commercially available drive card (Berger Lahr model D 
380). As most SPR curves have halfwidths upwards of half a degree, this allowed 
acquisition of some 125 readings over the SPR minimum, which is more than enough 
to ensure reliable measurement of reflectivity over the SPR minimum. 
4.3.2 Data Acquisition 
Figure 4.3 shows the apparatus used to acquire automatically data on SPR and 
the Pockels' effect. The phase-sensitive detector and signal generator were used in 
measuring the Pockels' effect only (see section 4.4). The operation of the SPR data 
acquisition program, written in ISO Standard Pascal, is shown in the flow chart in 
figure 4.4 . After being presented with the choice of recording information on SPR 
or the Pockels' effect, the user is offered instruction on how to use the apparatus. 
If accepted, detailed instructions are displayed on the vdu screen. Next, the user is 
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prompted for the refractive indices of the prism and clean glass substrate. This is in 
order that the program may calculate the internal critical angle of the prism assembly 
and subsequently allocate it to the right angular location. The user is prompted to 
rotate the prism in steps of half a degree until it is oriented fairly closely to the critical 
angle. Once this is done, the critical angle may be located more precisely. This is 
done by choosing a range of angles over which the reflectivity drops significantly, 
scanning that range, and locating the point of highest gradient of reflectivity by 
smoothing the measured reflectivity curve and fitting a quadratic equation to triplets 
of adjacent sample points. Several options for examining a coated sample are now 
available to the user. They permit angular scans from the present location (i.e. the 
critical angle), offsetting the photodiode by a known amount to either include the 
critical angle or exclude uninformative portions of the reflectivity curve between the 
critical angle and the SPR or locating the SPR minimum and scanning over the 
region of the SPR. A baseline curve, representing the reflectivity curve of a clean 
glass slide, can be first recorded if either of the first two options is chosen. Such 
a curve indicates the multiplicative calibration factors between the absolute prism 
reflectivity and the recorded photodiode output, including Fresnel losses at the diode 
faces, losses in wiring, and gain within the linearising circuitry. Once data acquisition 
has been completed, the prism is returned to the start of the scanning range and the 
program reboots the BBC microcomputer as from a cold start, and the user is forced 
to start from scratch. At this point the user has several text files containing the 
angles over which the scan was performed, the net reflectivity of the prism assembly 
at each angular location and an optional set of corresponding baseline reflectivities. 
A listing of the reflectivity curve acquisition program is presented in appendix C. 
The main functional areas are in the last few hundred lines, which are the procedures 
responsible for locating the critical angle and performing reflectivity scans. The 
remaining three portions deal with: functions absent from Pascal but available in 
BASIC through standard reserved words, implementation of IEEE commands and 
automated control of a Keithley 195A digital multimeter (and a Brookdeal 5208 
digital lock-in amplifier for Pockels' effect measurements), and stepper motor drive 
and initialisation via a dedicated drive card. Early versions of the program included 
a set of procedures known as a 'virtual memory driver', which act to convince the 
main computer that arrays of data held on a floppy disc are within its random access 
memory. This was later discarded since it was discovered that judicious choice of the 
angular range of the scans and their resolution allowed perfectly adequate SPR curves 
to be recorded within the limitations of the BBC microcomputer's small memory. 
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The curve acquisition program will run on any BBC microcomputer equipped 
with enough memory, Acorn Computer's Advanced Disc Filing System and the Acorn 
Computers ISO Standard Pascal operating system. The program contains an exten-
sive commentary. The principal source of error in reflectivity data arises from the 
voltmeter. The sampled voltage at any particular angle can be made as precise as 
the BBC microcomputer's arithmetic and the researcher's patience permits by in-
corporating averaging procedures into the data acquisition program; this has been 
done. The multimeter also·has a longresponse.timeto voltage.changes, so the control 
procedures include a pause;after each rotation ofthe stepper motor to allow the mul-
timeter to arrive at a steady voltage reading. If this is omitted, data from previous 
readings can contribute to the reflectivity at the current angular location. 
Another source of error lies in the angular positioning of the prism assembly. The 
means of location of the prism critical angle is by no means perfect, but it is quick 
and reliable. Inspection of the reflectivity close to the critical angle shows that the 
smoothed and interpolated reflectivity plots have gradients which rise steadily to a 
peak value close to or at the critical angle and decay to virtually nothing over less 
than 0.02°, or five motor steps. So, the prism is most likely to be located slightly 
below the critical angle, as that is the region in which the gradient of the reflectivity 
curve is largest. Errors of more than a few hundredths of a degree then become 
visible on reflectivity plots as a single kink at the low-angle end of a reflectivity scan. 
A problem related to the accuracy of location of the critical angle lies in the backlash 
in the gears between the stepper motor and the stage on which the prism is mounted. 
The gearbox ( G & K Osborne Ltd.) is claimed to be backlash-free through having 
cogs immersed in fluid and pressed into good contact through a spring arrangement. 
Even if this were true, other gears in the rotation stage, some of which are made 
of PTFE, a very flexible material, are unlikely to be backlash-free. So any backlash 
was corrected for in the stepper motor driving procedures. No accuracy is lost in 
transfer of data to a mainframe via transfer programs such as KERMIT, as the data 
can be sent as character strings with trailing zeroes to far greater precision than the 
BBC microcomputer's arithmetical functions are capable of handling. The major 
subsequent source of error in reflectivity values is likely to arise from editing of the 
data prior to curve fitting. 
Due to the above sources of error in angular location, the user is prevented from 
recording more than two reflectivity scans without relocating the critical angle, even 
though the program can record SPR curves ad infinitum. In any case, there is little 
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need to record copious SPR curves in series as the duration of each run of the program 
prohibits taking more than three SPR curves during one long working day. 
4.3.3 Interpretation of Results and Curve Fitting 
The SEW propagation can be described by the surface modes of a thin metallic 
film bounded on one side by glass and on the other by air. Strictly, the SEWs at 
each interface interact, but for silver films of the thickness used here, the modes 
are independent to a very good approximation [Shen, 1986]. Then, the form of the 
SPR curve can he predicted. from solution of Maxwell's equations for the relevant 
electric fields at the interface between silver and air [Kovacs, 1982]. If one makes no 
assumptions regarding the functional forms of these fields, this becomes an exercise 
in satisfying the boundary conditions on the electric fields at the interfaces involved. 
Neglecting internal reflections allows individual films to be treated with Fresnel's 
equations [Heavens, 1955; McLeod, 1986]. In all approaches, choice of suitable optical 
constants of the film assembly can lead to extremely good correspondence of theory 
and experiment [Pockrand et. al., 1977; Wahling, 1978]. 
The detailed features of the reflectivity curves are influenced by a variety of fac-
tors, principally the dielectric function and thickness of each layer. Crudely, the 
angular locations of the reflectivity minima depend primarily on the real part of the 
film refractive index and their halfwidths depend strongly on the imaginary part, 
indicating the damping rate of the SEW. The depth of resonance depends strongly 
on the silver film thickness [Otto, 1968; Pockrand, 1978]. Two additional loss mech-
anisms influence the halfwidth of the resonance: internal damping within the metal 
film, which is proportional to the imaginary part of the metal dielectric function and 
radiation damping due to reradiation of energy back out from the SEW. The latter 
depends strongly on the thickness of the metal or spacer layer and any overlayers 
such as LB films, and disappears only when the metal film thickness is infinite. As 
far as this is concerned, it has been shown both theoretically and experimentally 
[Otto, 1968; Pockrand et.al., 1977; Pockrand, 1978] that t-he optimum thickness for 
pronounced SPR in a silver layer is approximately 50 nm at He-Ne laser wavelengths. 
Other factors influencing the optical properties of such thin metallic layers include 
purity, method of deposition, absorption of water vapour, exposure to reactive gases 
and, of course, the presence of overlayers such as LB films. Each of these can alter 
the measured film dielectric function, leading to spurious and irreproducible results 
if the fabrication of the metallic film and/or overlayers is not carefully controlled. 
The method of deposition in particular has a marked effect on the film crystalline 
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structure and surface roughness, which in turn influence SEW propagation [Raether, 
1982]. Also, exposure to air frequently leaves a thin (several nm) oxide coating on 
the film surface, which introduces an extra overcoating that has to be either treated 
as such or accounted for by absorbing its optical constants into those for silver. 
It is clear that fitting of experimental data to theoretical models may turn out 
to be a worthless pursuit if the films examined have very different histories. Even 
if this is not so, the influence of the above factors is not readily quantifiable and 
the most that can be done is to show in a qualitative way the effect of different 
histories and preparation methods on SPR curves. From a survey of the literature 
[Lloyd, private communication], however, it appears that SPR is quite a reproducible 
phenomenon: discrepancies in angular locations of reflectivity minima tend to be 
less than a degree and resonance halfwidths agree to approximately a few tenths of 
a degree. If these errors are interpreted as arising from a hypothetical overcoating 
of, say, 22-tricosenoic acid, the worst discrepancies correspond to the presence of no 
more than one LB monolayer (thickness rv2-3nm) - which is quite satisfactory as 
regards study of LB films on a previously-characterised substrate is concerned. 
Finally, the role of anisotropy of LB overlayers on metallic substrates must be 
considered. As it consists of monolayers of oriented molecules which are themselves 
anisotropic, an LB film will have different refractive indices parallel and perpendicular 
to its plane, i.e. it will be uniaxial, at the very least. Furthermore, as the orientation 
of molecules of an LB film is rarely uniform, it will usually be biaxial. Herein lies an 
important limitation of fitting experimental SPR data to theoretical models of film 
reflectivity: in general, curve fitting assuming anisotropic films produces fits no better 
than those ass'iuning isotropic films of slightly different refractive index [Pockrand, 
1977]. The same applies to the differences in quality of fit between models of uniaxial 
and biaxial LB films. Accordingly, SPR studies alone cannot distinguish between 
isotropic and anisotropic coatings. The above also suggests that the interpretation of 
an LB film as a perfectly-ordered array of molecules oriented .perpendicularly to their 
substrate cannot be established by fitting of SPR curves alone; other information such 
as infrared spectra or X-ray diffraction patterns are required. 
The experimental arrangement used here is modelled as a multilayer structure 
(prism/silver/LB film/air, ignoring the index matching fluid and soda glass slide) 
supporting electromagnetic fields having positively- and negatively-travelling compo-
nents within each homogeneous isotropic layer. So, with each layer are associated 
a pair of amplitudes, giving 2N unknown amplitudes for N layers. There are two 
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conditions on the electromagnetic fields per boundary and N-1 boundaries, i.e. 2N-2 
conditions to satisfy. If we specify unit input intensity and and zero input inten-
sity from the output side (light incident from one side only) the problem becomes 
one of generating a matrix of simultaneous equations and solving it by Gaussian 
elimination [Cresswell, J. P., private communication]. For fitting of experimental 
data to theoretical curves, initial estimates of film parameters are used to calculate a 
reflectivity-angle curve which is compared to the experimental data ; the difference is 
then minimised by a method of steepest- descent and the appropriate film parameters 
extracted. 
In principle, the SPR curve of a single layer can be curve fitted to give unique 
values of thickness and refractive index. Once an LB overlayer is added, however, an 
unambiguous free fit between theory and experiment is no longer possible' [Sambles, 
private communications]: either the thickness or the real or imaginary part of the LB 
film permittivity must be known beforehand. In practice, substrate thickness and 
optical constants are first calculated, a film is deposited and either its thickness or 
real part of refractive index is measured. This is treated as known while the other 
two parameters are calculated. Figure 6.11 shows a reference SPR curve for uncoated 
silver, while figure 6.12 is a fitted SPR curve for a hemicyanine monolayer on silver. 
The relevant permittivities and thicknesses are shown in tables 6.4 and 6.5. 
4.4 THE POCKELS EFFECT 
4.4.1 ~easure~ent 
The permittivity modulation induced by optical mixing at the interface between 
silver and an electro-optic LB film is usually very small ("'10-5). A sensitive method 
is needed to observe the resulting small intensity modulation of the reflected laser 
beam. The apparatus used for detecting the Pockels' effect is a slightly modified 
version of the surface plasmon sensing apparatus described in the previous section. 
The indium tin oxide (ITO) conducting top electrode shown in figure 4.1 is used 
for this. The photoresist is patterned to leave an air gap of approximately 10.5 
p.m between the ITO and LB film. This air gap has been verified by measurement 
of the impedance of the silver substrate/ITO electrode assembly. The eleCtrode is 
clamped in place by a pair of grub screws protruding from an aluminium stage. 
Electrical contact is made to the conducting faces (ITO and silver) by a pair of 
sprung phosphor bronze leaves; through these a 30V pk-pk electric field, frequency 
3kHz approximately, is applied across the air gap and LB film (if any) within the 
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cell. The reflected beam from the He-Ne laser is amplitude modulated near the SPR; 
the resulting sinusoidal intensity change is picked up by the detector photodiode and 
its in-phase and quadrature components are measured by a Brookdeal 5208 phase-
sensitive detector (PSD) linked in series with the Keithley 195A digital multimeter 
responsible for measuring the SPR data. 
The SPR data acquisition program contains procedures for measurement of Pock-
els' data by interrogation of the lock-in amplifier. For every DC measurement associ-
ated with surface plasmons there is a corresponding AC Pockels' effect measurement 
for the in-phase and quadrature components of the Pockels' signal. Prior to each 
angular scan, the phase of the PSD is set such that the entire signal appears only on 
one channel and the sensitivity, rolloff rate and time constant are 5mV, 12dB/octave 
and lOOms respectively. Signal averaging procedures similar to those for the digital 
multimeter are applied to the PSD. Also, a pause of several seconds is included be-
tween readings to allow the PSD to stabilise, as the stepper motor drive circuitry, 
while active, emits radio noise which disturbs the PSD. Data on the Pockels' effect 
are stored and transferred in exactly the same manner as for SPR. 
4.4.2 Analysis of Results 
Electro-optic modulation is due to field-induced changes in the real ( fr) and 
imaginary ( fi) parts of dielectric function. The peak change in reflectivity of the 
prism assembly at any angle can be written 
(4.2) 
Specimen plots of the angular dependences of the two derivatives are shown 
in figure 4.5 for a hemicyanine monolayer. The permittivity change can be found 
by using NAG routines to calculate the derivatives 8R/8fr and 8R/8fi from the 
thicknesses and permittivities of the. silver .substrate and ,LB ·overlayers [Cresswell, J. 
P. private communication). Estimates of.the permittivity changes Afr and Afi are 
used to generate curves of AR versus internal angle of incidence; these are subtracted 
from measured values to give a sum of squares to be minimised. The net second-order 
nonlinear surface susceptibility is related to the relative permittivity changes by 
(2) Afr + iAfi 
fOXc = Ea (4.3) 
where the applied electric field Ea is 
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Feature SHG Pockels' Effect 
Equipment Cost ,.,.,£30,000 ,.,.,£2,000 
Laser required Pulsed Nd:YAG CW He-Ne 
Safety precautions As for Class 4 laser As for class 2 lasei 
lx<2ll Yes Yes 
Phase of x<2> No Yes 
Sense of x<2> No Yes 
Background signal? No Yes 
• • "ft(2) 
mm1mum x<2'chemi) "'1/50 "'1/50 
Microscopic {3 Yes No 
Tilt angle Yes No 
Duration of experiment A few hours A few hours 
Might it destroy samples? Yes No 
Table 4.1.--~- A Comparison of SHG and the Pockels' Effect 
{4.4) 
d being the air gap and Va the applied voltage. Note that this is a net nonlinear 
surface susceptibility related to the bulk susceptibility x~) by 
(4.5) 
where the z-direction lies normal to the plane of the LB film. The bulk susceptibility 
may contain contributions from several other effects, which must be distinguished 
from genuine optical nonlinearities. These have been described in chapter two. Once 
this has been done, the estimate of x<2) produced by curve fitting contains the mag-
nitude and phase of the second-order susceptibility as well as an indication of its 
direction with respect to the substrate. Chapter seven contains differential reflectiv-
ity curves of hemicyanine and 4HANS to illustrate the difference in the orientation 
of x<2>. 
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The Pockels' effect· cannot, unfortunately, yield any more information on LB film 
properties. Compared to the data produced by apparatus dedicated to SHG, for 
example, the Pockels' effect is a relatively crude technique for estimating the optical 
nonlinearities of LB films. Its strength, however, lies in its convenience, economy, 
comparative safety and the possibility of performing experiments in a light-tight 
box, as opposed to the dark room usually required for SHG. Table 4.1 summarises 
the difference between SHG and the Pockels' effect. 
The usefulness of the Pockels' effect as a means for characterising the structure 
and nonlinear optical properties of LB films is limited. It is a convenient means 
of estimating optical nonlinearity. Second harmonic generation, on the other hand, 
provides additional information on microscopic film structure and nonlinearity. 
4.5 OPTICAL ABSORPTION SPECTRA 
4.5.1 Introduction 
Several instruments were used for recording absorbances between the near ultra-
violet and near infrared regions. The absorbance A is universally defined in terms of 
the transmission coefficent T: 
A = -logw(T) (4.6) 
where Tis on a scale of zero to unity. A Cary 2300 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer 
was used for some of the earlier measurements before it developed a host of mi-
nor and apparently irreperable faults. Subsequent measurements were performed on 
Perkin-Elmer S3 and A2 spectrophotometers. Where solution spectra were recorded, 
the solutions were placed in spectrosil B cuvettes; these were corrected for solvent 
absorption by placing identical cuvettes containing clean solvents into the path of the 
spectrophotometer reference beam. Where LB film spectra were recorded the sub-
strate was usually a Chance-Propper soda glass microscope slide (for measurements 
to 400 nm) or a spectrosil B cuvette window (for measurements down to 180 nm); 
the reference signal was taken from an appropriate substrate prepared the same way 
as the sample substrate. All the spectra are recorded in transmission, so in the case 
of LB films, overlayers on both sides of the substrate contribute to the absorbance. 
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4.6 ELLIPSOMETRY 
4.6.1 Introduction 
Ellipsometry can be most broadly defined as the measurement of the polarisation 
state of a vector wave. It relies on the transformation of polarisation states of light 
on interaction with optical systems. Factors influencing the polarisation state of light 
include reflection or refraction, transmission and scattering. The corresponding fields 
of study are reflection or surface ellipsometry, polarimetry and scattering ellipsom-
etry. Although other properties of the polarised light are usually altered too, such 
changes require analysis by formalism beyond the scope of ellipsometry. Its main at-
tractions are three: it is non-destructive, provided that the wavelength and intensity 
of the incident light are properly chosen, and so suitable for in situ measurements; it 
is sensitive to miniscule interfacial effects, such as the presence of a single LB mono-
layer and measurements are perfectly feasable in media such as air, so that elaborate 
preparation of the immediate environment is unnecessary. The enormous variety of 
existing natural and artificial systems containing interfaces has led to the develop-
ment of theory and application of ellipsometry in diverse fields of study [Azzam and 
Bashara, 1977; Moisil and Moisil, 1973). The following is restricted to study of LB 
films on silicon substrates by reflection ellipsometry. 
4.6.2 Theory 
Numerous articles describe the theoretical basis and applications of reflection 
ellipsometry [Bashara, et. al., 1969). Here we are concerned with the thickness (TU) 
and real part of refractive index (NU) of LB overlayers on a previously characterised 
substrate having complex refractive index NS+iKS. In reflection, we may resolve 
the incident electric fields of polarised light into s and p components. The theory of 
ellipsometry is beyond the scope of this thesis, but some of its results are quoted below 
to clarify the approach taken in calculating optical constants. The basic equation of 
ellipsometry is 
p = (tan\ll) exp(i~) (4.7) 
where pis the (complex) ratio of Fresnel reflection coefficents for sand p polarisations, 
\l1 is its magnitude, expressed as an angle, and ~ is p's phase angle, or the difference 
between the sand p polarisation phase changes on reflection. Note that ~and \l1 are 
angles ranging from 0 to 90° and 0 to 360°, respectively. 
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4.6.3 Experimental Arrangement 
A Rudolph Research Auto-EL-IV nulling ellipsometer was used for all measure-
ments. It consists essentially of two parts: an optical system for measuring polarisa-
tion states and a dedicated computer for converting the angles L\ and \II to optical 
constants. The optical equipment is shown schematically in figure 4.6 and consists of 
a polariser, quarter-wave compensator, sample and analyser (PCSA) through which 
light passes in that order. The. compensator is fixed at some at some known az-
imuthal angle with respect to the direction of propagation of light. The polariser can 
be rotated until the reflected beam is linearly polarised; the analyser can be rotated 
until the reflected beam is extinguished, hence the appellation nulling ellipsometer. 
The polariser and analyser azimuths are directly proportional to the ellipsometric 
angles L\ and \11. Several measurements over the different angular zones over which 
the nulling condition may be satisfied ensure that the accuracy of the ellipsometric 
angles is known. 
The second portion of the ellipsometer is a computer dedicated to extracting 
meaningful optical constants from the ellipsometric angles and other information. 
For the bare substrate, Fresnel showed that 
L\ = ft(fP,>..,NA,NS,KS) (4.8) 
and 
\II= 9t(fP,>..,NA,NS,KS) (4.9) 
where fP is the angle of incidence and reflection, ).. is the wavelength of light, NAthe 
ambient refractive index. As N S and K S are the only two variables, their actual 
values are unique solutions to the .above equations. Furthermore, for transparent 
films on characterised substrates, Drude proposed that 
and 
~ = h(~,>..,NA,NS,KS,NU,TU) 
\II= 92(~,)..,NA,NS,KS,NU,TU) 
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Figure 4.6 : Optical components of the Rudolph Auto-EL-IV nulling ellipsometer 
where TU and NU are the thickness and real part of refractive index respectively. 
These equations cannot be inverted to provide unique solutions for NU and TU; 
numerical methods are used instead. The ellipsometer used here presumes that, 
for a single film, the ellipsometric angles arise entirely from the effects of reflection 
from the film surface and film-substrate interface, and transmission through the film. 
When the optical path taken by the light through the film is an integral multiple of 
the wavelength of light, constructive interference occurs between the beams reflected 
from the air/film interface and the film/substrate interface, with the results that the 
ellipsometric angles are as they would be if the film were absent. That is, ~ and 
lP are periodic functions of film thickness, each period corresponding to one cycle 
thickness. The cycle thickness de, given by 
.X 
de = --;:====== 
2..j(NU)2 - sin2~ (4.12) 
is always smaller than half the wavelength of light since light entering the film tra-
verses the optically dense film twice at an oblique angle. One consequence of this is 
that if a film is thicker than de, the ellipsometer must be informed as to which cycle 
it is operating on if it is to produce the correct answer for film thickness. Another 
consequence is that in the unlikely event of the real film thickness being very close 
to a cycl~Jhickn.ess, iterative solution of equations 4.10 and 4.11 for thickness and 
refractive index is unlikely to succeed. 
4.7 SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION FROM LB FILMS 
The second-harmonic generation experiments described here were performed at 
Plessy (Caswell) with the collaboration of Drs. Neil Carr and Martin Goodwin. 
The equipment used is shown schematically in figure 4.7. The mono- and multilayer 
samples were deposited onto hydrophilic Chance-Propper soda glass or Corning 7059 
slides. The optical equipment was aligned with a He-Ne laser so that the vertically 
mounted sample was inclined normally with respect to the Nd:YAG laser beam. The 
incidents-polarised beam was tuned to the 1.06JLm Nd:YAG fundamental wavelength, 
with pulse energy 7.5 mJ and duration 30 ns and focussed down to its minimum spot 
size by inserting a hemicyanine monolayer sample into the beam path and adjusting 
the lens position until the second harmonic output power reached a maximum. The 
second harmonic at 532 nm was filtered out from the transmitted radiation and 
measured in intensity with a photomultiplier. The reference photodiode provided a 
convenient measure of input power at the fundamental wavelength. Measurements 
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were made by averaging pulse heights at a number of different locations on the sample 
and comparing them to the output pulse heights for a hemicyanine monolayer, all 
other factors being equal. The purpose of the experiments was to rank the samples 
investigated in order of second harmonic output power with respect to a hemicyanine 
monolayer. 
The second harmonic output power in transmission through a thin sample (one 
too thin for the fundamental and second harmonic to develop significant phase mis-
match) is given by [Bosshard, et. al., 1989] 
1 (7rX(2)( -2w; w,w)Llw) 2 
12w = -...,..... --
2ceon2w Awnw 
(4.13) 
where l2w =second harmonic intensity 
n2w =refractive index at second harmonic 
xf2) (-2w; w, w) = second harmonic susceptibility 
L =sample thickness 
lw = fundamental intensity 
Aw = fundamental wavelength 
nw = refractive index at fundamental 
For constant input intensity and wavelength, ignoring dispersion, 
(2)( . ) _ (2) ( . )~ I2w L,.,., ~ n3 
X -2w,w,w - Xhemi -2w,w,w J. (h ') L 3 . 
2w em~ nhemt 
(4.14) 
This formula is used in. chapter seven to calculate second order susceptibilities of 
novel materials. In normal-incidence transmission SHG using an s-polarised funda-
mental and collecting p-polarised second harmonic radiation, the only components 
of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor that may be probed are x~~x or x~~. 
4.8 SUMMARY 
This chapter has described the methods and equipment used for characterisation 
of LB films in this thesis. The procedures for recording and interpreting SPR and 
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Pockels' effect data have been described in. detail. Ellipsometry, second harmonic 
generation and spectrophotometry have also been mentioned as relevent characteri-
sation techniques, since they provide additionnal data to corroborate results obtained 
by SPR and the Pockels' effect. 
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Chapter V 
CHARACTERISATION OF FLOATING MONOLAYERS AND 
MULTILAYER FILM DEPOSITION 
5.1 MATERIALS 
One of the major concerns of this project was to examine LB film assemblies 
having second-order optical nonlinearities measureable by the Pockels' Effect. To 
this end, the present chapter is dedicated to three classes of materials which have 
many of the characteristics expected of compounds having large molecular hyperpo-
larisabilities. The criteria for production of the latter hyperpolarisabilities have been 
elucidated in chapter two, and the resulting macroscopic nonlinear optical properties 
are detailed in following chapters. This chapter describes the formation, stability and 
deposition of monolayers of each of the above classes of material. The basic structure 
of the compounds examined here is that of donor and acceptor groups separated by a 
conjugated system, with added hydrophobic groups for improved floating monolayer 
stability. 
5.1.1 Hemicyanine and Nitrostilbene (4HANS) 
A variety of dipolar chromophores, synthesised in Durham, exemplify the use of 
donor and acceptor groups separated by conjugated systems to produce molecules 
with large second-order nonlinearities. A variety of styrylpyridinium and stilbene 
dyes was examined in Durham and elsewhere [Neal, 1987]. Several combinations of 
donor and acceptor groups were attached to the above two fundamental moieties, 
forming a range of molecules with predictable ranking of microscopic hyperpolaris-
abilities. The donor-acceptor ·assemblies hemicyanine and 4HANS, shown schemat-
ically in figure 5.1, have been culled from those experiments as the two molecules 
exhibiting a good combination of LB film-forming properties and optical nonlineari-
ties. The hemicyanine pyridinium group is expected to act as an acceptor while the 
donor is the dimethylamino group. By contrast, the 4HANS acceptor is a nitro group 
while the donor is an amide group, putting its dipole moment in the opposite sense 
to that of hemicyanine. Both compounds have long hydrocarbon chains to render 
them highly water-insoluble. 
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Figure 5.1 : Hemicyanine (upper) and 4HANS {lower). They are based on 
styrylpyridinium and stilbene moieties respectively 
The hemicyanine dye, available in its pure form, has been characterised exten-
sively at Durham and elsewhere [Neal, 1987]. By contrast. pure 4HANS has only been 
available at Durham since February 1990; batches of dye from previous synthesis are 
now known to contain approximately 50% 4HANS whilst the remainder is equal por-
tions of stearic acid and water-soluble stilbene derivatiYes. Pure 4HANS dissolves in 
chloroform with difficulty and cannot be deposited in LB film form [Tsibouklis et. 
al., 1990]. As a result, the published data from Durham on 4HANS film formation 
applies not to .the pure material, but to a mixture of 4HANS and fatty acid. The 
practical consequences of this are, fortunately, not severe. Film parameters such as 
area per molecule, molecular weight and collapse pressure have to be revised; esti-
mates of the microscopic nonlinear susceptibility of 4HA::\S must be revised upwards, 
a.s the presence ofthe fatty acid will dilute macroscopic nonlinear effects [Neal, 1987]. 
5.1.2 Novel Polysiloxanes 
New polymeric materials synthesised at Hull University [Carr et. al., 1987] have 
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been examined at Durham for their LB film-forming capabilities. In bulk form they 
are all dark red tar-like materials which disslove readily in chloroform. Their essen-
tial structure is shown in figure 5.2 and consists of a siloxane backbone to which are 
attached functional groups at random intervals. The siloxane spine amounts to a 
substitute for the conventional long hydrocarbon tail, preventing dissolution of the 
:Boating monolayer. It is also expected to confer a high degree of robustness onto the 
LB film. The average length of each polymer molecule corresponds to sixteen siloxane 
units; eight of these, on average, -will attach to a dipolar chromophore. The poly-
methylene spacer units between the chromophores and the spine prevent excessive 
polymer rigidity, in the expectation that this eases film deposition. The limitation 
of chromophore substitution to no more than 50% avoids steric hindrance. The 
portions of the molecule responsible for nonlinear optical behaviour are the dipolar 
chromophores. The nitromethyl groups of AMCR22 and AMCR23 are strong donors 
while the carboxy group of AMCR24 and the azophenyl portions of all chromophores 
are acceptors; Thus, the dipole moment of AMCR24 is in an opposite direction to 
that of AMCR22 or AMCR23 with respect to the siloxane spine. Since each material 
is not one pure compound, but a mixture of hundreds of polymers of differing lengths 
and compositions, such characteristics as area per molecule and molecular weight 
cannot be known exactly. Another material fabricated by a similar method has been 
examined for its LB film-forming and nonlinear optical properties [Brettle et. al., 
1987] with promising results. 
5.1.3 Novel Bipolar Chromophores 
Given the efficacy of hemicyanine and 4HANS as optically nonlinear materials in 
LB film form, it was considered worthwhile to vary several aspects of their structure 
while retaining their basic form. The chosen materials, shown in figure 5.3 and 
synthesised at Durham University's Department of Chemistry [Tsibouklis et. al., 
1989], are all dark green chloroform-soluble crystals. Each is based on a diarylalkyne 
moiety terminating in a . hydrocarbon chain. They all consist of a donor and an 
acceptor separated by a conjugated system. Those of particular interest to this 
thesis are JT1-JT4 inclusive whose terminal donor, if present, is a methoxy group 
while the acceptor is a pyridinium radical. 
The structures and purities of the JT materials have been assessed by several 
methods. Foremost of these is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). There exists 
a vast body of information on the nature and applications of NMR, to which the 
interested reader is referred [Carrington & McLachlan, 1967). Briefly, NMR has been 
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used here to identify the different chemical environments present in the vicinity of any 
particular nucleus, thus indicating the presence of impurities or degredation products. 
For example, examination of the carbon nucleus by NMR is a way of enumerating 
the different types of carbon bond present in any particular material. Applied to 
several nuclei, this method is a conclusive test of chemical purity. 
5.2 PRESSURE-AREA ISOTHERMS AND STABILITY STUDIES 
5.2.1 Exemplary Standards : Stearic Acid 
The pressure-area (1r-A) isotherm of a classic LB film-forming material, stearic 
acid, is shown in figure 3.6. This isotherm consists of several distinct sections, dis-
cussed in section 3. 7, and is frequently used as a standard against which other ma-
terials are compared. On account of their simplicity, such isotherms are desirable in 
materials having commercial applications, although more complex isotherms may be 
more useful in fundamental structure studies [Stenhagen, 1955]. The less complex 
isotherms generally show only a small surface pressure prior to the most condensed 
phase, which should be sufficiently fluid to allow the film to be maintained at a set 
surface pressure with a precision greater than 1 mNm-1. Films displaying a finite 
surface pressure at extremely large molecular areas, and whose isotherms have gentle 
slopes with increasing pressure almost invariably consist of molecules lying nearly 
fiat on the subphase; film compression, then, gradually alters their orientation until 
the hydrophobic portions stand approximately vertically. 
The isotherms are plotted with surface pressure (mNm-1) as ordinate and area 
per molecule (nm2) as abcissa. The latter is originally recorded as the area of water 
surface A enclosed by the trough barriers and is converted to molecular area a by 
the formula 
AM 
a=---~-
cVNA 
(5.1) 
where c is the spreading solution concentration, V the volume spread, M the molec-
ular weight and NA Avogadro's number. The principal sources of error in molecular 
area arise from measurement errors in trough area, solution concentration and volume 
spread. These are each on the order of 5%, giving a net fractional error on the order 
of 11.5% in molecular area. It is, however, worth noting that the precision of the 
molecular area measurement may not be as high as the errors in A, c, V and M may 
suggest. Several reasons for this present themselves: soluble impurities in the bulk 
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material, notably water in the case of hygroscopic materials, lead to values for molecu-
lar areas which are too small, as do dissolution of the monolayer prior to compression 
and formation of films which are thicker than one monolayer; over-large values of 
molecular area arise from rigid films which do not spread to occupy every available 
space on the subphase. If the Langmuir film material is a mixture of polymers, the 
average molecular weight M may not be representative of the component molecules 
responsible for film properties. So, the above measurement is generally referred to 
as the "apparent "area per molecule. Two values of molecular area are particularly 
important: ao, the condensed phase area per molecule :in the zero-pressure limit, 
obtained by extrapolation of the steep linear portion of the isotherm to zero surface 
pressure, and ac, the area at the point of monolayer collapse. The surface pressure 
1rc corresponding to the latter area is also often quoted. 
It is informative to repeatedly compress a monolayer to just below its point 
of collapse and expand it out to its original area, observing any changes in the 
isotherm. The perfect isotherm would exhibit no hysteresis; in practice, classical 
LB film-forming materials show little change on repeated cycling of isotherms. Dis-
solution of monolayers becomes apparent in a shift of the isotherm towards smaller 
trough area. Film rigidity, on the other hand, usually appears as failure of surface 
pressure to drop significantly on expansion of the trough barriers. 
The onset of monolayer collapse can be observed in two ways. Firstly, the 
isotherm slope decreases markedly at the collapsing pressure 7rc and secondly, stri-
ations appear parallel to the moving portions of the barriers on the subphase. The 
f 
latter are particularly noticeable when dealing with coloured dye materials, but are 
by no means difficult to espy in the case of clear materials. Langmuir film collapse 
is a catastrophic demise of film structure in which the film buckles and piles up on 
itself. Certain materials have a tendency to form floating multilayers under various 
degrees of coercion; these can be detected, if not by a suspiciously low molecular area, 
then by the formation of coloured .islands visible 'to the naked eye. Such materials 
are rarely of any use in their.pureform, but.haveto'be diluted with stearic, arachidic 
or 22-tricosenoic acid to produce good quality LB films. The chosen molar ratio of 
dye to fatty acid is usually 1 : 1, but may be as small as 1 : 10, depending on the 
difficulty of film formation. 
Given the above, it is clear that a pressure-area isotherm can be an invaluable aid 
to successful dipping. Aside from any information it may contain on the structure 
of the floating layer, its purpose is to indicate a range of surface pressures over 
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which deposition of monolayers is likely to succeed. This usually spans a steep part 
of the isotherm below the collapse pressure. In this respect, isotherms are most 
useful if the origins of their pressure axes are at the subphase surface pressure and 
their behaviour with time is known. Thus, the pressure-area plot of each material is 
presented, where possible, as a collection of isotherms recorded at various intervals 
after initial spreading of the Langmuir film. At the film pickup rates used in Durham 
to date, most floating monolayers are exhausted after an hour and a half from the 
time of spreading, so it was· not considered worthwhile to record isotherms at times 
beyond approximately ninety minutes. 
5.2.2 Novel Polysiloxanes 
As can be seen from figures 5.4-5.6 these polymers exhibit isotherms having sev-
eral distinct sections at different ranges of surface pressure. Bearing in mind, however, 
that these materials do not consist of one type of polymer chain of definite length, 
but of numerous chains of different sizes and compositions, and that the isotherms 
of any of these are unlikely to resemble those of the ideal materials, care must be 
taken in the interpretation of these isotherms. Initially, at surface pressures up to 
approximately 1 mNm-1, the polymer molecules unwind and distribute themselves 
freely over the subphase surface. On compression up to approximately 22 mNm-1, 
the polymer molecules are gradually forced to interdigitate until all available inter-
stices are occupied. Given the apparent lack of order in LB films of the AMCR series 
of materials (see section 5.4 ), it is likely that the compressed monolayers resemble 
an array of comb-like molecules whose flexible spines and side chains lie more or less 
in the plane of the aqueous subphase. As the collapse pressure is approached, the 
molecules gradually abut onto each other until a continuous floating film is formed. 
Beyond the collapse pressure films of AMCR22 and AMCR23 maintain their 
surface pressure but decrease in area. Exceptionally, AMCR24 has no well-defined 
collapse pressure. Although the floating films darken visibly, at this stage, the stri-
ations characteristic of a collapsed ·film do not appear on the subphase surface; this 
is taken as an indication that the floating monolayers are piling up one on top of 
another to form stable multilayers. The fact that isotherms of these materials vary 
little on expansion and recompression (vide figures 5.4-5.6) indicates that any struc-
tural changes associated with collapse are either negligible or reversible. No attempt 
was made to deposit these films onto substrates owing to the uncertainty in film 
uniformity and the difficulty of holding the film area constant under feedback from 
the Wilhelmy plate pressure sensor. 
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When held below collapse pressure, monolayers of each material show a slow 
exponential decay of area with time, having a characterisitic half-life. Table 5.1 lists 
those floating monolayer properties, including film half-life, derived from isotherms 
and stability studies. 
Although film half-lives are a good indicator of decay of an undisturbed float-
ing monolayer, they provide no information on film mobility, and so cannot indicate 
whether film rigidity is likely to inhibit film deposition. From the film's property 
of respreading itself, described above, it is clear that ·these.films do not harden suf-
ficiently, on the timescale of the experiments described here, for monolayer rigidity 
to become a problem where film deposition is concerned. Furthermore, the suction 
test ha.S been applied to monolayers spread and compressed on the previous day; the 
floating films of all materials responded well in every case. 
5.2.3 Novel Bipolar Chromophores 
Isotherm families for materials JTl, JT3 and JT4 are shown in figures 5.7, 5.8 
and 5.9 respectively. The isotherm of JT2 is absent because the material dissolved 
in water too rapidly to record an isotherm. To record the isotherms, the material 
was first spread on a fully-expanded trough, the solvent was left to evaporate for 
fifteen minutes and the isotherms were then recorded at fifteen-minute intervals. It 
is immediately apparent that the largest change in the isotherms occurs between the 
first two compressions, probably as a result of evaporation of residual chloroform 
from the film after fifteen minutes. Otherwise, the form of the curves changes little 
over the next few compressions up to the last one, which reduces the film area to the 
lilllit impo.sed by the tro11gh. The liq:t,~id Cl.Ild g~ous phases a.re lat:gely contiguous, 
and no well-defined solid phase exists at high pressures. Instead, the films exhibit 
quite complex behaviour near the collapse pressure. JTl and JT3 have in common 
a feature similar to the isosbestic point of absorption spectra: the isotherms all 
intersect at one point, indicating that ·no·significant :film:dissolution has taken place; 
this observation is borne out by their long decay. times. The behaviour of JTl, at 
38 mNm-1 is clearer than that of JT3, at 36 mNm-1. At pressures below that 
point, the films occupy progressively smaller areas with successive isotherms. This 
indicates that the structural order imposed at high pressure is to some extent retained 
on expansion of the film, even though the film can by no means be described as rigid. 
Beyond the point of crossover, each film undergoes partial collapse, as shown by the 
decrease in film area, and subsequently rallies to form a very incompressible phase at 
pressures above 40 mNm-1. Although the isotherms of that region are steep enough 
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to permit successful film deposition, the film is obviously not a monolayer; so dipping 
is performed below that pressure. 
The JT4 isotherms shown in figure 5.9 have no such isosbestic point, and the 
large amount of material spread indicates that the monolayer is dissolving rapidly. 
The same applies to films of JT2, which dissolved so rapidly that the trough barriers 
could not be moved quickly enough to measure the film decay time. Evidently, the 
longer hydrocarbon chain of JT4, compared to that of JT2, defers film dissolution. 
This behaviour, though, is clearly. not as significant as . the effect of the terminal 
meth~xy .group. Comparison of film decay times of JT2 and JT4 with those of JTl 
and JT3, respectively, suggests that the terminal polar methoxy group confers far 
greater insolubility onto the floating monolayer than the additional few methylene 
groups. The film properties derived from each isotherm are listed in table 5.1; r 112, 
the time taken for a compressed monolayer to halve in area, is also listed for each 
material. 
5.3 FILM TRANSFER 
Having examined the behaviour of the floating monolayers, the next step was to 
attempt to transfer them to solid substrates. The methods described in this section 
for assessment of film quality are quite simple; more refined techniques can be found 
in the following chapter. The transfer ratio was introduced in section 3.8.3; this figure 
of merit was the primary indicator of the consistency of LB film deposition. Where 
deposition was especially poor, examination with the naked eye would usually reveal 
patches where islands of collapsed film had been picked up. For thicker films ( ~20 
layers) the same test could be used to check that the film colour was uniform over 
the entire sample. Finally, breathing lightly on the film will cloud the surface, giving 
an indication of the uniformity of deposition. 
5.3.1 Novel Polysiloxanes 
All ofthe.polysiloxane.materials have.:reproducible.isotherms and are sufficiently 
stable to allow pickup of numerous layers from one floating film. Deposition onto hy-
drophilic substrates such as ordinary soda glass and silver is initially Y-type, becom-
ing Z-type after the first three monolayers. Deposition onto soda glass was markedly 
more consistent than onto silver: several attempts were made to deposit monolayers 
onto silver, with indifferent success, although several samples were sufficently uni-
form to warrant further eaxmination (see chapters six and seven). Deposition onto 
hydrophobic substrates is firmly Z-type. In decreasing order of monolayer quality, the 
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Material MW Solubility 1rc ao pH 'rh Suction Test 7t/2 (min) 
(Kg mol) {mNm~ 1 ) (nm2) {min) Response at 7rc 
AMCR22 R::4.13 Yes in CHCla 23 R::3.9 5.6 N/A Rapid after 14 hours 1320 
AMCR23 R::3.54 Yes in CHCla 24 R::3.6 5.6 N/A Rapid after 12 hours approx 850 
AMCR24 R::4.02 Yes in CHCla ~36 ~2.7 5.6 N/A Rapid after 4 hours ~10,000 
JT1 0.568 Yes in CHCla 36 0.8 5.4 ~120 Rapid after 3 hours 259 
JT2 0.512 Yes in CHCla N/A N/A 5.4 - N/ A-water soluble nil : 
JT3 0.598 Yes in CHCla 31-35 0.82-0.93 5.5 ~200 Rapid after two hours R::454 i I 
JT4 0.542 Yes in CHCla 25-35 0.49-0.34 5.42 - N /A - soluble film R::31 
! 
------ - --·-- ---
Table 5.1 : Properties of floating monolayers of AMCR and JT series materials 
Material 11" Dip rate Typical Pickup Mode Transfer Max. no. Substrate Film Quality 
(mNm-1) (mm min-1) pH Ratio (%±5) of layers ! 
AMCR22 20 1 4.5-5 Z-type 93 30 hydrophobic glass Initially patchy 
AMCR23 21 1 4.5 5 Z-type 95 40 hydrophobic glass Excellent 
AMCR24· 20 1 4.5-5 Z-type 85 10 hydrophobic glass Ve.,:y patchy 
JT1 35 1 6.8-7 Y --+Z-type 70 10 hydrophilic glass Visibly uniform
1 
JT2 - - - N/A - None -
' 
JT3 35 1 6.8 Z-type 86 37 hydrophilic glass Visibly uniform 
JT4 33 1 6.8-7 Z-type 60 8 hydrophilic glass Patchy 
Table 5.2 : Pickup properties of AMCR and JT series monolaye:rs 
materials rank as AMCR23, AMCR22 and AMCR24. Single monolayers of AMCR23 
were invariably uniform to the naked eye and optical microscope. Occasionally, a de-
fective film was streaked with drying stains. As indicated by the transfer ratios, these 
covered only a small portion of the total film area. Collapsed portions and pinholes 
on the monolayer were conspicuous by their absence. 
5.3.2 Novel Dipolar Chromophores 
Not all of the JT series of materials examined here dipped successfully. JT2 
dissolved too rapidly to deposit any layers at all. Although JT4's monolayer decay 
time of half an hour permitted buildup of multilayers by spreading a fresh floating film 
between successive depositions, the film quality was clearly too poor to merit further 
investigation. Materials JTl and JT3 were sufficently stable to allow deposition of 
several Z-type multilayers from a single floating monolayer. JTl deposited initially 
on hydrophilic glass in a Z-type manner, becoming Y-type after the first few layers. 
JT3 was firmly Z-type on glass and silver. 
5.4 RHEED and X-RAY DATA 
A cursory examination of stepped structures of 10, 20, and 30 Z-type layers of 
AMCR22 and AMCR23 on Dynamit Nobel silicon by RHEED yielded no concrete 
evidence as to the structural order within the film, although Kikuchi lines from the 
silicon substrate were visible, as were one or two very diffuse rings ascribable to the 
polymer overlayers. Tubular glass substrates having twenty Z-type monolayers of 
AMCR22 and AMCR23 were subjected to low-angle X-ray scattering at the Lebedev 
Institute in Moscow (Y. Lvov., private communication]. This technique is designed 
to estimate the electron density in a direction normal to the glass substrate. The 
results indicated that the films were amorphous. The lack of well-defined crystalline 
structure within polymeric thin films, however, comes as no surprise. 
5.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter contains information on the isotherms, stability and pickup prop-
erties of floating monolayers of the siloxane polymers from Hull University and the 
JT series of material synthesised at Durham. Of the polymers, AMCR23 has the 
best LB film-forming properties, closely followed by AMCR22. The inadequacy of 
AMCR24 films precludes the need to examine it any further. Very cursory initial 
characterisation suggests that although the polymer films deposit well, they are dis-
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ordered within the limits of sensitivity of RHEED and low-angle X-ray scattering. Of 
the JT series, JT3 produces by far the best LB films and merits further investigation. 
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Chapter VI 
LINEAR MEASUREMENTS: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter contains the results. of linear optical characterisation methods de-
scribed in chapter four. The order of presentation is: optical absorption, ellipsometry 
and surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The final section mentions reflection high en-
ergy electron diffraction (RHEED) and small-angle X-ray diffraction. 
6.2 OPTICAL ABSORPTION 
6.2.1 Background 
For any LB film designed for applications in optics, the optical absorption spec-
trum is an important characteristic, primarily because optical absorption spectra 
show which wavelengths may propagate through the film without significant atten-
uation. The optical_absorption spectrum also influences the Pockels' effect: if the 
optical absorption is large over the SPR minimum, the curve is broadened and the 
magnitude of its slope either side of the minimum is reduced. When an electric field 
is applied to shift the SPR curve via the Pockels' effect, the reflectivity change is 
reduced and the efficiency of the device is also reduced. This is detrimental to the 
performance of the device as a modulator. Despite this, the LB film in question may 
have a high· nonlinear susceptibility as, from equations 4.3 and 4.4, the susceptibility 
x<2> depends in part on the imaginary part of the film permittivity fi and its change 
~fi under an applied electric field. 
A collection of absorption spectra recorded as a function of film thickness is also 
useful as atest offilm uniformity from:monolayerto monolayer. Assuming the LB film 
obeys the Beer-Lambert law, and that interference effects between monolayers are 
negligible, it follows that a linear plot of absorbance versus film thickness indicates 
consistent film pickup. Compared to LB film spectra, solution spectra may show 
shifts in absorption peaks depending on the polarities of solute and solvent. Weakly 
polar compounds in polar solvents tend to show shifts of absorption peaks towards 
longer wavelength (bathochromic shift); strongly polar solutes, on the other hand 
show a shift to shorter wavelengths (hypsochromic shift). This is due to stabilisation 
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Material N n d (nm) A - nAA 
€j = 27rdloR,n e 
AMCR22 20 1.62 31.3 0.0017 0.020 
AMCR22 40 1.62 62.5 0.0094 0.055 
AMCR22 60 1.62 93.8 0.0108 0.042 
AMCR23 2 1.71 2.78 0.0020 0.279 
AMCR23 6 1.71 8.34 0.0001 0.005 
AMCR23 10 1.71 13.9 0.0005 0.014 
AMCR23 20 1.71 27.8 0.0010 0.014 
AMCR23 40 1.71 55.6 0.0170 0.119 
AMCR23 60 1.71 83.4 0.0185 0.086 
JT3 2 1.49 7.33 -0.00051 -0.023 
JT3 4 1.49 14.6 0.0042 0.097 
JT3 8 1.49 29.3 0.004 0.050 
JT3 20 1.49 73.3 0.0080 0.037 
JT3 74 1.49 271.0 0.072 0.090 
N = number of monolayers 
n = averaged real part of LB film refractive index 
d = film thickness from averaged thickness per monolayer 
A= optical absorbance at 619nm 
£i = imaginary part of film permittivity at 619nm 
t this illustrates errors introduced in baseline subtraction 
Table 6.1 : Permittivities of Several LB Film Materials from Optical 
Absorbance 
of the excited and ground states respectively by the polar solvent. Moderately polar 
compounds, on the other hand, which tend to bond equalisation in the ground state, 
show very small solvent shifts. All materials examined here turned out to show no 
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discernible solvent shifts. 
Bathochromic shifts may also be due to the formation of so-called J-aggregates 
[Nolte, 1975; Biicher, 1970; Penner, 1985]. None of the materials examined here 
displayed J-aggregation, and no further reference to the phenomenon will be made. 
The spectra were recorded on either a Perkin-Elmer >.2 spectrophotometer or 
a Cary 2300 spectrophotometer. The chosen wavelength range was usually 400-
llOOnm; the substrates were invariably Chance-Propper microscope slides. 
It can easily be shown that 
Ei = nA>. = - n>. ln T 
27rd log10 e 21rd 
(6.1) 
where A is optical absorbance, d is film thickness, n the real part of refractive index, 
T is the transmission coefficent and the other symbols have their usual meanings. 
The transmission coefficent and absorbance contain contributions from reflections at 
the glass/LB film interface and optical absorption and scattering in the LB film. The 
film thickness.is calcula~ed from the ellipsometric film thickness per monolayer, aver-
aged over all samples. Similarly, the real part of refractive index is an average value 
taken from all the samples examined by ellipsometry. A baseline optical absorbance 
spectrum is recorded from an uncoated portion of the relevant sample and subtracted 
from the spectra of coated portions of the same sample. For comparison with the 
permittivity values derived from SPR, table 6.1 shows values for Ei calculated from 
the above equation. The real part of refractive index, n, and the film thickness dare 
measured from ellipsometry (see sections 4.2 and 6.3). The ellipsometric measure-
ments do not provide definitive measurements of thickness and refractive index. The 
ellipsometric data for ten-layer samples have been used for estimating the imaginary 
parts of permittivity on the grounds that the fewer LB monolayers, the greater the 
likelihood that the structural order is preserved from monolayer to monolayer. 
Note that to provide meaningful comparison between Ei values derived from SPR 
and the above method, the probe wavelengths have to be the same. In SPR, the 
probe beam free space wavelength >. is 633nm, at an angle of incidence 0 of 42.5°, 
in a glass slide (refractive index, n = 1.523). The relevant wavelength is accordingly 
>.j(n sin 0) = 619nm. This is the wavelength at which the absorbance is measured 
for the purposes of equation 6.1. 
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6.2.2 Novel Materials 
Absorption spectra of Z-type multilayers of AMCR22 and AMCR23 are shown 
in figures 6.1 and 6.3, respectively. The film samples are all brownish-orange to the 
naked eye and show no pronounced absorption beyond approximately 500nm. The 
maximum absorbance versus number of monolayers is plotted in figure 6.2 and 6.4 for 
AMCR22 and AMCR23 respectively. The linearity of both plots indicates the film 
quality does not deteriorate with increased number of.monolayers. That the polymer 
molecules are essentially independent is shown by the solution absorption spectra in 
figures 6.5 and 6.6, which have the same features as the LB film spectra in figures 
6.1 and 6.3. The derived values of imaginary part of permittivity in table 6.1 are of 
a similar order of magnitude to those derived from SPR in table 6.5. 
Of the four JT materials, only LB films of JT3 could be deposited with suffi-
cent consistency to justify further examination by spectrophotometry. Figure 6.10 
indicates the consistency of monolayer deposition. Due to the low absorbance of in-
dividual monolayers, the subtraction of substrate absorbances has led to very small 
negative net absorbance for single monolayers. The substrate and gross absorbances 
are recorded from different areas of the sample. Figure 6.8 shows the absorbance of 
74 Z-type JT3 monolayers in transmission. It has substantially the same features as 
all the other JT3 spectra: a broad peak centered on 420 nm followed by two shoulders 
at longer wavelengths. 
The optical absorbances of all the samples examined here are quite low, and 
errors in measurement have led to a spread of permittivity values for each material. 
Comparison with the imaginary parts of permittivity listed in table 6.5 suggests that 
no firm conclusions can be drawn from table 6.1. 
6.3 ELLIPSOMETRY 
6.3.1 Introduction 
Ellipsometric measurements are necessary because the SPR curve fitting proce-
dure requires that one of the LB film parameters (thickness or real or imaginary part 
of permittivity) be fixed (see section 4.3.3). Silicon substrates, cleaned as described 
in section 2.1, were overcoated with multilayer LB films of each novel material, leav-
ing a portion of the silicon uncoated for reference purposes. The uncoated sections 
were characterised by ellipsometry to estimate their optical constants, preparatory 
to measuring the thickness and refractive index of the LB overlayers. Generally, each 
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Material N n l(nm) l/N(nm) t (nm) 
AMCR22 10 1.539±0.006 15.6±0.2 1.56±0.02 2.6 
AMCR22 20 1.638±0;003 31.5±0.3 1.58±0.01 ditto 
AMCR22 30 1.677±0.003 46.6±0.1 1.55±0.01 ditto 
AMCR23 10 1.921±0.011 18.1±0.4 1.81±0.04 2.4 
AMCR23 20 1.610±0.001 24.7±0.3 1.24±0.02 ditto 
AMCR23 30 1.603±0.001 36.4±0.9 1.12±0.03 ditto 
JT1 10 1.499±0.008 35.2±0.5 3.52±0.05 4.1 
JT2 
- - - -
3.5 
JT3 10 1.474±0.005 37.4±0.4 3.74±0.04 4.2 
JT3 20 1.478±0.010 73.2±1.2 3.66±0.06 ditto 
JT3 30 1.521±0.002 107.7±1.2 3.59±0.04 ditto 
-· .. 
N = number of LB monolayers 
n = real part of film refractive index± standard error 
l = film thickness ± standard error 
l / N = thickness per monolayer ± standard error 
t = molecular length measured from space-filling models 
Table 6.2 : Novel LB Film Material Optical Constants from Ellipsometry 
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measurement was repeated at least ten times to estimate the attached experimental 
error in substrate and LB film parameters. 
Ellipsometry is feasable for LB monolayers deposited onto substrates having 
known optical constants. In practice, the ellipsometer calculation routines failed 
to converge on a single refractive index value for films thinner than approximately 
ten nanometres, or five monolayers. Films of at least ten monolayers yielded stable 
results, although the derived optical constants for ten-layer films differred consid-
erably from those for thicker films, the latter tending to converge towards a fixed 
thickness per monolayer and refractive index with increasing film thickness. Gener-
ally, the film thickness per monolayer was the parameter held constant for SPR curve 
fitting procedures. The permittivities derived from the SPR curve fitting procedure 
were then compared to those calculated from ellipsometry. 
6.3.2 Polysiloxanes and Diaryl Alkynes 
The thicknesses and real parts of refractive index derived from ellipsometry are 
shown in table 6.2, which also includes, for comparison, the lengths of each of the 
molecules as measured from a CPK space-filling molecular modelling kit. The latter 
represent the largest possible film thickness per LB monolayer. All the measured 
film thicknesses were smaller than the product of molecular length and number of 
monolayers. The measured film thickness per monolayer, however, is an average over 
the entire film, and may not be representative of each monolayer. It is to be expected 
that the very first monolayer of a multilayer LB structure will be different from 
succeeding layers, if only because it is chemically bound to the substrate, whereas 
further layers are generally bound to each other. Furthermore, in many poorly-
ordered films the in-plane structure deteriorates with rising thickness, hence it is 
feasable that the tilt angle increases and the thickness per monolayer falls from layer 
to layer. 
For these reasons, the film .thickness per monolayer is .taken as a guide, not a 
definitive measurement. In·succeeding:sections where a film thickness per monolayer 
is required, the values deduced from ellipsometry have been used unless the resulting 
data made no sense. In those specific instances, this is indicated. 
The real part of refractive index from ellipsometry, compared to the real part of 
refractive index derived from SPR curve fitting using film thicknesses from ellipsom-
etry, is generally larger in the former instance. For monolayer samples, this may be 
due to the above difficulty in estimating the thickness of a single LB monolayer. 
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6.4 SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE 
6.4.1 Equipment Calibration 
Unless the surface plasmon sensing apparatus is correctly adjusted before use, 
several effects can compromise the data acquisition. These, and the steps taken to 
eliminate them, are described in the following paragraphs. 
As pointed out in chapter four, the laser beam divergence affects the shape of 
SPR curves as the -beam wavefront, being curved,·necessarily contains a spread of 
propagation vectors as well as a noise contribution from higher order laser beam 
modes due to imperfections in the laser resonator. To approach the perfect type 
of illumination for SPR, which is a monochromatic plane wave, the noise must be 
removed and the beam spatial profile altered to as nearly plane as possible. Measure-
ments of beam spot size with distance indicated that it was very cleanly TEMoo, so 
there was no need to filter the beam with apertures or stops. Laser beam collimation 
is necessary if SEWs are to be examined in the infrared, where the halfwidth of the 
SPR curves is far smaller than in the visible region [Yang et. al., 1990]. The reason-
ing in appendix B suggests that beam collimation by a pair of appropriately-spaced 
lenses may improve the precision of curve fitted parameters. In practice, the silver 
substrates varied sufficiently in thickness and permittivity from sample to sample to 
swamp this improvement. The lenses were removed at an early stage in the research 
and all the measurements in this thesis were recorded without collimating lenses. 
Any a-polarised components of the incident laser beam are not absorbed by sur-
face plasmons. So, if the incident light is not purely p-polarised, the reflectivity at 
the SPR minimum will be higher than expected. The curve fitting procedure assumes 
purely p-polarised light and cannot compensate for this effect, which to first order 
looks like an overestimate of the film thickness. The laser selects output polarisation 
by a Brewster window. The laser orientation is selected by locating the angular min-
imum of the SPR and turning .the laser until the reflected .intensity is a minimum. 
This is repeated·from time to time to compensate for wear and tear in the rotation 
stage and creep of the various components of the optical bench on which the SPR 
sensing system is mounted. 
6.4.2 Silver Substrates 
As mentioned in chapter four, to derive LB film optical constants, the thickness 
and permittivity of the silver substrate must first be known. Table 6.3 is a repre-
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d(nm) f dn (nm) TF(%) 
44.3 -19.66+0.9011i 51.7 97 
46.5 -18.96+0.5430i 50.7 97 
48.5 -20.67+0.2000i 50.0 100 
48.9 -18.63+0.34 70i 51.2 100 
49.3 -18.62+0.1680i 51.7 105 
49.6 -18.74+0.3150i 49.7 95 
51.1 -17.93+1.073i 51.7 97 
52.7 -19.58+0.8330i 50.5 90 
55.1 -19.16+0.7640i 50.5 90 
54.5 -18.09+0. 705i 50.7 97 
64.6 -18.56+0.675i 50.0 100 
d =fitted film thickness 
f = fitted permittivity 
dn = notional film thickness, as displayed by monitoring equipment 
The TF is a geometrical correction for the difference in source and substrate 
locations 
Table 6.3 : Fitted Thickness and Permittivity of Evaporated Silver Films 
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Thickness ( nm) 
€ 
Not stated -17.20+1.16i 
62.3 ~-16+0.7i 
40-70 -17.60+0.67i 
30.0-37.5 -18.0+0.5i 
15-65 -19.2+0.89i 
49.6 -18.39+0.55i 
70 -19.02+0.624i 
48.1 -15.77+0.473i 
30.4, 37.5 -17.08+0.474i 
d =curve fitted thickness 
f = fr + ifi = permittivity 
dn =notional thickness 
Method Source 
.Polarimetry Winsemius et.al., 1976 
SPR Curve Fitting Kretschmann, 1971 
SPR Curve Fitting Schroder, 1981 
Ellipsometry SchrOder, 1981 
Transmission & Reflection Schroder, 1981 
SPR Curve Fitting Pockrand, 1978 
SPR Curve Fitting Weber, 1975 
SPR Curve Fitting Wahling, 1978 
Transmission & Reflection Johnson, 1972 
The TF is a geometrical correction for the difference in source and substrate 
locations 
Table 6~4 : ·. Derived Thin Silver Film Optical Constants 
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sentative set of data for silver films of approximately 50nm thickness on soda glass. 
All were deposited at pressures no greater than 2 x 10-5mbar, with constant heating 
current and thickness set point 49nm using fresh silver wire on a source that had 
previously been baked clean in a vacuum. The notional thickness is the silver film 
thickness calculated by the film thickness monitor attached to the evaporator. The 
tooling factor (TF), described in chapter four, is an empirical geometrical correction 
compensating for the difference between boat-substrate and boat-detector separa-
tions and their different orientations. The fitted thickness is derived from fitting 
theoretical SPR data to,the experimental curves.- 'Fhe-fitted permittivities did not 
show any obvious dependence on fitted thicknesses, notional thickness or tooling fac-
tor. This suggests that slight variations in these quantities, within the limits of the 
evaporations listed above, are not as significant as the factors over which there is less 
control, such as evaporation rate, silver cleanliness/purity, water absorption and/or 
sulphide formation on the silver film once removed from the evaporator. The derived 
permittivities clearly do not match exactly with bulk values or values derived by 
other researchers in the field (vide table 6A), although they do mostly fall between 
the extreme values measured by other researchers. On the other hand, the object 
is to characterise the silver substrates, not derive a definitive measurement of silver 
optical constants. Generally, a tooling factor of 97% with thickness set point 49.0nm 
was used. A sample SPR curve taken from a silver film of notional thickness 50. 7nm, 
tooling factor 97% and fitted thickness 46.5nm is shown in figure 6.11. 
6.4.3 Novel Materials 
The permittivity of each novel material was estimated by first characterising 
the silver substrate, then fitting theoretical data to the SPR curve of the substrate 
plus LB film, holding the film thickness constant. The resulting SPR curves for 
monolayers of AMCR22, AMCR23 and JT3 are shown in figures 6.13, 6.14 and 
6.15. For comparison, the SPR of a hemicyanine monolayer is shown in figure 6.12. 
The derived optical constants are shown intable 6.5. The reason for holding the 
film thickness constant, -as"opposed to the real·parLof:permittivity, is that the real 
part of refractive index, derived from ellipsometry, also contains a component from 
the imaginary part of permittivity. It was not considered prudent to ignore this 
contribution, since it was found that f.i/f.r often took a value of approximately 0.1, 
and rose to 0.6 for one sample in particular. 
The film thickness is derived from ellipsometry of multilayer films, and may not 
be representative of a monolayer sample of the same material (note that the same 
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Material d(nm) N 
. uncoated Ag 50 0 
22-TA 2.2 1 
·hemicyanine 2.9 1 
4HANS 2.9t 1 
AMCR22 L7t 1 
AMCR23 1.7 1 
JT1 3.5 1 
JT3 3.7 1 
JT3 11.1 3 
JT3 18.5 5 
JT3 37.0 10 
JT3 74.0 20 
d = LB film thickness from ellipsometry 
N =number of LB monolayers 
l = lr + ifi = fitted static permittivity 
l 
.fi 
-17.01+0.581i 4.13-0.071i 
2.033+0.0297i 1.43+0.010i 
6.080+0.070i 2.4 7 +0.013i 
2.999+0.054i 1.73+0.015i 
1.990+0.0378i 1.41 +0.013i 
3.108+0.1204i 1. 76+0.034i 
1.932+0.368i 1.40+0.132i 
1.439+0.1004i 1.20+0.042i 
1.344+0.1162i 1.16+0.050i 
1.294+0.2485i 1.14+0.109i 
1.456+0.0981i 1.21 +0.041i 
1.408+0.1140i 1.19+0.048i 
testimated by varying d and searching for a good fitted SPR curve 
Table 6.5 : Optical Constants of Several LB Materials from SPR 
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Figure 6.13 SPR of an AMCR22 Monolayer on a 50nm Silver substrate. 
The full line is theory; crosses are experimental 
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may be true ofthe permittivity). Where reasonable results have been achieved by this 
method, they have been included in table 6.5. The exception was AMCR22 which, 
according to the SPR curve fitting procedure, had a negative imaginary part of 
permittivity when the monolayer thicknesses derived from ellipsometry are presumed 
accurate. Instead, the thicknesses of AMCR22 monolayers were varied until the 
imaginary part of the permittivity of each took a positive value. 
The real part ·of the square root of the derived permittivity in table 6.5 is generally 
smaller than th~::_refractive·"index calculated from ellipsometry in table 6.2. This is 
presumably partly due to the difficulty of estimating precisely the thickness of a 
single LB monolayer and partly to the varying behaviour of LB materials deposited 
on different substrates - silver and silicon in this case. 
6.5 ELECTRON AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) studies were performed at 
Durham using a JEM 120 transmission electron microscope equipped with a RHEED 
stage. Samples were held in a goniometer positioned below the projector lens. Elec-
tron diffraction indicates the arrangement of subcells within each LB monolayer; the 
more regular thisis, the more orders are visible in the diffraction pattern. Image con-
trast is also improved by greater numbers of regularly-spaced subcells, hence RHEED 
produces better images for thicker LB films. Other requirements are that the sub-
strate be sufficiently conducting to prevent the buildup of charge on the surface, 
which deflects the electron beam, and that the electron beam is not energetic enough 
to destroy the LB film. Dynamit Nobel silicon with its native oxide layer, overcoated 
with at least twenty LB monolayers generally fulfils the last two requirements when 
examined at 80KV. 
Samples of 20 Z-type monolayers of AMCR22 and AMCR23, and a ten-layer sam-
ple of JT3 were deposited onto ·Dynamit Nobel silicon for examination by RHEED. 
The resulting photographs showed, at best, a broad fuzzy halo surrounding the cen-
tral electron beam spot, indicating an amorphous film. 
Small-angle X-ray diffraction scattering was performed by Dr. Y. Lvov, at the 
Institute of Crystallography, Moscow. Sample requirements for these experiments 
were that the LB overlayers be thick enough to allow diffraction from several crystal 
planes, so that the diffraction pattern contained several components of the electron 
density profile, which could be later extracted by numerical means. Samples ex-
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amined included 20 layers of AMCR22, AMCR23 and JT3. All appeared to be 
amorphous. 
6.6 SUMMARY 
This chapter has described the linear optical properties of several novel polysilox-
anes and diaryl alkynes in LB film form. The similarities between solution and LB 
film optical absorption spectra show that the LB films are essentially free of in-
tramolecular interactions. The linearity of absorbance at fixed wavelength versus 
film thickness suggests uniform film deposition. Ellipsometric measurements confirm 
this supposi~ion for thick (more than ten monolayer) AMCR22, AMCR23 and JT3 
films, while also providing thickness data for use in SPR curve fitting and other data 
for estimation of the imaginary part of film permittivity independently of SPR. The 
imaginary parts of LB film permittivity derived from optical absorption are presented. 
X-ray and electron diffraction studies of several thick samples on silicon indicate that 
AMCR22, AMCR23 and JT3 formed amorphous films. 
Silver substrates used extensively in the recording of SPR and Pockels' effect data 
have also been characterised. Their optical constants have been compared to those 
found in the literature and found to fall between the extremes of values obtained by 
several other workers in the field. 
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Chapter VII 
NONLINEAR OPTICAL TECHNIQUES: RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter contains the results of second harmonic generation (SHG) and Pock-
els effect measurements on LB films of the JT and AMCR series molecules. Hemi-
cyanine LB films are used as exemplary standards and for calibration purposes. 
7.2 SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION 
7.2.1 Background 
Second harmo11ic generation experiments were performed at Plessy (Caswell) and 
at Durham. The Caswell apparatus (see chapter four) was used to rank the various 
materials in order of nonlinear susceptibility by normal-incidence SHG measurements 
of the p-polarised fundamental and second harmonic. The Durham SHG system was 
essentially identical but for a pair of polarisers, a half-wave plate and a rotatable 
sample mount-which allowed measurement of SHG intensity in reflection. Given the 
second harmonic conversion efficiencies in reflection from s to p and from p to p 
polarisations, it is possible to estimate, in principle, the LB film tilt angle [Girling 
et. al., 1985). This was attempt_ed for monolayers of each material, but the results 
.·~-- . 
were inconclusive. 
All the SHG data are normalised with respect to hemicyanine monolayers on soda 
glass. 
7.2.2 Polysiloxanes 
Normal incidence transmission SHG was used to examine the behaviour of mono-
and multilayer LB films of the AMCR series molecules. All samples generally yielded 
consistent SH outputs and only suffered laser damage at the highest intensities of 
incident radiation ("' 1015Wm-2), at which the Nd:YAG laser was in Q-switched 
mode. Most measurements did not require Q-switching of the laser beam to generate 
adequate SHG. Within the AMCR series, the order of decreasing_SHG output powers 
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Material N Structure l2..,j l2..,(hemi) 
AMCR22 1 z 0.015 
AMCR22 2 z 0.030 
AMCR22 4 z 0.075 
AMCR22 8 z 0.115 
AMCR23 1 z 0.020 
AMCR23 2 z 0.028 
AMCR23 4 z 0.060 
AMCR23 8 z 0.108 
AMCR24 1 z 0.010 
AMCR22/22-TA 10 Alt. Y 0.070 
AMCR23/22-TA 10 Alt. Y 0.090 
JT1 1 z 0.013 
JT3 1 z 0.020 
JT3 2 z 0.035 
JT3 4 z 0.055 
JT3 6 z 0.075 
.JT3 10 z 0.13 
JT4 1 z <0.01 
N = number of mono layers 
x<2> =sample susceptibility x<2>(-w;w,O) per monolayer 
x~!~mi) =hemicyanine monolayer susceptibility x<2> ( -w; w, 0) 
tusing the permittivity and thickness of an AMCR22 monolayer 
lx<2> lx~!~d 
0.090 
0.064 
0.051 
0.031 
0.149 
0.086 
0.063 
0.042 
0.032t 
0.004t 
0.005* 
0.036 
0.038 
0.032 
0.020 
0.016 
0.0043 
<0.008 .. 
tusing the mean permittivity of AMCR22 and 22-TA and the individual 
monolayer thicknesses. 
* using the mean permittivity of AMCR23 and 22-TA and the individal 
monolayer· thicknesses 
** using thickness and refractive index data for a JT4 monolayer 
Table 7.1 : Net SHG intensities and susceptibilities per active monolayer 
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Figure 7.1 : AMCR series transmission SHG intensities 
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was AMCR23>AMCR22>AMCR24 for monolayer samples in transmission. The 
ranking of these materials in order of decreasing dipping ratio (see chapter five) is also 
AMCR23>AMCR22>AMCR24, which bolsters the supposition that SHG increases 
with film uniformity. Section 7.3.3 commments on the relationship between optical 
nonlinearity and AMCR series molecular structure. Samples of AMCR24 provided 
poor SHG and multilayer films proved very difficult to deposit; that material was not 
examined further. 
Theoretically, the normal-incidence SH output .power of a film sufficently thin 
to ensure the fundamental and second harmonic remain phase-matched is given by 
equation 4.13. Equation 4.14 yields the second order susceptibility in terms of hemi-
cyanine susceptibility, given certain calibration factors and ignoring dispersion. 
Table 7.1 shows the SHG output intensities relative to a hemicyanine monolayer 
and the results of applying equation 4.14 The refractive indices and film thicknesses 
were extracted from curve fitted data in chapter six. SHG data for AMCR22 and 
AMCR23 are in rough agreement with the Pockels effect information. Despite their 
relatively weak SHG, monolayers of AMCR23 have a nonlinear susceptibility ap-
proaching that of hemicyanine. This is no doubt due to the relatively large refractive 
index and sma!l thickness of AMCR23 monolayers compared to hemicyanine. 
For LB films of N identical monolayers we may set L = Nl where lis a thickness 
per monolayer and N the number of monolayers. Then, from equation 4.13 we may 
set 
(7.1) 
Measurements of SHG power versus film thickness for Z-type multilayers of pure 
AMCR22 and AMCR23,( see·figure 7.1) ·yielded an:output power directly proportional 
to the number of deposited:monolayers, l2w ex: N. Thus, although the net measured 
susceptibility increased with film thickness, it appears that the susceptibility per 
monolayer decreased, with x(2) ex: 1/..f'N, and the adjacent monolayers are not, as 
supposed above, identical. 
Alternation of pure AMCR22 or AMCR23 with pure 22-TA in a ten-layer struc-
ture demonstrated that adjacent AMCR monolayers are not independent. The SHG 
output power per active monolayer was greatly reduced by alternation with passive 
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layers of 22-TA. Clearly, 22-TA monolayers make poorer substrates for LB deposition 
of AMCR material than do monolayers of AMCR material. 
At the time of writing, no published studies of AMCR22, AMCR23 or AMCR24 
exist, although Plessy (Caswell) have studied several similar molecules fairly ex-
tensively [Carr et. al., 1897] and derived a microscopic hyperpolarisability /3 = 
3.5 x 10-49C3m3J-2 by SHG. Hemicyanine, by comparison, has /3 = (11.6 ± 2.0 x 
10-49C3m 3 J- 2 [Neal et. al., 1986]. The materials studied at Caswell are sufficently 
similar to AMCR22 and AMCR23 in other respects to suggest that their nonlinear 
optical behaviour may also be similar. This has been confirmed by the above findings. 
7 .2.3 Diaryl al.kynes 
Normal incidence transmission SHG was used to probe the properties of pure 
mono- and multilayer structures of JT series molecules. In general, the JT ma-
terials have significantly lower laser damage thresholds than the AMCR series at 
the fundamental Nd:YAG wavelength. Consequently, it was rarely possible to obtain 
reproducible SHG data on isolated portions of the samples concerned before they dis-
integrated. This applied particularly to films of JT4 and, to a lesser extent, to JT1 . 
In the case of JT4, the damage threshold was such that film deterioration occurred 
at incident power levels too small to generate measurable SHG. The ranking of SHG 
output power within the JT series was found to be JT3>JT1>JT4 for monolayers in 
transmission. From chapter five, the ranking of dipping ratios of these materials is 
also JT3>JT1>JT4. All other things being equal, this would suggest that the films 
which failed to deposit uniformly lacked the noncentrosymmetry required for large 
SHG. Materials JT1 and JT3 differ only in that JT1lacks a terminal methoxy (weak 
donor) group. Molecular structures following the broad design of donor/conjugated 
system/acceptor are widely regarded as optimal for nonlinear optical applications. 
Material JT1 has no such structure, whreas JT3, on the other hand, has. JT2 and 
JT1 are identical except for the shorter hydrocarbon tail of the JT2 molecule. The 
latter appears to be close to the minimum length, below which the molecule becomes 
soluble in water. 
A JT1 monolayer yielded a slightly smaller SHG output than a JT3 monolayer; a 
ten-layer sample of Z-type JT3 yielded aSH output power approximately ten times 
that of a monolayer. The JT3 samples yielded results consistent with those previously 
reported for a JT3 monolayer [Tsibouklis, et. al., 1989], wherein the SHG output in 
transmission was recorded as ""0.013 that of a hemicyanine monolayer. 
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Table 7.1 summarises these data and lists derived nonlinear susceptibilities rela-
tive to a hemicyanine monolayer, while figure 7.2 shows the dependence of SH out-
put power on sample thickness for Z-type JT3 multilayers. The SH output power is 
quite linear with film thickness, which suggests that the susceptibility per monolayer 
x<2)( -2w; w, w) is inversely proportional to the square root of the film thickness - as 
for the AMCR series. Previous work at Durham on ten-layer samples of JT3 [Tsi-
bouklis et. al., 1989] is consistent with this behaviour. Other workers have observed 
multilayer film behaviour that can only be ascribed to structural rearrangement of 
component molecules subsequent to deposition [Cresswell-et-.al., 1-990; Young et. al., 
1989; Novak et. al., 1987]. Also, scattering of second harmonic radiation from an 
imperfectly Z-type film may cause further reduction in the measured SHG. An al-
ternative reason for the reduced SH output may be that absorption of the second 
harmonic is taking place in the film; this may, however, be ruled out on the grounds 
that the film absorbance at 532nm is rv0.001, which is too small to greatly absorb 
the second harmonic signal. 
7.3 THE POCKELS EFFECT 
The permittivity changes of LB films under alternating electric fields have been 
known for several years [Cross, 1986; Loulergue et. al., 1988]. These changes have 
been measured in Durham using equipment described in chapter four. Hemicyanine 
monolayers have been used largely for calibration and reference purposes. Uncoated 
silver was also examined to evaluate the contributions from the substrate. No dis-
cernible signals were observed at twice the frequency of the applied electric field, 
indicating that cubic contributions to the nonlinear susceptibilities of all LB films 
concerned cge negligible. 
7.3.1 Hemicyanine monolayers 
Monolayer samples of hemicyanine deposited onto 50nm silver films evaporated 
onto soda glass slides are used mainly for reference .and calibration purposes. The 
Pockels' data indicate the orientation of the nonlinear susceptibility with respect to 
the silver substrate. This is illustrated by the contrast between in figures 7.3 and 7.4, 
which show the Pockels' signal from a hemicyanine and a nitrostilbene monolayer 
respectively, all other factors being equal. Monolayers of these dyes are known to 
deposit on silver with their dipole moments in opposite directions with respect to the 
substrate. So, the Pockels data gives a crude indication of the overall orientation of an 
LB film. A typical value for the nonlinear susceptibility of a hemicyanine monolayer 
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was approximately 95+50i pm v-1 which is the same order of magnitude as the figure 
of 122+28.7i pmV-1 [Cross, 1986). On account of this, the susceptibilities derived 
from differential reflectivity data are thought to be reliable provided the data are as 
clear as the experimental points shown in figures 7.3 and 7.4. For smaller signals (e.g. 
figures 7.6 and 7.7) with a poorer signal-to-noise ratio, the quality of curve fitting 
clearly deteriorates. It appears that experimental differential reflectivities approach-
ing 10-6 can be fitted to quite accurately, while smaller differential reflectivities are 
less likely to show close correspondence between theory and experiment. 
Measurement of the field-induced reflectivity change in hemicyanine showed the 
nonlinear susceptibility x(2) to be frequency-independent in the range 50Hz-5KHz. 
The measured reflectivity variation I~Rima:e is the difference between maximum and 
minimum reflectivity changes. Figure 7.5 shows that for hemicyanine this quantity is 
proportional to the applied electric field. As mentioned in chapter four, this indicates 
that electroabsorption is not contributing to the Pockels data. By analogy, any LB 
film having optical absorption smaller than that of a hemicyanine monolayer should 
display no electroabsorption where the Pockels effect is expected. 
7.3.2 Silver and Fatty Acids 
As mentioned in chapter four, a silver surface will possess a second-order optical 
nonlinearity due to its lack of inversion symmetry [Shen, 1984]. Additionnal non-
linearities may arise from contamination by, for example, a surface layer of silver 
sulphide or particulate matter adhering to the surface. The equipment used for mea-
suring the Pockels effect is sensitive enough to measure this nonlinearity. Figures 7.6 
and 7;7 are the differential reflectivities of uncoated silver and a 22·-TA monolayer 
deposited on silver. In both cases, the silver was 50nm thick, with an air gap of 6.8JLm 
and an applied electric field of 35V pk at 3KHz. The difference between the peak-
to-peak differential reflectivities is approximately 2 x 10-7, which indicates that the 
, .nonlinearity ·arises.mainly·from the silver surface. The nonlinearity of the .silver /fatty 
acid assembly has several sources: the noncentrosymmetrys at the silver /fatty acid 
and fatty acid/air interfaces and the intrinsic nonlinearity of fatty acid molecules. 
The former is comparable to the optical nonlinearity at any other interface, such as 
silver and air. Fatty acids have comparatively localised electronic structures, so their 
intrinsic nonlinearity is small. Thus in both cases the Pockels signal must be due to 
symmetry breaking at an interface: silver/air in uncoated silver and silver/fatty acid 
and/or fatty acid/air for a coated silver layer. 
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The curve fitting program presumes that nonlinear susceptibilities arise from 
intrinsic nonlinearities and is incapable of estimating x(2) at an interface. So, the 
surface susceptibility of silver cannot be estimated directly. Instead, it has to be com-
pared to the fatty acid nonlinear susceptibility, taking the fatty acid as intrinsically 
nonlinear. That is, silver has a surface susceptibility corresponding approximately to 
the intrinsic susceptibility of a fatty acid monolayer. Curve fitted SPR and Pockels 
data for 22-TA are listed in table 7.2 
This effect is present in -all measurements of the Pockels effect in this thel')is. So, 
the above contribution to the nonlinear susceptibility must be subtracted from the 
fitted susceptibility to obtain a true estimate of the LB film nonlinearity. This does 
not, of course, influence the nonlinear susceptibility of the structure as a whole. 
7.3.3 Polysiloxanes 
The AMCR materials are randomly-substituted polymers with no preferred ori-
entation of the bipolar chromophores with respect to the polymer backbone; because 
of this, microscopic nonlinearities within each molecule largely cancel each other out 
and the molecules are essentially centrosymmetric. The LB deposition process, on 
the other hand, orients the molecules with respect to their substrate, which leads to 
an overall noncentrosymmetry within the LB film. The resulting nonlinearities are 
noticeable on the differentici.l reflectivity plots in figures 7.8 and 7.9, which represent 
AMCR22 and AMCR23 respectively. AMCR24 did not adhere sufficently well to 
silver to produce SPR curves of sufficent quality to calculate the LB film optical 
constants. The permittivity changes in monolayers of AMCR22 and AMCR23 are 
comparable to those in twenty layers of JT3, but opposite in sign. 
With reference to the structures of the AMCR molecules (see chapter five), the 
main acceptor groups (N02 and OH in AMCR22 and AMCR23, respectively) are 
at the ends of the chromophores most distant from the siloxane spines. The donor 
,groups are in both cases the-nitromethyl·groups"adjacent to the polymethylene spacer 
chains. This sets the direction,ofthe:conventional:dipole moments, and by implication 
the second-order susceptibility, towards the siloxane spines, that is away from the 
substrate. This is reflected in the shape of the differential reflectivity plots in figures 
7.8 and 7.9, which are in the opposite sense to that of a hemicyanine monolayer whose 
dipole moment points towards the silver substrate. 
The strong N02 acceptor group in the AMCR22 molecule suggests that its ground 
state dipole moment is larger than that of AMCR23, which has no correspondingly 
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strong acceptor. This, however, need not necessarily imply that AMCR22 has a 
larger nonlinear susceptibility because ground state dipole moments, like static po-
larisations, bear little relevance to nonlinear susceptibilities. In point of fact, a very 
large ground state dipole moment suggests a potential distribution that may not be 
easily deformed to display the transitions required for optical mixing. The relevant 
quantity is the difference in dipole moments between the ground and first excited 
states, which is likely to be large in a system consisting of a weak donor and acceptor 
separated by a conjugated system. The:chromophores of AMCR23 are good exam-
ples of this, having a weak,nitromethylene donor group and a weak alcohol acceptor 
group straddling a pair of phenyl rings separated by an azo bridge. 
7.3.4 Diaryl Alkynes 
Of the JT series, JTl and JT4 showed low differential reflectivity changes per 
monolayer compared to JT3 and were not examined further. Pockels data consistent 
with the results presented here on JT3 monolayers have been reported [Tsibouklis 
et. al., 1989], and are listed in table 7.2 together with data on Z-type multilayers 
of JT3. Space-filling models of the JT series molecules suggested that JT3 was 
4.2nm long when fully extended. As it is unlikely that the molecule will lie fully 
extended within LB films, the SPR curve fitting procedure was performed several 
times for a JT3 monolayer using different film thicknesses up to and including 4.2nm. 
The fit giving the smallest deviation between theory and experiment was taken as 
representative of the actual film thickness, taken as 3.7nm. Multilayer films were 
assumed to have thicknesses of integral multiples of 3. 7nm. The derived permittivities 
show considerable variation in their real and imaginary parts, differing by up to about 
40% from film to film, although the curve fitting procedure always converges to the 
same permittivity for a given film. 
The nonlinear susceptibility is estimated from the formula 
(2)(- . 0)- f.dtlf. X w,w, - Va (7.2) 
where f. is the film permittivity, Llf. is the permittivity change, d is the air gap, taken 
as much larger than the LB film thickness and x(2)( -w; w, 0) is the bulk second order 
susceptibility, the tensor nature of which is ignored. Due to the limited accuracy 
of the program for fitting differential reflectivity data, the permittivity changes are 
not exact; figure 7.10 illustrates the difference between theoretical and measured 
values of differential reflectivities. Given this, the nonlinear susceptibilities derived 
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Material N Va (V) Af./10-4 x( 2)( -w; w, 0) (pm y-l) sense of x(2) 
22-TA 1 35 0.011 +0.031i 0.653+ 1.90i T 
hemicyanine 1 20 0.903+0.437i 94.5+49.9i T 
4HANS 1 35 -0.249-0.0068i -.22.37-0.97i l 
- - -
AMCR22 1 35 -0.329-0.037i -1.08-1.42i l 
AMCR23 1 25 -0.179+0.012i -15+9.6i l 
JT1 1 35 0.017 +0.012i 0.95+0.70i T 
JT3 1 35 0.047+0.017i 1.99+0.855i T 
JT3 3 35 0.083+0.027i 1.08+0.459i T 
JT3 5 35 0.113+0.039i 0.820+0.4 71i T 
JT3 10 35 0.137+0.062i 0.581 +0.313i T 
JT3 20 35 0.201 +0.072i 0.410+0.187i T 
JT4 1 35 0.006+0.002i 0.32+0.22i T 
l = LB film thickness 
N =number of LB monolayers 
Va = applied voltage 
Af. = Llfr + illf.i =field-induced permittivity change 
x(2)( -w; w, 0) = bulk susceptibility per monolayer 
Air gap=10.5 micrometres The sense of x( 2) is the direction of the macroscopic dipole 
moment with respect to the silver. substrate. ! and T represent towards and away 
from the silver, respectively. 
Table 7.2 : Fitted Nonlinear Susceptibilities of several LB materials 
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by measurement of the Pockels effect are best taken as order-of-magnitude estimates. 
At the time of writing, no theoretical predictions of the polarisabilities of the JT 
series molecules were available. 
The SHG data from the previous section indicate that the bulk susceptibility 
per monolayer fell as more JT3 monolayers were deposited. Curve fitted Pockels 
data show a rise in peak differential reflectivity and overall bulk susceptibility but 
. the susceptibility per monolayer has been confirmed to .decrease with increasing film 
thickness;- .the-susceptibility per-monolayer -is- quoted--in table 7.2 and --represented 
graphically in figure 7.11. Although Z-type JT3 monolayers are readily deposited 
onto solid substrates, rearrangement towards a Y-type structure and/or progressive 
deterioration of in-plane order in subsequent monolayers leads to cancellation of the 
optical nonlinearity, to the point where JT3 structures have a susceptibility over 
two orders of magnitude smaller than that of a hemicyanine monolayer. A recent 
notable exception is the family of CmH 2m+ 1 - Q3C N Q ( m > 15), molecules and their 
analogues !Vh_ich have been shown to consistently deposit up to fifty stable Z-type 
monolayers with a second harmonic conversion e:fficency per monolayer comparable 
to that of a hemicyanine monolayer [Ashwell et. al., 1990]. 
Several methods have been recently developed in an attempt to overcome the 
lack of optical nonlinearity inherent in Y-type LB film structures. Alternation of 
the optically nonlinear material with a comparatively inert spacer layer (e.g. 22-TA) 
may reduce interactions between adjacent monolayers, thus improving in-plane order 
at the price of halving the susceptibility. Better still, alternation of two optically 
nonlinear species such that their dipole moments add constructively produces an 
organic superlattice with ehnanced optical nonlinearity (Young et. al., 1990; Neal 
et. al., 1986; Cross et. al., 1987]. Also, should the nonlinear susceptibility be in 
the same plane as the dipping direction and invariant from monolayer to monolayer 
[Bosshard et. al., 1989], nonlinear Y-type films become feasable and the deposition 
method assumes secondary importance .. Alternation -·of JT3 with another material 
was not attempted, although in the light of the above information, such an experiment 
may shed light on the structure of multilayer JT3 assemblies and lead to enhanced 
nonlinear behaviour of LB films containing those molecules. 
The Pockels data resemble those of a hemicyanine monolayer to the extent that 
the differential reflectivity is positive below the SPR minimum and negative above 
it. This indicates that the orientation of the nonlinear susceptibility x<2>( -w; w, 0) is 
similar to that of a hemicyanine monolayer: towards the silver substrate. Conversely, 
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if the differential reflectivity were negative below the SPR minimum and positive 
above it, the nonlinear susceptibility would be taken as pointing away from the 
silver substrate. The JT series molecules each have an azophenyl group, which is 
a strong acceptor, next to their hydrocarbon tails; JT3 and JT4 also have a weak 
methoxy donor group at the other end of the chromophore. So, the direction of the 
conventional dipole moment in the JT series is from the hydrocarbon chain along the 
chromophore. Similar comments apply to hemicyanine monolayers. Accordingly, Z-
type layers of all JT molecules should display a dipole moment in the same direction 
as a Z-type hemicyanine monolayer. As shown in table 7.2, this has been confirmed 
experimentally. 
7.4 SUMMARY 
The nonlinear susceptibilites of AMCR series monolayers and JT3 mono- and 
multilayers have been measured by the Pockels effect. Of the novel materials, a 
monolayer of AMCR23 possessed the highest nonlinear susceptibility, being approx-
imately two orders of magnitude smaller than that of a hemicyanine monolayer. 
Z-type multilayers of JT3 showed a nonlinear susceptibility directly proportional to 
film thickness. 
Much of the data has been corroborated by transmission SHG experiments. The 
SHG of monolayers of each novel material is approximately two orders of magnitude 
smaller than that of a hemicyanine monolayer. The SHG of multilayers of Z-type 
AMCR22, AMCR23 and JT3 rises linearly with film thickness. This indicates that 
the average nonlinear susceptibility per monolayer falls rapidly with increasing film 
thickness. 
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Chapter VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Several novel Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) film-forming materials have been exten-
sively characterised in :floating monolayer form. The depostion characterisitics of each 
material into Langmuir-Blodgett mono- and multilayers on solid substrates have also 
been examined. Ofthe monomeric materials, CH3(CH2)21Py+C=CPhOCH3, or JT3, 
formed the most consistent LB films. Of several polymeric materials having silox-
ane spines approximately sixteen Si atoms long with randomly-substituted bipolar 
chromophores as side groups, AMCR22 and AMCR23 showed promising film-forming 
properties as well as the unusual characteristics of extreme stability as :floating mono-
layers and no apparent damage on compression to very small apparent areas per 
molecule. 
Experimental apparatus and associated software were designed to estimate the 
second-order nonlinear suscE!ptibility x(2)( -w; w, 0) of ultrathin (2 nm approx) LB 
films. The equipment exploited the well-known phenomena of surface plasmon reso-
nance and t~e Pockels' effect: a high-strength, low-frequency electric field ("" 107 V 
m-1 at 3KHz) applied to the LB film modulated the film permittivity via the Pockels' 
effect. This permittivity change was measured and, given the LB film and substrate 
thicknesses and optical constants (which were be estimated using the same equip-
ment), was used to calculate one component of the LB film second order nonlinear 
susceptibility: x~1~( "-Wj w, 0). This was done for a variety of materials in mono- and 
multilayer form, and the results corroborated by second-harmonic generation. 
The data derived by this technique appear to be genuine estimates of the non-
linear susceptibility. In chapter two various effects which may have influenced the 
estimation of LB film and substrate optical "COnstants derived from SPR were shown 
to be negligible. These included material parameters, thermal effects and piezo-
electricity. Similarly, spurious effects which may have influenced the Pockel's effect 
have also been shown to be negligible for the materials examined here. These were 
electroabsorbtion (Stark effect), substrate contributions, cubic behaviour, piezoelec-
tricity and resonant nonlinearities. Thus, it has been shown that the Pockels' effect, 
as described in this thesis, is an effective alternative to second harmonic generation 
for estimating the second-order nolinear susceptibility of Langmuir-Blodgett films. 
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Compared to a hemicyanine monolayer, none of. the materials examined here 
showed a high nonlinear susceptibility in monolayer form. The largest were those 
of AMCR23 and AMCR22, whose susceptibilities were approximately one tenth and 
one hundredth that of a hemicyanine monolayer. Given the chemical similarity be-
tween AMCR22 and AMCR23, the exact structure of the chromophoric sidegroups 
obviously greatly influenced the nonlinear susceptibility. Second-harmonic genera-
tion {SHG) experiments, however, suggested that the structural order of AMCR22 
and AMCR23 multilayers deteriorated with increasing film thickness, since the SHG 
output power did not rise quadratically with film thickness. 
In monolayer form, material JT3 showed a nonlinear susceptibility approximately 
two orders of magnitude smaller than that of a hemicyanine monolayer. While JT3 
produced Langmuir-Blodgett films up to 37 monolayers in thickness, the nonlinear 
susceptibility per monolayer fell drastically with increasing film thickness: SHG and 
Pockels' effect data indicated that the susceptibility per monolayer was inversely 
proportional to the square root of the number of deposited monolayers. 
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Chapter IX 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
Given that monolayers of material AMCR23 displayed a nonlinear susceptibility 
approximately an order of magnitude smaller than hemicyanine monolayers, it seems 
reasonable to further examine the nonlinear optical behaviour of AMCR23 multi-
layer structures and the effects of alterations in the structures of the AMCR23 chro-
mophores. The justification for this lies in the fact that polymeric Langmuir-Blodgett 
(LB) films are generally more mechanically and thermally stable than monomeric 
films. Polymeric multilayer LB films with high optical nonlinearities may ultimately 
form the basis for a variety of devices such as hybrid optical communication devices 
and variable phase retarders. 
The de Kerr effect is a refractive index change proportional to the square of a 
low-frequency applied electric field and the third-order nonlinear susceptibility x<3). 
In contrast to the Pockels' effect, this refractive index variation appears at twice 
the frequency of the low-frequency applied electric field. It may be possible to mea-
sure this susceptibility in a manner analogous to the measurements of x~~~( -w; w, 0) 
performed in this thesis. The improvements required of the apparatus are a larger 
applied electric field and greater sensitivity of detection apparatus. 
More broadly, the apparatus described here for measurement of the Pockels' effect 
amounts to a specialised method of prism coupling radiation into an electromagnetic 
surface mode. As such it may be feasable to adapt the equipment to examine a 
broader range of guided electromagnetic waves and provide more detailed information 
on the bulk and surface porperties of polymeric and monomeric materials. 
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Appendix A 
Derivation of the Relationship between Permittivity and the 
Piezoelectric Coe:fficent 
A collection of variables may be defined which specify the thermodynamic state 
of any system: E, D, cr, c, S and T which are electric field, electric displacement, 
stress, strain, entropy and temperature respectively. Then, choosing E, c and T as 
independent gives 
D = D(E,c,T) 
cr = cr(E, c, T) 
S = S(E,c,T) 
(A.l) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
As we have no interest in identities involving entropy and all changes are as-
sumed isothermal, the dependences on T and S may be dropped. Expanding the 
displacement and strain as perfect differentials gives, in cartesian tensor notation: 
(A.4) 
and 
(A.5) 
As the electric field and displacement are related by 
(A.6) 
and 
so 
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(A.B) 
So the permittivity at constant strain is given by 
(A.9) 
The Maxwell relation 
(A.lO) 
states that the piezoelectric coefficent dkij is the same for the direct and converse 
piezoelectric effects. The derivative of stress with respect to strain may be identified 
with the compliance tensor: 
(A.ll) 
After appropriate substitutions the expansions A.4 and A.5 can be rewritten as 
(A.12) 
and 
(A.13) 
If a vector/; can be found, the indices of the compliance tensor may be contracted 
to give 
so we may put 
dDi = EfkdEk - si;kd;dekl = efkdEk - !;( dCTij + di;kdEk) 
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(A.14) 
(A.15) 
that is 
(A.16) 
Under constant stress (du = 0), A.16 becomes 
(A.17) 
where f.u is the permittivity at constant stress. The last equation means that the 
refractive index of a clamped thin film (constant strain) is not the same as the 
refra.Ctive index of a free film (constant stress). To highlight this difference, ignoring 
the tensor nature of all these quantities for the moment by dropping all subscripts 
gives, for the last equation 
(A.18) 
we note that since the units of piezoelectric coefficent are CN-1, those of compliance 
are Nm-2 and those of permittivity are cv-1m-1 , the last equation is dimensionally 
correct. 
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Appendix B 
Laser Beam Collimation 
The He-Ne laser used in all SPR and Pockels effect experiments here contains one 
planar and one concave mirror. These act as an optical resonator. At the surface of 
each mirror, the radii of curvature of mirror and wavefront must be equal. It has been 
shown in several standard·. texts on Gaussian optics that a laser resonator is formally 
equivalent to a suitable arrangement -of thin lenses operating ·in the paraxial regime. 
Therefore, it is possible to focus a Gaussian mode to a planar wavefront using only 
thin lenses. More formally, the wave equation 
(B.l) 
solved using the slowly varying amplitude approximation to yield the electric field of 
a Gaussian TEMoo mode:-
Eowo [ -p2 ] . _ 1 [-ik(z + p2 )] E(z) = w(z) exp R(z) exp[-ttan (z/zo)]exp 2R(z) (B.2) 
in cylindrical coordinates. z is the axial distance from the beam waist, which has 
diameter 2wo; w(z) is the beam spot size given by w2(z) = wij(l + z2 / zfi) where zo = 
1rwo/); is the Rayleigh distance. The wavefronts are defined by the final exponential 
term, where 
(
z + p2) 
k 2R(z) =constant (B.3) 
which represents parabolic wavefronts. For p2 < < z 2 , the wavefronts are effectively 
spherical with a radius of curvature R(z). Asp ""lmm and z ""1m in the existing 
experimental arrangement, this approximation is generally valid. The apparent centre 
of curvature is at zo when examined from z >> zo. The beam divergence angle is 
tan(8/2) = pfz. Thus, if the propagation vector on the beam axis is k, the projection 
of the TEMoo mode onto the z plane is a travelling wave with wavevector 
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kp = ksin(9/2) = J k 
1 + z2j p2 
(B.4) 
and phase given by 
[ kp2] exp 2R(z) (B.5) 
from H.2. If this radial behaviour can be- cancelled, .the spread of k vectors in the z 
plane may in principle be reduced to zero and the beam becomes perfectly collimated. 
Now consider a thin lens in the p plane with its centre on the z axis. Any incident 
wavefront is modified by a phase shift 
[ikp
2] exp --2/ (B.6) 
which increases with distance from the axis. k = 21rnj >.. and f is the focal length. 
Clearly, passing a TEMoo mode through a lens of focal length equal to half the beam 
radius of curvature acts to collimate the beam. 
This approach works well in principle, but the radius of curvature of a laser 
beam is not easily measured without extensive preparation. Furthermore, as the 
beam radius of curvature varies with propagation distance, using a single lens limits 
the experimenter to locating it at one position on the beam axis. A collimated output 
can be obtained from a pair of lenses of arbitrary focal lengths, provided that their 
separation and distance from the beam waist are chosen correctly. This is explained 
in the following paragraphs. 
It is a well-known result of geometrical optics that two lenses separated a distance 
equal to the sum of their focal lengths will alter the diameter of an incident plane wave 
light beam. Laser beams, however, do not have plane wavefronts, and a Gaussian 
optics approach must be taken to derive the conditions necessary for their collimation. 
Standard ABCD matrix formalism, as found in many Gaussian optics texts (e.g. 
Yariv, 1985), is well suited to the task. The ABCD matrix of the lens system shown 
overleaf in figure B.1 is 
lt((1- ];)(1- *)- ]7) + l2(l- -j;) + la) 
-lt(l.. + 1.. - ~) + 1 - 12. h h 1112 h 
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(B.7) 
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Figure B.l : Laser Beam Collimating Lenses 
According to the ABCD law, 
1 Aq1 + B 
-= 
92 Cq1 + D 
(B.B) 
where 
(B.9) 
where R and 2w represent the radius of curvature and beam diameter respectively 
at any given position.Inserting appropriate expressions for q and R at planes 1 and 
2 into B.8 gives 
and 
1 i.X 1 i.X 1 i.X (-- -)(C + D(-- -))=A+ B(-- -)) 
R2 1rW~ Rl 1rW~ Rl 1rW~ 
The conditions that the output beam from plane 2 be collimated are 
8w2 = 0 
8l3 
(B.10) 
(B.ll) 
(B.12) 
The latter is equivalent to requiring the output beam diameter to be a minimum. 
Inserting B.ll then B.12 in B.lO and separating the real and imaginary parts gives 
(B.13) 
and 
(B.l4) 
which are the conditions that the output beam divergence be zero.Note that B.13 and 
B.14 may not be simultaneously valid. The former is normally used when aligning 
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lenses approximately in the laboratory. Accurate alignment of the lens system relies 
on eq. B.12 i.e. the spacing between the lenses is adjusted until the output beam 
diameter is a minimum. 
Inserting either B.13 or B.14 into B.10 and solving for w2 yields 
(B.15) 
which, though cumbersome, is independent of 13 . .Inserting A= 632 nm, 11 = h = 15 
em, 11 = 20 em, 12 = 25 em and w1 = 2 mm gives w2 as 80 microns. The limitations 
on the beam diameter are, firstly, that it occupies a relatively small area of the 
sample under examination and, secondly, that the heating of the illuminated area 
be insignificant. The former condition is amply fulfilled experimentally, since most 
of the samples under examination are larger than 1 em square. As to the latter, 
researchers in surface plasmon resonance almost without exception assume that the 
silver coating forms an adequate heat sink. 
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Appendix C 
Listing of the SPR and Pockels Data Acquisition Program Source Code 
{ $D+,$F+,$G+,$15000,$L+,$R+,$W+,$X+ }{Compiler options} 
PROGRAM Autorig(input, output); 
CONST 
len = 38; { string length } 
pi = 3.14159265; 
TYPE 
string = PACKED ARRAY[l..len] OF char; 
byte = O •• &FF; 
VAR 
extcritangle : real; { prism assembly's external critical angle } 
prismindex : real; { Crown BK - 7 glass R.I } 
scandir : boolean; { TRUE for aclock, FALSE for clock } 
slideindex : real; { Chance - Propper slide R.I } 
data, cmd, dmm, psd : integer; { IEEE device channels } 
{ Various "housekeeping" procedures & functions follow } 
FUNCTION answer(request : PACKED ARRAY (low .. high 
boolean; 
{ returns true on keying "Y" f"y", false on keying "N" /"n" } 
VAR 
i : integer; 
reply : boolean; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { answer } 
oscli( 'FX201,0'); 
{ enable keyboard } 
oscli( 'FX15, O'); 
{ flush all buffers } 
vdu(134); 
i :=low; 
WHILE (request[i] <> '?') AND (i <= high) DO BEGIN 
write( request[i]); 
i := i + 1 
END; { while } 
write( 1 < Y /N >'); 
vdu(13); 
REPEAT 
osdi( 'FX21, O'); { flush keyboard buffer } 
retcode := inkey(32767); 
CASE retcode OF 
&79, &59 : reply := true; 
&6E,&4E : reply:= false 
END; {case} 
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integer] OF char) 
OTHERWISE ; { do nothing } 
UNTIL (retcode = &79) OR (retcode =&59) OR (retcode = &6E) OR (retcode = &4E); 
answer := reply 
END; { answer } 
PROCEDURE pause(delay integer); 
{ delay some centiseconds } 
BEG IN { pause } 
settime(O); 
REPEAT UNTIL (time= delay) 
END; { pause } 
FUNCTION arccos(value : real) : real; 
BEG IN { arccos } 
arccos := arctan(sqrt(1 -value* value)fvalue) 
END; { arccos } 
FUNCTION arcsin(value : real) : real; 
{ Returns inverse sin of value in radians, principal value only } 
BEGIN { arcsin } 
arcsin := arctan(valuef(sqrt(1 -value* value))) 
END; { arcsin } 
FUNCTION criticalangle : real; 
{ Returns external critical angle of incidence (degrees), being } 
{ angle w.r.t. hypoteneuse face normal, for bare prism or } 
{ prism + slide, whilst ignoring index - matching fluid, if any. } 
{ Requires externally defined prismindex and slideindex } 
CONST 
pi = 3.1416; 
VAR 
thetacrit : real; 
BEGIN { criticalangle } 
criticalangle := (180/pi) * (pi/4- arcsin(prismindex * sin(pi/4- arcsin(1/prismindex)))) 
END; { criticalangle } 
FUNCTION internalangle(angle : real ) : real; 
{ Returns internal angle of incidence in degrees given ext. } 
{ angle in degrees. Requires externally defined prismindex } 
{ and slideindex } 
CONST 
pi = 3.1416; 
VAR 
theta : real; 
BEGIN { internalangle } 
{ Convert to radians } 
angle := angle* pi/180; 
theta:= pi/4- arcsin(sin(pi/4- angle)fprismindex); 
IF slideindex <> 1 THEN theta:= arcsin(prismindex * sin(theta)fslideindex); 
internalangle := 180 *theta/pi 
END; { internalangle } 
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PROCEDURE page; 
{ Clear screen } 
CONST 
clscode = 12; 
BEGIN {page} 
vdu(clscode) 
END; {page} 
PROCEDURE rotate(angle: real); 
{ Stepper motor driver.Compensates backlash by reversing rotation twice } 
{ whenever one reversal asked for } 
{ Treats clockwise rotation as - ve, anticlockwise as + ve. } 
{ Handles any angle of TYPE REAL } 
CONST 
backlash·== 2; { excess steps to cancel backlash } 
minangle = 0.004; { angle per unit step of motor } 
TYPE 
dirrange = -1..1; 
{ motor can turn + vely or - vely. 0 used to indicate initialisation } 
VAR 
newdirection : dirrange; 
steps : integer; { steps corresponding to angle } 
FUNCTION olddireCtion : integer; 
{ Returns previous direction 0 if not initialised, -1 for clock, 1 for aclock } 
CONST 
osbyte = &FFF4; · 
TYPE 
dirrange = -1..1; 
VAR 
bits : integer;... .· 
olddir :' dirrange; 
BEGIN { olddirection } 
{ if unconfigured, remedy it } 
IF (codeO(osbyte,&96,&62,&00)DIV&10000)MOD&100 <> &FF THEN BEGIN 
oscli( 'FX&97,&62,&FF'); 
olddir := 0; 
END; {if} 
ELSE BEGIN 
{ already initialised, read old direction } 
bits:= codeO(osbyte,&96,&60,&00); 
{ extract B5 of Y in &PYXA } 
bits := (bits DIV &10000) MOD &100; 
bits := (bits MOD 128) DIV 64; 
IF bits = 1 THEN olddir := 1 ELSE olddir := -1 
END; {else} 
olddirection := olddir 
END; { olddirection } 
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PROCEDURE turn; 
1· 
' 
{ turn stepper motor given no.of steps in either direction } 
{ Requires external integer steps } 
VAR 
j : integer; 
BEGIN { turn } 
IF steps> 0 THEN BEGIN 
FOR j := 0 TO steps - 1 DO BEGIN 
oscli( 'FX&97, &60, &CO'); 
oscli( 'FX&97, &60, &401 ) 
END; {for} 
END; { IF steps > 0 ...... } 
ELSE BEGIN 
FOR j := 0 DOWNTO steps+ 1 DO BEGIN 
oscli( 'FX&97, &60, &801); 
oscli( 'FX&97,&60,&00') 
END; f for} 
END; {ELSE .... } 
END; {turn} 
BEGIN { rotate } 
{ take angle as integer multiple of minium step by dividing it } 
{ by angle per unit step } 
steps:= trunc(anglefminangle); 
IF steps<> 0 THEN { i.e.if no rotation, do nothing }BEGIN 
{ decide which way to turn } IF steps < 0 THEN new direction := -1 ELSE newdirection :=. · 
IF olddirection = newdirection THEN turn ELSE BEGIN 
steps:= newdirection * (abs(steps) +backlash); 
turn; 
steps := -newdirection * backlash; 
turn 
END; {else} 
END; {if} 
END; { rotate } 
PROCEDURE tab(x,y integer); 
{ tabulation } 
CONST 
tabcode = 31; 
BEGIN {tab} 
vdu(tabcode,x, y) 
END; {tab} 
{ $S 'IEEELIB' } 
{ IEEELIB} 
{ IEEE procedure and function library follows } 
PROCEDURE IEEEb(devno : integer); 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "BBC DEVICE NO",< devno > } 
TYPE 
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byte = O •• &FF; 
block = PACKED RECORD 
block : PACKED ARRAY[1..3) OF byte; 
num : integer 
END; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEb} 
parblk.block[l] := &04; 
parblk.block[2] := 0; 
parblk.block[3] := &40; 
parblk.num := devno; 
{ call OS WORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := codel(&FFFl, &80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEb } 
PROCEDURE I EEEc; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "CLEAR" } 
TYPE. 
byte = O •• &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY[l..3] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode. : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEc} 
parblk[l] := &03; 
parblk[2] := &00; 
parblk[3] := &50; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := codel(&FFF1,&80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEc } 
PROCEDURE IEEEclose(handle : integer); 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's CLOSE#< handle> } 
VAR_ 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEclose} 
{ call OSFILE with A = X = 0, Y = handle to shut file } 
retcode := codeO(&FFCE, 0, 0, handle) 
END; { IEEEclose } 
PROCEDURE IEEEe(eosl,eos2 : char); 
{ Equiv. to BASIC PRINT#< command channel>, "END; OF STRING" ,eosl(+eos2) } 
TYPE 
byte = O •• &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY[l..5] OF byte; 
VAR 
pm·blk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
- --···. _........,,!"...,..-. -
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BEGIN { IEEEe} 
IF eos2 = 1 ' THEN parblk[1] := 4 ELSE parblk(1) := 5; 
parblk[2) := 0; 
parblk[3) := &81; 
parblk[4) := ord(eos1); 
parblk[5] := ord(eos2); 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := code1(&FFF1, &BO,parblk) 
END; { IEEEe } 
PROCEDURE IEEEg(chan : integer); 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's } 
{ PRINT# < command channel >,"GO TO LOCAL",< device channel >,"EXECUTE" } 
{ with the restriction that mily one channel can be dealt with at a- time } 
TYPE 
byte = O •• &FF; '---' 
block = PACKED RECORD 
param : PACKED ARRAY(1..3) OF byte; 
channel : integer 
END; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEg} 
parblk.param[1] := &04; 
parblk.param[2] := 0; 
parblk.pa.ram[3] := &22; 
parblk.channel := chan; 
f.;c~l OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode :'= codel(&FFF1, &BO,parblk) 
END; { IEEEg } 
FUNCTION IEEEinput(channel : integer) : real; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's INPUT#< data channel>,< real> } 
{ All input is done in binary by repeated calls to OSBGET with A = X = 0, Y = channel } 
CONST 
len= 255; 
TYPE 
string= PACKED ARRAY[l..len) OF char; 
digits = SET OF &30 .. &39; 
VAR 
i : integer; 
retcode, nbytes : integer; 
datastr : string; 
data : digits; 
BEGIN { IEEEinput } 
{ find data type } 
retcode := codeD( &FFD7, &00, &00, channel) MOD &100; 
IF retcode <> 0 THEN writeln( 'not string data type in IEEEinput'); 
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&2B); 
{ find no. of bytes, exclusive of the following one } 
nlrytes := codeO(&FFD7,&00,&00,channel) MOD &100; 
{ deal w/ leading (terminator) bytes. Provision is made for no terminators }data:= [&30 .. &39); 
REPEAT 
retcode := codeO(&FFD7,&00,&00,channel) MOD &100; 
nbytes := nlrytes- 1; 
UNTIL (retcode IN data) OR (retcode = &20) OR (retcode = &2E) OR (retcode = 
{ input data bytes. retcode already contains the first } 
datastr[nlrytes + 1] := chr(retcode); 
FOR i := nlrytes DOWNTO 1 DO BEGIN 
retcode := codeO(&FFD7,&00,&00,channel) MOD &100; 
datastr[i) := chr(retcode); 
END; {for} 
{ convert to real } 
IEEEinput := rval(datastr) 
END; { IEEEinput } 
PROCEDURE IEEEl(channo : integer); 
{ Equiv.to BASIC's } 
{ PRlNT# <command channel>, "LISTEN",< device channel>, "EXECUTE" } 
{ with restriction that only one channel can be listened at a time } 
TYPE 
byte = O .. &FF; 
block = PACKED RECORD 
param : PACKED ARRAY[1..3) OF lryte; 
channel : integer 
END; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEI} 
parblk.param[1) := &04; 
parblk.param[2] := 0; 
parblk.param[~] := &~0; 
parblk.channel := channo; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := code1(&FFF1, &80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEl} 
PROCEDURE I EEElo; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "LOCAL LOCKOUT" } 
TYPE 
lryte = O .. &FF; 
block = PACKED ARRAY[1 .. 3] OF lryte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEElo} 
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parblk[1] := &03; 
parblk[2] := 0; 
parblk[3] := &61; 
retcode := codel(&FFF1,&80,parblk) 
END; { IEEElo } 
FUNCTION IEEEopenin(astring : PACKED ARRAY[low .. high : integer] OF char) 
integer; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's < channel no >= OPENIN(filename). } 
{ Requires external astring as filename } 
{WARNING: .~runcates filenames longer than strlen! } 
{ This may cause crash in some circumstances } 
CONST 
strlen = 10; { max. string· length necessary } 
TYPE 
byte = O .. &FF; 
bytestr =PACKED ARRAY[l..strlen] OF byte; 
VAR 
retcode, i : integer; 
byteline : bytestr; 
BEGIN { IEEEopenin} 
i := 1; 
{ convert file name to string of bytes } 
REPEAT 
byteline[i] := ord(astring[low + i- 1]); 
i := i + 1; 
UNTIL (astring[low + i- 1] = ' ') OR (low+ i- 1 = high) OR (i -low = strlen- 1); 
{ terminator to byte string has to be carriage return= &OD } 
byteline[i] := &OD; 
{ pass over to OS. Call OS}?IND with A = &CO to OPENIN a file } 
retcode := (code1(&FFCE,&CO,byteline) MOD &100); 
{ check channel has opened } 
IF retcode = 0 THEN writeln( 'This channel cannot be opened!'); 
I EEEopenin := retcode 
END; { IEEEopenin} 
FUNCTION-IEEEp : integer; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC PRINT#< command channel>, "PARALLEL POLL REQUEST" } 
{ followed by INPUT# < command channel >, < poll response > } 
TYPE 
byte = O •• &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY[1..4] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEp} 
parblk(1] := 3; 
parblk[2] := 4; 
parblk[3] := &02; 
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{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := codel(&FFFl, &BO,parblk); 
1 EEEp := parblk[4] 
END; { IEEEp } 
PROCEDURE IEEEparalleLpolLd(channel : integer); 
{ Equiv. to BASIC } 
{ PRINT#< command channel>. "PARALLEL POLL DISABLE",< channel>, "EXECUTE"} 
{ with restriction that only one channel can be dealt with at a time } 
TYPE 
byte = 0 .. &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY[1..4] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEparalleLpolLd} 
parblk[l] := 4; 
parblk[2] := 0; 
parblk[3] := &21; 
parblk[4] :=channel; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := codel(&FFF1,&80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEparalleLpolLd} 
PROCEDURE I EEEparalleLpoll...e(channel, message : integer); 
{ Equiv. to } 
{ BASIC PRINT# < command channel >,"PARALLEL POLL ENABLE",< channel >, < message>}-
TYPE 
byte = O •• &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY(1..5] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEparalleLpolLe} 
parblk[l] := 5; 
parblk[2] := 0; 
parblk[3] := &48; 
parblk[4] := channel; 
parblk[5] := message; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := codel(&FFF1,&80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEparalleLpolLe } 
PROCEDURE IEEEprint(channel : integer; string : PACKED ARRAY[low .. high 
integer) OF char); 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT# < data channel >, < string > } 
{ All writing is done in binary by repeated calls to OSBGET with A = type, then } 
{ no.of bytes, then bytes; X = 0; Y = channel } 
TYPE 
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byte = O .. &FF; 
VAR 
datum : byte; 
i : integer; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEprint} 
{ Prepare for binary write } 
retcode := codeO(&FFD4, &00, &00, channel); 
retcode := codeO(&FFD4, high- low+ 1, &00, channel); 
{ now send data byte by byte } 
FOR i := high DOWNTO low DO BEGIN 
datum := ord(string[i]); 
retcode := codeO( &FFD4, datum, &00, channel) 
END; 
END; { IEEEprint} 
PROCEDURE I EEEparalleLpolLu; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC PRlNT# <command channel>, "PARALLEL POLL UNCONFIGURE" } 
TYPE 
byte = O .. &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY[1..3] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEparalleLpolLu } 
parblk[1] := 3; 
parblk[2} := 0; 
parblk[3} := &60; 
{ ca~l _OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := code1(&FFF1,&80,parblk); 
END; { IEEEparalleLpolLu } 
PROCEDURE IEEEr(datachan : integer; VAR byteline : PACKED ARRAY[low .. high : 
integer] OF integer); 
{ Equivalent to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "READ BINARY",< high -low+ 1 >} 
{ followed by FOR I = low to high : byteline(I) ::::: BGET# < data channel >: NEXT } 
CONST 
osword = &FFF1; 
osbget = &FFD7; 
TYPE 
byte= O .. &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY[1..7] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEr} 
parblk[l} := &07; 
parblk[2} := 0; 
parblk[3} := &14; 
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parblk[4] := (high- low+ 1) DIV &1000000; 
parblk[5] := ((high- low+ 1) DIV &10000) MOD &100; 
parblk(6] := ((high- low+ 1) DIV &100) MOD &100; 
parblk[7] := (high- low+ 1) MOD &100; 
retcode := code1(osword,&80,parblk); 
FOR retcode := low TO high DO byteline[retcode] := codeO(osbget, &00, &00, datachan) MOD &100 
END; { IEEEr} 
PROCEDURE I EEErem; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "REMOTE ENABLE" } 
TYPE 
byte = O •• &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY[l..J] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEErem} 
parblk[1] := &03; 
parblk[2] := 0; 
parblk[3] := &70; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := code1(&FFFl,&80,parblk) 
END; { IEEErem} 
PROCEDURE I EEEremote..d; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "REMOTE DISABLE" } 
TYPE 
byte = O .. &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY(1..3] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEremote_d } 
parblk[l] := &03; 
parblk[2] := 0; 
parblk[3] := &71; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS command } 
retcode := codel(&FFFl, &80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEremote_d} 
FUNCTION IEEEs : integer; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC PRINT#cmd, "STATUS" followed by INPUT#cmd, <status bytes> } 
TYPE 
byte = O •• &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY[1..7] OF byte; 
retstr =PACKED ARRAY[1..4] OF char; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
i : integer; 
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str : retstr; 
BEGIN { IEEEs} 
parblk[1] := &03; 
parblk[2] := &07; 
parblk[3] := &01; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
i := code1(&FFF1,&80,parblk); 
i := parblk[4]; 
i := i + parblk[5] * &100; 
i := i + parblk[6] * &10000; 
I EEEs := i + parblk[7] * &100000 
END; { IEEEs} 
FUNCTION IEEEse(instrchan : integer) : integer; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC PRINT#< command channel>, "SERIAL POLL",< channel>, 1 } 
{ as very few devices return more than one serial poll status byte } 
TYPE 
byte = O .. &FF; 
block= PACKED ARRAY[l..6] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
i : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEse} 
parblk[1] := &05; 
parblk[2] := 6; 
parblk[3] := &44; 
parblk[4] := instrchan; 
parblk[5] := 1; 
{ call OSWORD ·with A = &80 for IEEEFS command } 
i := code1(&FFF1,&80,parblk); 
I EEEse := parblk[6] 
END; { IEEEse } 
PROCEDURE IEEEsel(channo : integer); 
{ Equiv. to} 
{ BASIC's PRINT# < command channel >,"SELECTED DEVICE CLEAR",< channo >,"EXECUTE" : 
{ with restriction that only one channel can be cleared at a time } 
TYPE 
byte = O .. &FF; 
block= PACKED RECORD 
param : PACKED ARRAY[l..3] OF byte; 
channel : integer 
END; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEsel} 
parblk.param[1] := &04; 
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parblk.param[2] := 0; 
parblk.param[3] := &24; 
parblk.channel := channo; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := code1(&FFF1, &80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEsel} 
PROCEDURE IEEEt(channo : integer); 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "TALK",< device channel> } 
{ with restrction that only one channel can be talked at a time } 
TYPE 
byte = O .. &FF; 
block = PACKED RECORD 
param : PACKED ARRAY[1..3] OF byte; 
channel : integer; 
END; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEt} 
parblk.param[l] := &04; 
parblk.param[2] := 0; 
parblk.param[3]:= &41; 
parblk.channel := channo; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := code1(&FFF1,&80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEt} 
FUNCTION IEEEtest : boolean; 
{ Uses OSARGS = &FFDA to return TRUE if IEEEFS current, FALSE otherwise } 
VAR 
retcode : integer; 
BEG IN { IEEEtest } 
retcode := (codeO(&FFDA,O,O,O)MOD&100); 
IF retcode = &07 THEN I EEEtest := true ELSE I EEEtest := false 
END; { IEEEtest} 
PROCEDURE IEEEtr(nbytes : integer); 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "TRANSFER",< nbytes > } 
TYPE 
byte = O .. &FF; 
block = PACKED ARRAY[l.. 7] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEtr} 
parblk[1] := &07; 
parblk[2] := &00; 
parblk[3] := &10; 
parblk[4] := nbytes DIV &FFFFFF; 
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parblk[5] := (nbytes DIY &FFFF) MOD &100; 
parblk[6] := (nbytes DIV &FF) MOD &100; 
parblk[7] := nbytes MOD &100; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := code1(&FFF1, &BO,parblk) 
END; { IEEEtr} 
PROCEDURE I EEEu; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "UNTALK" } 
TYPE 
byte = O •• &FF; 
block = PACKED ARRA Y[1..3] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; -. 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEu} 
parblk[1] := &03; 
parblk[2] := 0; . 
parblk[3] := &58; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := code1(&FFF1,&80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEu} 
PROCEDURE IEEEunl; 
{ Equiv. to BASIC's PRINT#< command channel>, "UNLISTEN" } 
TYPE 
byte = O •• &FF; 
block = PACKED ARRA Y[1..3] OF byte; 
VAR 
parblk : block; 
retcode : integer; 
BEGIN { IEEEunl} 
parblk[1] := &03; 
parblk[2] := 0; 
parblk[3] := &54; 
{ call OSWORD with A = &80 for IEEEFS commands } 
retcode := code1(&FFF1,&80,parblk) 
END; { IEEEunl} 
{ Initialisation and any relevant measurement procedures/functions follow } 
PROCEDURE I EEEinit; 
{ Sets up IEEEFS & BBC } 
TYPE 
str = PACKED ARRA Y(1..8] OF char; 
VAR 
cmdstr : str; 
BEGIN { IEEEinit } 
oscli( 'IEEE'); 
cmdstr := 'DATA '· 
' 
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data:= IEEEopenin(cmdstr); 
cmdstr := 'COMMAND '; 
cmd := IEEEopenin(cmdstr); 
IEEEb(O); 
IEEEc; 
IEEEe(chr(&OD), 1 '); 
END; { IEEEinit} 
PROCEDURE I EEEshut; 
{ close down IEEEFS and return to ADFS } 
BEGIN { IEEEshut} 
oscli( 'IEEE'); 
IEEEe(chr(&OA), ''); 
I EEEclose(data); 
I EEEclose(cmd); 
oscli( 1 ADFS') 
END; { IEEEshut } 
{ $S 'IEEE/5208' } 
{ IEEE/5208 } 
{ IEEEFS control procedures for Keithley 195A dmm. Requires global definition } 
{ of integer data, cmd, dmm and real reading. Also requires external IEEE } 
{ procedure library } 
PROCEDURE dmminit; 
{ Initialise and configure Keithley 195A dmm } 
TYPE 
str = PACKED ARRA Y[1..27] OF char; 
VAR 
cmdstr : str; 
statusword : integer; 
BEGIN { dmminit} 
IEEErem; 
cmdstr := 116 
dmm := IEEEopenin(cmdstr); 
I EEEsel(dmm); 
IEEElo; 
IEEEu; 
I EEEl(dmm); 
{ send command string } 
'· 
' 
cmdstr := 'ROXFOXS2XZOXQOOXBOX 
I EEEprint(data, cmdstr ); 
cmdstr := 'G1XTOXY(13)X 
I EEEprint(data, cmdstr ); 
IEEEunl; 
I EEEt(dmm); 
IEEEu 
END; { dmminit } 
FUNCTION dmmread real; 
'· 
' 
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'· 
' 
{ Take a single reading from dmm } 
CONST 
accuracy = 0.001; { s.d. of result } 
VAR 
count, err, mean, sig, sqtot, reading : real; 
BEGIN { dmmread } 
{ first ensure IEEEFS active and dmm configured } 
IF NOT(JEEEtest) THEN BEGIN 
IEEEinit; 
dmminit 
END; {if} 
{ Pause for dmm to settle down } 
pause(100); 
I EEEt(dmm); 
count:= 2; 
reading:= IEEEinput(data); 
sqtot := reading * reading; 
mean := reading; 
reading:= IEEEinput(data); 
sqtot := sqtot + reading * reading; 
mean:= (mean+ reading)fcount; 
REPEAT 
err:= (sqtot- count* mean* mean)f(count + 1); 
reading:= IEEEinput(data); 
sqtot := sqtot + reading * reading; 
mean:= (mean* count+ reading)f(count + 1); 
count:= count+ 1; 
{ iterate until error on mean result < desired s.d. } 
UNTIL sqrt(abs(errfcount)) <accuracy; 
IEEEu;··' 
dmmread := mean 
END; { dmmread } 
PROCEDURE dmmshut; 
{ shut dmm channel } 
BEGIN { dmmshut } 
I EE Eremote..d; 
I EEEg(dmm); 
I EEEclose(dmm) 
END; { dmmshut } 
{ IEEEFS control procedures for Brookdeal 5208 psd. } 
{ Requires IEEE proc. library } 
{ABSOLUTELY REQUIRES external definition of} 
{ integer data, command, psd and a real voltage } 
PROCEDURE reopenpsd; 
TYPE 
string = PACKED ARRAY(1..2) OF char; 
VAR 
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str : string; 
BEGIN { reopenpsd} 
str := '5 '; 
psd := IEEEopenin(str); 
IEEElo 
END; { reopenpsd } 
FUNCTION psdread(chan : boolean) : real; 
{ Read voltage from one of the psd channels } 
{ CH1 is taken as TRUE, CH2 as FALSE } 
CONST 
accuracy = 0.0000005; { error of result } 
TYPE 
string= PACKED ARRAY[1..3) OF char; 
VAR 
str : string; 
count, err, mean, sig, sqtot, reading : real; 
FUNCTION voltage(psdreading : real) real; 
{ convert psd 'sensitivity' to a voltage } 
CONST 
psdf sd = 2000; 
TYPE 
str =PACKED ARRAY[1..2) OF char; 
-VAR 
cmdstr : str; 
sensitivity : integer; 
reading : real; 
BEGIN {voltage} 
I EEEl(psd); 
cmdstr := '5-""; 
IE E Eprint( data, cmdstr); 
I EEEt(psd}; 
reading :=I EEEinput(data); 
IEEEu; 
sensitivity := round( reading); 
{ use look - up table for conversion } 
CASE sensitivity OF 
0 reading := 5; 
1 reading := 2; 
2 reading:= 1; 
3 reading := 0.5; 
4 reading := 0.2; 
5 reading:= 0.1; 
6 reading := 0.05; 
7 reading := 0.02; 
8 reading := 0.01; 
9 reading := 0.005; 
10 reading := 0.002; 
11 : reading:= 0.001; 
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12 reading := 0.0005; 
13 reading := 0.0002; 
14 reading := 0.0001; 
15 reading:= 0.00005; 
16 reading := 0.00002; 
17 reading := 0.00001; 
18 reading := 0.000005; 
19 reading := 0.000002; 
20 reading := 0.000001 
END; {case} 
OTHERWISE; { do nothing } 
{ voltage reading= fraction of f.s.d. * f.s.d. in volts } 
voltage:= (psdreadingfpsdfsd) *reading 
END; { voltage } 
BEGIN { psdread} 
{ If IEEEfs inactive, restart it & open psd channel } 
IF NOT(IEEEtest) THEN BEGIN 
IEEEinit; 
reopenpsd 
END; { IF NOT(IEEE ..... } 
{ Wait a few seconds to ensure psd settles down } 
pause( 400); 
{ main body of sampling procedure } 
count:= 2; 
I EEEl(psd); 
IF chan THEN str := 'Q1 1 ELSE str := 'Q2 '; 
I EEEprint(data, str ); 
I EEEt(psd); 
reading:= I EEEinput(data); 
IEEEu; 
reading := voltage(reading); 
sqtot := reading * reading; 
mean := reading; 
I EEEl(psd); 
I EEEprint(data, str ); 
IE E Et(psd); 
reading:= IEEEinput(data); 
IEEEu; 
reading:= voltage(reading); 
sqtot := sqtot + reading * reading; 
mean:= (mean+ reading)fcount; 
REPEAT 
err:= (sqtot- count* mean* mean)/(count + 1); 
I EEEl(psd); 
I EEEprint(data, str); 
I EEEt(psd); 
reading:= I EEEinput(data); 
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IEEEu; 
reading := voltage(reading); 
sqtot := sqtot + reading * reading; 
mean:= (mean* count+ reading)f(count + 1); 
count := count + 1; 
{ iterate until error on mean reading < desired s.d. } 
UNTIL sqrt(abs(errfcount)) <accuracy; 
psdread :=mean 
END; { psdread } 
PROCEDURE psdinit; 
{ Initialise psd } 
CONST 
strlen =59; 
TYPE 
str =PACKED ARRAY[l..strlen] OF char; 
VAR 
cmdstr : str; 
i : integer; 
X volts, Yvolts : real; 
PROCEDURE poll; 
BEG IN { poll } 
REPEAT UNTIL (IEEEse(psd) MOD 2) = 1; 
END; {poll} 
BEGIN { psdinit } 
{ lock in on signal and read phase } 
cmdstr := 15 
psd := IEEEopenin(cmdstr); 
I EEEsel(psd); 
pause(500); 
I EEEl(psd); 
'· , 
cmdstr := 'D O;M O;P 2,200;X 0;0 O,O;F l;J 100,6;T 5,0;8 13;R 0 
I EEEprint(data, cmdstr); 
pause(500); 
IEEEunl; 
END; { psdinit } 
PROCEDURE psdshut; 
{ shut psd channel } 
BEGIN { psdshut } 
oscli( 'IEEE'); 
I EEEremote_d; 
I EEEg(psd); 
I EEEclose(psd); 
END; { psdshut } 
{ $8 'MAINBODY' } 
{ MAINBODY} 
{ Main control procedures follow } 
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' 
PROCEDURE locatecriticalangle; 
{ Note refractive indices defined globally } 
CONST 
datalen = 1000; 
{ Max. number of points permitted in critical angle location scan } 
minangle = 0.032; 
{ Minimum angular step in degrees used to find critical angle } 
retcode = &OD; { ASCII value of carriage return } 
TYPE 
datastr = PACKED ARRAY[l..datalen) OF real; 
VAR 
angle real; { scan angle used to locate critical angle } 
calvolts : datastr; { Use this for locating critical angle } 
i : integer; 
Imax : integer; { Index of array element containing maxgrad } 
keycode : integer; 
maxgrad : real; { highest gradient in critical angle scan } 
npoints : integer; { Number of points in critical angle scan } 
newvolts,oldvolts : real; { dmm readings } 
smooth : datastr; { Smoothed critical angle scan } 
FUNCTION gradient(j : integer) : real; 
{ Interpolates gradient between 3 adjacent points of smooth } 
{ curve, j being central } 
VAR 
a,b,c :real;.· 
BEGIN {gradient} 
a:= smooth[j- 1]; 
b := smooth[j]; 
c := smooth[j + 1]; 
gradient:= j *(a- 2 * b +c)+ (-a* (2 * j + 1) + 4 * j * b- c * (2 * j- 1))/2 
END; { gradient } 
BEGIN { locatecriticalangle } 
{ Rough location of critical angle & calibration here } 
REPEAT 
page; 
IF answer( 'Default prism index 1.517? 
prismindex := 1.517; 
tab(O, 1) 
END; 
ELSE BEGIN 
tab(O, 1); 
vdu(134); 
write( 'Enter prism refractive index'); 
oscli( 'FX201, O'); 
read(prismindex ); 
oscli( 'FX201, 1') 
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') THEN BEGIN 
2); 
END; 
IF answer( 'Default slide index 1.523? 
slideindex := 1.523; 
tab(O, 3) 
END; 
ELSE BEGIN 
tab(0,3); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'Enter slide refractive index'); 
vdu{134); 
') THEN BEGIN 
write( '(Unit slide index is taken as no slide)'); 
oscli( 'FX201, O'); 
read( slideindex); 
oscli( 'FX201, 1') 
END; 
UNTIL (prismindex > 1) AND (prismindex < 2) AND (slideindex >= 1) AND (slideindex < 
vdu{134); 
writeln( 'Prism External Critical Angle'); 
vdu(134); 
extcritangle := criticalangle; 
writeln( 'w.r.t.back face= ',extcritangle: 5: 2, 'degrees'); 
vdu{134}; 
writeln( 'Prism Internal Critical Angle'); 
vdu(134}; 
writeln( 'w.r.t. back face= ',internalangle(extcritangle): 5: 2, 'degrees'); 
writeln; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'Use the two cursor keys to move'); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'near to a critical angle'); 
vdu(32, 130,93, 134); 
writeln( 'To move clockwise'); 
vdu(32, 130,91, 134); 
writeln( 'To move counterclockwise'); 
vdu{134}; 
writeln(' <RETURN> to continue'); 
oscli( 'FX201, O'}; 
{ define angle now in case diode need not be moved later } 
angle := 0.5; 
REPEAT 
keycode := inkey(1000); 
CASE keycode OF 
136 : BEGIN { caseindex } 
angle := 0.5; 
{ turn aclock } 
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rotate( angle) 
END; { caseindex} 
137 : BEGIN { caseindex } 
angle := -0.5; 
{ turn clock } 
rotate( angle) 
END; { caseindex} 
END; {case} 
OTHERWISE {do nothing}; 
UNTIL (key code = ret code); 
oscli( 'FX201, 1'); 
page; 
vdu(134); 
IF answer( 'Locate critical angle precisely?') THEN BEGIN 
{ Pick a region covering critical angle } 
page; 
tab(5, 12); 
vdu(141); 
vdu(131); 
writeln( 'Locating- Critical Angle'); 
tab(5, 13); 
vdu(141); 
vdu(131); 
writeln( 'Locating Critical Angle'); 
npoints := 0; 
newvolts := dmmread; 
oldvolts := newvolts; 
WHILE (datal en > npoints) AND ( abs( ( oldvolts- newvolts) I ( oldvolts + newvolts)) < 
0.2) DO BEGIN 
oldvolts := newvolts; 
IF angle< 0 THEN angle:= 0.5- angle ELSE angle:= -(angle+ 0.5); 
rotate( angle); 
npoints := trunc( abs( angle) I minangle); 
newvolts := dmmread 
END; {WHILE (datalen ...... } 
IF angle < 0 THEN angle := minangle ELSE angle := -minangle; 
FOR i := 1 TO npoints DO BEGIN 
calvolts(i) := dmmread; 
rotate( angle) 
END; { FOR i := ... } 
writeln; 
writeln; 
{Apply 5- point smoothing } 
smooth(!] := calvolts(l); 
smooth(2) := calvolts(2); 
FOR i := 3 TO npoints - 2 DO BEGIN 
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smooth[i] := (calvolts[i- 2] + calvolts[i + 2])/16 + (calvolts[i- 1] + calvolts[i + 1])/4 + 
6 * calvolts[i]/16 
END; { FOR 1 := 2 .... } 
smooth[npoints- 1] := calvolts[npoints- 1]; 
smooth[npoints] := calvolts[npoints]; 
{ Interpolate gradients } 
FORi:= 2 TO npoints -1 DO BEGIN 
calvolts[i] := gradient(i) 
END; { FOR i := 2 TO npoints .... } 
{ Find highest gradient } 
maxgrad := abs(calvolts[2]); 
!max:= 2; 
FOR i := 3 TO npoints - 1 DO BEGIN 
IF abs(calvolts[i]) > maxgrad THEN BEGIN 
maxgrad := abs(calvolts[i]); 
!max:= i 
END; {IF abs ... } 
END; { FOR i := 2 TO .... } 
{ Return diode to critical angle } 
rotate( -angle* (npoints- !max)); 
{ shut down dmm & IEEEfs to return to original state } 
dmmshut; 
IEEEshut 
END; { IF answe .... } 
{ Fix direction for later scans. } 
{ Ignore possibility that diode may have } 
{ been moved to the other side of the laser beam } 
scandir := true 
END; { locatecriticalangle } 
PROCEDURE scancurve(pock : boolean); 
{ This is the business bit that records baselines and gross reflectivities } 
CONST 
datalength = 1499; 
minangle = 0.004; { minimum possible external angular interval } 
len = 20; 
TYPE 
results = PACKED ARRAY[l..datalength] OF real; {result of one scan} 
string = PACKED ARRAY[l..len] OF char; 
VAR 
ACX, ACY : results; { In - phase & quadrature components of Pockels signal } 
acxfile,acyfile : string; { fnames for AC results} 
baseline : boolean; { flag indicating whether to record DC baseline } 
DC : results; { SPR baselines and gross reflectivities } 
defile : string; { {name for DC results } 
minstep : real; { smallest angular interval required } 
npoints : integer; { no. of points in scan } 
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off set : real; { difference between critical angle and starting angle } 
retcode : integer; { INKEY code } 
scanrange : real; { region covered by scan } 
startangle : real; { angle at which scan begins } 
PROCEDURE setscanparams; 
BEGIN { setscanparams} 
REPEAT 
writeln; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'How many degrees should the'); 
vdu(134); 
write( 'scan cover? '); 
readln( scanrange); 
writeln; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'What is the angular step in'); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'degrees between readings? '); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( '(must be a multiple of 0.004)'); 
vdu{134); 
readln( min step); 
IF minstep < 0 THEN minstep := -minstep; 
npoints := trunc(scanrangefminstep); 
UNTIL ((npoints <= datalength) AND (trunc(minstepfminangle) = minstepfminangle)) 
END; { setscanparams} 
PROCEDURE recordangles; 
{ Creates spool file of internal angles of incidence used in scan } 
VAR 
i : integer; 
theta : real; 
BEGIN { recordangles } 
oscli( 1 - ADFS - SPOOL angles'); 
FORi:= 1 TO npoints DO writeln(internalangle(startangle + i* minstep): 7:4, ','); 
oscli( '- ADFS- SPOOL'); 
page 
END; { recordangles } 
PROCEDURE saveresults; 
VAR 
i : integer; 
BEGIN { saveresults } 
oscli(dcfile); 
FORi:= 1 TO npoints DO writeln(DC[i]: 6: 3); 
oscli( 'SPOOL'); 
IF pock THEN BEGIN 
oscli(acxfile); 
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FOR i := 1 TO npoints DO writeln(ACX[i]); 
oscli( 'SPOOL'); 
oscli(acyfile); 
FOR i := 1 TO npoints DO writeln(ACY[i]); 
oscli( 'SPOOL') 
END; {IF pock ... } 
{ oscli commands take system back to ADFS } 
IEEEinit; 
dmminit; 
IF pock THEN reopenpsd 
END; { saveresults } 
PROCEDURE getcurve; 
VAR 
i : integer; 
BEGIN { getcurve} 
FOR i := 1 TO npoints DO BEGIN 
l?C[i] := dmmread; 
IF pock THEN BEGIN 
ACX[i] := psdread(true); 
ACY[i] := psdread(Jalse) 
END; {IF pock ... } 
rotate( minstep) 
END; { FOR i := .... } 
{ Take diode back to start position } 
IF minstep < 0 THEN rotate(abs(scanrange)) ELSE rotate( -abs(scanrange)); 
saveresults 
END; { getcurve } 
PROCEDURE shutdown; 
{ Close dmm, psd IEEEFS and reboot } 
BEGIN { shutdown } 
dmmshut; 
IF pock THEN psdshut; 
IEEEshut; 
{ reboot totally to free all memory for next run } 
oscli( 'BACK'); 
oscli( 'EXEC !BOOT') 
END; {shutdown} 
PROCEDURE jindSPRmin; 
VAR 
!min : integer; { i value at which min. reflectivity happens } 
i : integer; 
Rmin : real; { minimum reflectivity } 
BEG IN { findSPRmin } 
page; 
tab( 4, 14); 
vdu(141); 
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vdu(134); 
writeln( 'Finding SPR Minimum'); 
tab(4, 15); 
vdu(141); 
vdu(142); 
writeln( 'Finding SPR Minimum'); 
{ set angular directions & range } 
minstep := 0.128; 
scanrange := 11; 
npoints := trunc(scanrangefminstep); 
{ do crude scan } 
FOR i := 1 TO npoints DO BEGIN 
DC[i] := dmmread; 
rotate(minstep) 
END; { FOR i : ..... } 
rotate(-abs(scanrange)); 
!min:= 1; 
Rmin :~ DC[1]; 
FOR i := 1 TO npoints DO BEGIN 
IF DC[i] < Rmin THEN BEGIN 
Rmin := DC[i]; 
!min::::: i 
END; {IF DC[ ... } 
END; { FOR i := 1 ..... } 
off set := I min * minstep; 
rotate( off set); 
startangle := extcritangle + off set; 
{ SPR-minimum must be within minstep of Imin } 
{ so back off more than one step and do detailed scan } 
offset:= -2 * minstep; 
rotate(of f set); 
startangle := startangle +off set; 
{ now spot minimum more accurately, searching over 4 * minstep } 
scanrange := 4 * minstep; 
minstep := minangle; 
npoints := trunc( scan range/ minstep); 
FOR i := 1 TO npoints DO BEGIN 
DC[i] := dmmread; 
rotate( minstep) 
END; { FOR i := ... } 
rotate( -abs(scanrange)); 
Rmin := DC[1]; 
!min:= 1; 
FOR i := 1 TO npoints DO BEGIN 
IF DC[i] < Rmin THEN BEGIN 
Rmin := DC[i]; 
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!min:= i 
END; { IF DC[ ... } 
END; {FOR ... } 
off set := I min * minangle; 
rotate( offset); 
startangle := startangle +off set; 
offset:= 0; 
{ adjust offset accordingly } 
{ and set psd phase to maximise quadrature component } 
{ then shut down all IEEE gear and re-initialise later } 
psdinit; 
psdshut; 
dmmshut; 
IEEEshut 
END; { findSPRmin } 
BEGIN { scancurve } 
{ Arrange scan start points and parameters } 
REPEAT 
page; 
tab(7,3); 
vdu(l41); 
vdu(131); 
writeln( 1 Available options : -'); 
tab(7,4); 
vdu(141); 
vdu(131); 
writeln( 'Available options:-'); 
tab(0,6); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 11 - scan from the present location'); 
writeln; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 12 - offset the diode some angle'); 
writeln; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( '3 - scan the region of the SPR minimum'); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( '(baseline cannot be recorded'); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'with this option)'); 
writeln; 
vdu(134); 
u1riteln( '4 - Exit'); 
writeln; 
retcode := inkey(500); 
page; 
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CASE retcode OF 
&21, &31 : BEGIN { caseindex } 
writeln; 
vdu{134); 
IF answer( 'record baseline?') THEN baseline := true ELSE baseline := false; 
writeln; 
setscanparams; 
startangle := extcritangle; 
{ Record angles for scan } 
recordangles; 
IEEEinit; 
dmminit; 
IF pock THEN psdinit; 
{ record baseline if required } 
IF baseline THEN BEGIN 
page; 
tab(6, 12); 
vdu(133); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking Baseline'); 
tab(6, 13); 
vdu(130); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking Baseline'); 
defile := 1 - ADFS - SPOOL br '· 
' 
aexfile := '- ADFS- SPOOL acxbr '; 
acyfile := 1 - ADFS- SPOOL acybr '; 
getcurve 
END; { IF baseline .... } 
{ Record total reflectivities } 
page; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'Continue to take gross'); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'reflectivity curves'); 
REPEAT UNTIL answer( '? '); 
defile := ' - ADFS - SPOOL tr '; 
aexfile := '- ADFS- SPOOL acxtr '; 
acyfile := 1 - ADFS- SPOOL acytr '; 
page; 
tab(6, 12); 
vdu(133); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking gross curves'); 
tab(6, 13); 
vdu(130); 
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vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking gross curves'); 
getcurve 
END; { caseindex } 
&22,&32 : BEGIN { caseindex} 
writeln; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'How many degrees off'); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'the critical angle ?'); 
readln(of f set); 
{ Turn diode } 
rotate(of f set); 
setscanparams; 
writeln; 
vdu(134); 
IF answer( 'record baseline?') THEN baseline := true ELSE baseline := false; 
{ record angles used for scan } 
startangle := extcritangle + off set; 
recordangles; 
{ Record baseline if required, then do scan } 
IEEEinit; 
dmminit; 
IF pock THEN psdinit; 
. . { record baseline if required } 
IF baseline THEN BEGIN 
page; 
tab(6, 12); 
vdu(133); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking Baseline'); 
tab(6, 13); 
vdu(130); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking Baseline'); 
defile := 1 - ADFS -SPOOL br '· 
' 
acxfile := 1 - ADFS- SPOOL acxbr '; 
acyfile := 1 - ADFS- SPOOL acybr '; 
getcurve 
END; { IF baseline .... } 
{ record total reflectivities } 
page; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'Continue to take gross'); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'reflectivity curves'); 
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REPEAT UNTIL answer( '? '); 
defile:= 1 - ADFS- SPOOL tr '; 
aexfile := '- ADFS- SPOOL acxtr '; 
acyfile := '- ADFS- SPOOL acytr '; 
page; 
tab(6, 12); 
vdu(133); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking gross curves'); 
tab(6, 13); 
vdu(130); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking gross curves'); 
getcurve 
END; { caseindex } 
&23,&33 : BEGIN { caseindex} 
{ find SPR minimum & reset psd if Pockels scan } 
findSPRmin; 
{ Allow user to adjust air gap by hand } 
REPEAT 
page; 
tab(4, 14); 
vdu(134); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 1 Adjust air gap by hand'); 
tab(4, 15); 
vdu(134); 
vdu{141); 
writeln( 1 Adjust air gap by hand'); 
tab(6, 18); 
UNTIL answer( 'Continue?'); 
{ back off a few degrees } 
offset:= -2; 
startangle := star tangle + off set; 
rotate( offset); 
setseanparams; 
{ record angles of scan } 
recordangles; 
{ Scan. ·Baseline cannot· be. recorded with this option } 
IEEEinit; 
dmminit; 
IF pock THEN reopenpsd; 
defile:= '- ADFS- SPOOL tr '; 
aexfile := '- ADFS- SPOOL acxtr '; 
acyfile := 1 - ADFS- SPOOL acytr '; 
page; 
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tab(6, 12); 
vdu(133); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking gross curves'); 
tab(6, 13); 
vdu(130); 
vdu(141); 
writeln( 'Taking gross curves'); 
getcurve 
END; { caseindex } 
&24, &34 : shutdown 
END; {CASE retcode ..... } 
OTHERWISE retcode := &OD; 
UNTIL retcode <> &OD 
END; { scancurve } 
PROCEDURE M ainM enu; 
{ Choose from all rig options } 
VAR 
pock : boolean; { flag as to whether to do Pockels scan } 
retcode : integer; 
str : string; 
PROCEDURE helpuser(astring : string); 
{ Ensure user knows what's going on by presenting help files } 
PROCEDURE select~ir; 
{ User may choose the directory containing results files } 
CONST 
strlen =50; 
TYPE 
string = PACKED ARRAY[l..strlen] OF char; 
VAR 
astr : string; 
i : l..strlen; 
BEGIN { selectdir } 
astr := 'DIR 
page; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( 'Enter directory for result files'); 
vdu(134); 
writeln( '(include requisite drive)'); 
vdu(134); 
i := 6; 
'· 
' 
WHILE NOT(eoln(input)) AND (i <= strlen) DO BEGIN 
astr[i] := input l; 
get( input); 
i := i + 1 
END; { WHILE NOT( eol.. ... } 
oscli(astr); 
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BEGIN { helpuser } 
{ Ensure user knows what's going on } 
page; 
tab(O, 13); 
IF NOT( answer( 1 Are you familiar with this rig? 
BEGIN 
page; 
tab(7, 24); 
vdu{136); 
vdu{133); 
write( 1 <SHIFT> to continue'); 
vdu(28, 0, 22, 39, 0); 
vdu{14); 
oscli(astring ); 
vdu(15); 
vdu(28, 0, 24, 39, 24); 
page; 
vdu(136); 
IF answer( 'Hard copy? 
BEGIN 
{ print notes } 
vdu(28, 0, 24, 39, 0); 
page; 
vdu(2); 
oscli( astring); 
vdu(3) 
END; {if} 
END; {if} 
selectdir; 
vdu(28,0,24,39,0) 
END; { helpuser } 
BEGIN { MainMenu} 
mode(7); 
oscli( 'ADFS'); 
vdu(23, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0); { cursor off } 
'))THEN 
')THEN 
oscli( 'FX4, 1'); { disable cursor editing & assign ASCII codes } 
tab(B, 2); 
vdu{141, 131); 
write( 'Main Menu'); 
tab(8,3); 
vdu(141, 131); 
writeln( 'Main Menu'); 
writeln; 
vdu(134); 
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writeln( '1 - Surface Plasmon Resonance'); 
write In; 
vdu(134); 
writeln( '2 - Pockels Spectroscopy'); 
writeln; 
oscli( 'FX21,0'); {flush keyboard buffer} 
REPEAT 
retcode := &OD: 
retcode := inkey(lOO); 
CASE retcode OF 
&21, &31 : BEGIN { caseindex } 
str ::::::: 1 - ADFS- TYPE: O.$.HELP.SPRcurve 
helpuser(str); 
locatecriticalangle; 
pock := false; 
scancurve(pock); 
MainMenu 
END; { caseindex } 
&32, &22 : BEGIN { caseindex } 
str := 1 - ADFS - TYPE : 0.$.HELP .Pockels 
helpuser( str); 
locatecriticalangle; 
pock := true; 
scancurve(pock); 
MainMenu 
END; { caseindex } 
END; {case} 
q~HERWISE retcode := &OD; 
UNTIL retcode <> &OD; 
END; { mainmenu } 
BEGIN { Autorig } 
MainMenu 
END. { Autorig } 
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Abstr~ct. A number of novel, functionalised, diarylalkynes have been prepared 
which are capable of forming non-centrosyrnmetric Langmuir-Blodgett films by · 
Z-type deposition. The non-linear optical behaviour of these layers has been 
investigated using both second-harmonic generation and surface plasmon 
resonance techniques. 
1. Introduction 
The basiC requirements for an organic material to 
exhibit significant second-order non-linear optical 
(NI-0) behaviour are now well understood. In general 
NLO materials are comprised of molecules that possess 
a large difference in dipole moment between their 
ground and excited states and which are organised in 
a non-centrosymmetric . manner. A number of · 
approaches have been tried in attempts to control the 
molecular packing in NLO materials. Although, in prin-
ciple, one can change the packing properties by making 
subtle modifications on the molecule, the problem of 
obtaining a crystal with a predefined structure from a 
specifically designed organic molecule has yet to be 
sdlved . 
The Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique represents 
one of the most elegant methods available for 'engin-
eering' thin organic films. However, the most common, 
Y-type, deposition mode results in centrosymmetric 
packing of the molecules. In previous work, Girling et 
a/ (1985a, b, c) have overcome this problem by alter-
nating layers of organic dyes with optically inert fatty 
acids; Subsequently, Neal et a/ (1986) reported the 
fabrication of multilayer arrays containing two 'active' 
t B&sed on work presented at a Meeting on Molecular Electronics 
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NLO components. Nevertheless, the construction of 
these superlattices is time consuming and requires 
specialised equipment. An alternative approach is to 
find a single LB NLO material that readily deposits in 
the non-centrosymmetric X or Z-type modes. In con-
trast to Y-type deposition. these modes are not very 
common and can lead to films of poor quality . How-
ever, a number of workers have reported some pro-
gress using the method (Allen et a/1987, Kowel et al 
1987). 
In this work we report some preliminary studies of 
the LB film formation and the NLO properties of a class 
of functionalised diarylalkynes. Z-type deposition is 
observed for <! number of these compounds. 
2. Experimental details 
2.1. Synthesis 
1-( 4'-Pyridyl)-2-phenylethyne and 1-( 4'-Pyridyl)-2-( 4'-
methoxyphenyl)ethyne were synthesised from the cor-
responding phenyl- or 4-methoxyphenylethynes (Allen 
and Cook 1963) using a method analogous to that 
described by Takahashi (1980) for the synthesis of 
tolans, see below. 
Bis( triphenylphosphine )palladium(II) chloride 
(0.35 g, 0.005 mol) was added to a mixture of 
4-bromopyridine hydrochloride (9.7 g, 0.05 mol) and 
phenylethyne (6 g, 0.06 mol) suspended in diethyl-
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ABSTRACT 
Langmuir-Blodgett films of hemicyanine and am~donitrostilbene derivatives 
jhi~h are of inJerest for non-linear optical applications have been investigated. 
The ' optical absorption spectra of multilayers of the two dyes and of alternate-
iayer films are reported. Surface plasmon resonance has also been used to study 
~he linear and non-linear optical properties of these films. 
INTRODUCTION 
The possibility of exploiting Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) multilayer assemblies for 
no~-linear optical applications is currently receiving considerable attention 
[ 1];, In the case of second-order non-linear effects, a large number of materials 
~ave already been investigated. These include long-chain dye derivatives based 
on merocyanine [2], hemicyanine [3,4], nitrostilbene [5] and azobenzene [6]. 
Some of the chromophores of such systems have been incorporated into pre-formed 
polymers; these can also be deposited by the LB technique [ 7, 8]. The non-
linearities of all these materials are associated with the hyperpolarizabilities 
of the constituent molecules, which invariably consist of donor and acceptor 
groups separated by a conjugated electron system. However, in order for the LB 
film to exhibit second order non-linear optical effects, the individual molecules 
must be deposited in a non-centrosymmetric manner.One way of achieving this is to 
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build up an alternating-layer structure with two different types of materials. 
Recent developments in LB deposition equipment now make this relatively 
straightforward [9,10]. An active dye layer may be alternated with an inert 
"spacer" layer (e.g. a long chain fatty acid) [2]. Alternatively, two "active" 
dye layers, chosen so that their individual molecul~r hyperpolarizabilities are 
additive, may be alternated [11]. 
We have previously discussed the properties of a multilayer system in which a 
long-chain hemicyanine dye is alternated with an amidonitrostilbene derivative 
[11,12]. It was interesting to note that the non-linear response of one bilayer 
of this structure was found to be greater than that expected from the simple 
addition of the contributions arising from· the individual (separated) monolayers. 
Another important fact to arise from our studies was that the non-linear response 
of the hemicyanine was considerably enhanced if the dye was diluted with a fatty 
acid [12,13]. 
In this paper we present some further data for LB layers of the hemicyanine 
and amidonitrostilbene systems. We concentrate on the optical absorption spectra 
of various types of multilayers and we also discuss the use of the technique of 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) to investigate both the linear and non-linear 
optical properties of the thin films. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Details concerning the LB deposition of the dye materials have been given 
previously and will not be repeated here [ 5, 11-13]. For optical absorption 
work, the substrates used were either spectrosil B vitreous silica (for measure-
ments on weakly absorbing films to 180 nm) or Corning 7059 glass (where measure-
ments below 340 nm were not required, or to 250 nm for films with absorbance > 
0.1). The optical absorption spectra were recorded in transmission using a Cary 
2300 spectrophotometer. 
Surface plasmon resonance studies were undertaken using a custom built experi-
mental system based on the Kretschmann configuration [14]. For this work, the LB 
films were deposited onto glass microscope slides that had previously been coated 
with a 50 nm silver layer by vacuum evaporation. Surface plasma waves were 
excited at the ·silver/ air or silver/LB film interface by directing a p-polarized 
laser beam (lmW, HeNe, 632.8 nm) onto the back surface of the silver film. 
Neutral density filters were used to reduce the laser power so as to avoid local 
heating effects in the sample. 
U/_Lj 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
O£tical absorption studies 
Optical absorption spectra for the nitrostilbene and hemicyanine dyes, in both 
solution and LB film form, are shown in figure 1; the molecular structures of the 
two materials are given as insets in the respective diagrams. In the case of the 
nitrostilbene material (figure l(a)), the absorption spectrum for the multilayer 
is very similar to that of the solution. The effect of using a different (non-
polar) solvent is also found to be quite small; the details of this are given 
elsewhere [15]. In contrast, the data for the hemicyanine dye (figure l(b)) 
reveal a marked difference between the'LB film and solution spectra. 
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l"igure 1. U. V/visible absorption spectra for (a) nitrosti!gene and (b) hemi-
::yanine dyes in chloroform (solid line) (approx. cone. "'10 M) and in LB film 
form (broken line). Insets show molecular structure. For (a) LB film thickness 
= 60 layers; for (b) 36 layers. 
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The first absorption band is broadened and considerably blue-shifted in the 
multilayer relative to the solution. This is possibly the result of the 
formaticin of aggregates in the LB film structure [15,16]. Indeed, if the 
monolayer is diluted with a long chain fatty acid, then the absorption band moves 
back towards that observed for the solution spectrum [15,16]. The mixed 
hemicyanine/fatty acid system now exhibits significant absorption at 532nm, the 
second-harmonic wavelength resulting from an incident 1.064 ~m Nd:YAG laser. It 
has been suggested that this effect is directly responsible for the enhanced 
second-order non-linear behaviour for these mixed layers [15,16]. This 
phenomenon is not, however, seert in the case of the nitrostilbene material the 
absorption spectra of the diluted monolayers all possess the same profile as the 
pure material and the enhanced non-linearity is not observed [15]. 
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Figure 2. U.V/visible absorption spectrum of alternating hemicyanine 
(11-layers)/ nitrostilbene (10-layers) structure. 
The hemicyanine/nitrostilbene alternate-layer structure is particularly 
important from the non-linear optical viewpoint [ 11,12]. Figure 2 shows the 
optical absorption spectrum of a sample consisting of 11-layers of the hemi-
cyanine alternated with 10-layers of the nitrostilbene (the hemicyanine was 
deposited first on withdrawal of the substrate through the subphase). The 
spectrum is clearly not the result of a simple weighted addition of the spectra 
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of multilayers of ,the nitrostilbene (figure l(a)) and hemicyanine (figure l(b)). 
This can be seen from the fact that the first absorption band of the hemicyanine 
:is at 376nm, whilst the first and second bands of the nitrostilbene give rise to 
J:1n absorbance which increases with decreasing wavelength, over the entire range 
500-200nm; thus any linear combination of the two will produce a first absorption 
peak below 376nm, whereas the alternate-layer system displays a distinct peak at 
393nm. A possible explanation for this phenomenon may lie in the opposite 
direction of the first excited state dipoles (with respect to th~ hydrocarbon 
tails) for the nitrostilbene compared to the hemicyanine, Although the direction 
I 
of charge transfer is unchanged in going from the ground to the first excited 
I 
state in either molecule, the degree of this transfer is much greater in the 
excited state. Thus, when the molecules are placed head to head in the multi-
layer structure, the positive end of the hemicyanine will be adjacent to the 
I 
~1egati ve end of the nitrostilbene. In this situation, the excited state of 
~~ither molecule will be more stable than in a conventional Y-type LB multilayer 
:tn which the en9s of adjacent dipoles possess the same polarity. This stabiliza-
tion of the excited states is likely to produce a bathochromic shift in the first 
absorption bands of both molecules, in accordance with the observed peak at 393nm 
:in figure 2. 
§urface plasmon resonance 
SPR curves obtained from a stepped-thickness LB structure of the nitrostilbene 
material are presented in figure 3; the fatty acid layer (22-tricosenoic acid) 
between the nitrostilbene and the silver was simply used to improve the deposi-
tio~ of the dye layer. The almost constant depth of resonance with increasing 
i . film thickness indicates that the dye layer is not highly scattering or absorbing 
at the wavelength of the laser (632.8nm); this was expected from the absorption 
spectrum shown in figure l(a). The data shown in figure 3 may be fitted using a 
computer model in order to obtain the refractive index of the amidonitrostilbene, 
given the film thickness. We have used ellipsometry to measure the latter 
parameter, obtaining a value of 3.2 nm per monolayer. Treating the layers as 
homogeneous, non-absorbing, isotropic media (the data fit is not usually improved 
with a uniaxial model (17]) we calculate a value of 1.6 ± 0.05 for the real part 
of the refractive index (15], which agrees with the ellipsometric figure 
I 
(1.55±0.05). SPR curves were also measured using a stepped thickness LB film 
st~ucture of the hemicyanine dye. Unfortunately the curves tended to be rather 
irreproducible (especially for larger numbers of monolayers) reflecting the 
poorer deposition quality observed in multilayers of pure hemicyanine, and no 
attempt was made to analyse these data in detail. In contrast, we note that the 
deposition quality of the hemicyanine when deposited in alternate layers (bilayer 
form) with the nitrostilbene is excellent. 
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Figure 3. SPR curves of a silvered slide (a) with a fatty acid overcoating (b) 
and subsequent further overcoatings of 2, 6 and 10 layers of nitrostilbene ((c), 
(d) and (e)). Inset shows schematic diagram of sample. 
The SPR configuration may also be used to directly measure the second-order 
non-linear susceptibility of the LB layer. This is accomplished by applying an 
electric field to the organic layer and simultaneously monitoring the change in 
reflectivity that is a result of the Pockels effect [18,19]. Figure 4 shows the 
SPR curve and the angular dependence of the differential reflectance for a film 
consisting of six alternate-layers of pure hemicyanine and pure nitrostilbene. 
The differential reflectance was measured using a potential of 25V (peak value, 
4.8 KHz) applied across a nominal 3~m air gap. As expected, the curve takes the 
form of the derivative of the SPR curve. The magnitude of this signal was found 
to scale approximately linearly with applied field. Preliminary measurements have 
D717 
also been undertaken using bilayers where the hemicyanine was diluted with a 
fatty acid (i.e. alternate layers of nitostilbene and diluted hemicyanine). No 
enhancement of the signal was observed in this case. This observation is consis-
tent with the hypothesis (mentioned earlier) that the enhanced second-order 
non-linear behaviour of diluted films is a resonant effect due to absorption at 
the wavelength of interest. In the case of the SPR measurements, the films do 
not absorb at the laser wavelength of 632.8 nm (see Figure 2) and hence no 
resonant enhancement is expected. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
LB films of hemicyanine and nitrostilbene derivatives have been investigated 
in both multilayer and alternate-layer structures. Shifts havE been observed in 
the optical absorption spectra of hemicyanine multilayers relative to the solu-
tion absorption which may be due to aggregate formation in the films. The 
absorption spectra of alternate layer films were found not to be the result of a 
simple weighted addition of the spectra of the individual multilayers. This has 
been explained in terms of the stabilisation of excited state dipoles due to the 
film structure. Finally, surface plasmon resonanc~ measurements have been used 
to study the linear and non-linear optical properti(-:S of some films. In contrast 
to previous reports, at the wavelength used, no enhancement of the non-linear 
optical properties of alternate layer structures was observed on dilution of the 
hemicyanine with a fatty acid. 
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HCIOBr + HC::COR 
IPPh3lzP11::12 
Cui 
EtzNH 
Oc=c-Q-R 
(II 
a:-H 
b:-OCH3 
an11ine1 {100 cm3) in a 250 cm3 two-necked flask. The 
m1ixture was stirred (magnetic follower) at room tem-
perattire and maintained under an atmosphere of dry 
nitrogen. After 30 min, copper(!) iodide (50 mg, 
0. 000~ mol) was added and the stirring continued for 
60 h.-1 Diethylamine was removed by rotary evap-
oratipn, water (50 cm3) was added to the residue and 
the ~esulting mixture was extracted with diethyl ether 
(3 x 50 cm3). Residual palladium salts were removed 
by passage of the dried (magnesium sulphate) ether 
extr,act through a column of alumina (4 em x 2 cm2; 
neutral, activity I). Evaporation of the ether gave the 
c~ude product which , was purified by sublimation 
(90 °C/4 X w-2 mbar) to give the following.. . 
,1-(4'-Pyridyl)-2-phenylethyne (fa), (7.34g, 0.041 
mol, 82%) was obtained as a white crystalline solid, 
MP = 95 oc; found C, 87.41; H, 5.01; N, 7.73%; 
M(massspcc.) 179; C13H9N requires C, 87.12; H, 5.06; N, 
7.82%; M, 179; v 2222 cm- 1 (-C:=C-); 1H-NMR 
(CDC13), (PPM WRT internal TMS) 8.6 (d, 2H), 7.8-7.2 
(m, 7H). 
1-( 4' -Pyridyl)-2-( 4' -methoxyphenyl)ethyne ( lb), 
(9.1 g, 0.043 mol, 87%) was similarly obtained from 
rnethoxyphenylethyne (7.8 g, 0.06 mol) as a white crys-
talline solid, MP = 102 °C; found C, 80.09; H, 5.24; N, 
6.81%; M(massspec.) 209; C14HuNO requires C, 80.36; 
H, 5.30; N, 6.70%; M, 209; v 2225 cm- 1 C--c;==c-); 
Functionalised diarylalkynes 
1H-NMR (CDC13), (PPM WRT internal TMS) 8.6 (d, 2H), 
7.5 (d, 2H), 7.0 (d, 2H), 3.9 (s, 3H). 
Functionalised diarylalkynes (JT), Ia or Ib 
(0.01 mol) was mixed with the appropriate 1-bromo-
alkane (0.03 mol) in a 50 cm3 flask and the mixture 
warmed in a steam bath for five hours. The crude 
product was cooled to room temperature, washed with 
ether (3 X 100 em 3), and recrystallised from 
chloroform/ether (10: 1, v/v). The yields and some 
spectroscopic parameters for the compounds made are 
given in table 1. 
2.2. Film deposition and characterisation 
Monolayer studies were conducted using a constant-
perimeter trough which has been described previously 
(Petty 1987). The materials were spread from solutions 
(about 1 mg cm-3) in chloroform (Aristar grade) on to 
a water subphase at approximately 20 °C. The water 
was purified by reverse osmosis followed by deionis-
ation and uv sterilisation. During the measurement of 
isotherms and monolayer deposition, the water pH was 
5.6-5.8. 
A variety of different substrates were used, includ-
ing single-crystal silicon wafers and glass slides. Surface 
plasmon resonance studies were performed with LB 
layers deposited onto silver-coated glass slides . Infra-
red spectra were recorded for films deposited onto a 
silicon attenuated total reflection (ATR) crystal using a 
Mattson Sirius 100 Fourier transform spectrometer. 
The NLO coefficients of monolayer structures were 
measured using an ATR cell (Cross et a/ 1987). An 
applied AC field (3kHz) modulated the cell reflectivity 
by varying the permittivity of the monolayer. The sec-
ondcorder nonlinear susceptibility x<2> ( -w; w, 0) was 
determined by fitting the experimental results to theor-
etical reflectivity changes. 
Second harmonic generation (SHG) studies of mono-
and multilayers were performed at Plessey (Caswell). 
Theapparatus used consisted essentially of a Nd:YAG 
laser plus appropriate focusing and filtering optics 
'Table 1. Compounds prepared. All new compounds gave satisfactory microanalyses: C, ±0.35; H, ±0.25; N, ±0.25. The 
!PUrity of all compounds was checked by HPLC, all displayed single narrow peaks. 
Compound 
Yield A max v(C=C) 1 H-NMR(CDCI3) 
Number n R (%) (nm) (cm- 1) D(PPM) 
JT1 21 H 68 353 2218 9.4d, 7.9d, 7.6-7.9m, 4.91, 2.01, 1.2b, 0.81 
JT2 17 H 81 352 2220 9.4d, 7.9d, 7.6-7.2m, 4.81, 2.01, 1.2b, 0.81 
JT3 21 OCH 3 75 388 2215 9.3d, 7.9d, 7.5d, 6.9d, 4.81, 3.8s, 2.1 b, 2.0b, 1.2b, 0.81 
JT4 17 OCH 3 76 386 2217 9.4d, 7.9d, 7.5d, 6.9d, 4.81, 3.8s, 2.0b, 1.9b, 1.2b, 0.81 
JT5 9 OCH3 78 386 2218 9.3d, 7.9d, 7.5d, 6.9d, 4.91, 3.9s, 1.9b, 1.8b, 1.2b, 0.81 
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Fi;gure 1. Typical isotherm plot for material JT 4. 
(Carr et al 1987). Trigger pulses were derived from the 
1. 06 f.J.m fundamental and second-harmonic pulses were 
dete~ted using a photomultiplier tube. All measure-
ments were taken in reflection mode from samples 
di.pped on Corning 7059 glass. 
3 .. Discussion 
3 .. 1. Film formation 
All the materials investigated formed reasonably con-
diensed monolayers at the air-water interface. Figure 
1 shows an example of a pressure versus area plot for 
JT4 (compression rate =2 cm2 s- 1). This isotherm was 
fairly representative of all those studied. An exception 
was that from JTS: in this case no plateau was observed 
in the pressure-area curve and a very large amount ?f 
. material needed to be spread on the water surface m 
' order to produce a condensed monolayer-this result 
is perhaps not surprising in view of the relatively short 
aliphatic chain for this molecule. The plateau observed 
ii1 figure 1 is almost certainly related to some molecular 
rearrangement taking place in the monolayer. Very 
sJmilar isotherms have been reported by · Neal (1987) 
for a wide variety of LB dye materials. It should be 
noted that the diarylalkyne moiety in our materials will 
~e fairly :rigid . At hirge molecular areas this group m~y 
,\Yell be lying on the water surface. As the area ts 
reduced the group would then 'flip' into the upright 
position to give the condensed area per molecule 
(above the plateau) of approximately 0.3 nm2 observed 
in figure 1. 
A summary of the LB deposition characteristics of 
the materials is given in table 2. These data were 
c>btained for film thicknesses ranging from 1 to 10 
layers. Film transfer from the water surface to a variety 
of solid substrates (dipping speed =2 mm min- 1) could 
be readily effected for most of the materials (again, 
JT5 was an exception). Mixed deposition modes were 
'1610 : 
Table 2. Summary of dipping characteristics. z- Y: 
initially Z-type but becomes more Y-type in character as 
the number of layers increases. Substrates: AI and glass. 
~ 
c 
c 
-E 
0.121 
0.084 
~ 0.046 
<t 
0.009 
Compound 
JT1 
JT2 
JT3 
JT4 
JT5 
3085 
Monolayer Multilayer 
formation deposition 
Yes Y-z 
Yes z-Y 
Yes z 
Yes z 
Yes No 
2965 2905 
Wavenumber (cm- 1 l 
Figure 2. FTIR spectrum for different number of layers of 
JT4 deposited on silicon ATR crystal. 
invariably encountered cz~ y in table 2 refers to the 
deposition of the first few layers being Z-type, but 
progressively becoming Y -type as further layers are 
deposited). The most reproducible films (from the 
viewpoint of deposition) were obtained from JT3 and 
JT4. These materials exhibited Z-type deposition over 
the thickness range investigated (1-10 layers) with a 
deposition ratio of 1.0 ± 0.1. 
Figure 2 shows some infrared data for different 
numbers of monolayers of JT4 deposited onto the sili-
con ATR crystal; a similar set of spectra was obtained 
for JT3. The two main .absorption peaks, at 2917 cm- 1 
and 2850 cm"'1 , ·may be assigned to the asymmetric and 
symmetric stretching frequencies of the CH2 groups in 
the hydrocarbon chains. The intensities of these 
absorptions scale reasonably well with the number of 
monolayers, indicating reproducible monolayer depo-
sition in this thickness range. 
3.2. NLO characterisation 
A preliminary study of the linear and non-linear optical 
properties of monolayers and multilayers of JT3 was 
undertaken using the techniques of surface plasmon 
resonance and second-harmonic generation. 
-s~~~~~~~~--~-J--~ 
42 43 45 
lnciden~ angle (degl 
Fi!gure 3. Differential reflectivity measured for one 
: mt:>nolayer of JT3 for an applied voltage of 30 V and air 
gatp 1.5!1-lm. Crosses are the experimental points, full curve 
is the tl;ieoretical fit. The inset shows the oc SPA curve. 
Tl}e differential reflectivity obtained from the SPR 
efperiment is shown in figure 3: the full curve rep-
r~sents the best (least-squares) fit to the experimental 
p~ints. The DC resonance curve is given in the inset to 
figure 3. Values for the,..permittivity, E, and film thick-
n~ss, d, obtained from this are: 
E = 2.33 + 0.54i 
d = 4.3 nm. 
'!lhe finite imaginary component of the permittivity may 
~ell be the result of scattering losses in the ATR exper-
irhent as JT3 was not found to absorb significantly at 
the HeNe laser frequency. The measured monolayer 
: thi.ckness agrees well with the overall length of the JT3 
mole..cule (4.3 nm from a space-filling model). 
The differential reflection curve in figure 3 yields 
tb~ following values for the De-induced changes in the 
r~(ll and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant 
I:!.E = 1.9 X 10-5 + 1.3 X 10-5i. 
When the thickness of the air gap, d, in the ATR cell 
i!S.: much larger than the LB film thickness, then the 
cQmplex second-order susceptibility x<2l ( -w; w, 0) 
may be evaluated 
where Es is the static dielectric constant. Taking exper-
im~ntal values of V = 30 V, d= 1.5 Jlm and using Es = 
2.3 (i.e. the value calculated at 633 nm), then 
X(2)( -w; W, 0) = (1.9 X 10-12 + 1.3 X 10-12i) mV- 1 • 
Although the above figure is approximately two orders 
Functionalised diarylalkynes 
of magnitude less than that reported for monolayers of 
a hemicyanine dye (Cross et a/1986) it still represents 
a significant NLO effect (hemicyanine has one of the 
largest coefficients for LB materials). 
The order of magnitude of the above result has 
been confirmed using SHG. Taking one layer of the 
hemicyanine dye as a reference, the second-harmonic 
signal from one layer of JT3 was found to be approxi-
mately 0.02 of that of the hemicyanine. The SHG tech-
nique was also used to explore the effect of film 
thickness on the non-linear optical coefficients of our 
films. Ideally, the SHG signal strength should be directly 
proportional to the square of the number of non-cen-
trosymmetrically deposited LB layers. We have 
observed no such effect for JT3. The largest signal 
obtained was that for a 10-layer film; this exhibited a 
second-harmonic signal approximately 0.13 that of the 
reference hemicyanine monolayer. Many of our multi-
layer films of JT3 (up to 30 layers) showed second-
harmonic intensities that were comparable with single 
monolayer structures. Such effects have been noted by 
other workers of Z-type LB layers (Loulergue et al 
1988) and attributed to some sort of structural reor-
ganisation in the deposited multilayer. Although 
monolayers of JT3 appear to· transfer well to solid 
substrates in the Z-type deposition mode, subsequent 
rearrangement of the molecules leads to cancellation . 
of much of the NLO activity. · 
4. Conclusions 
In this work we have reported Z-type LB film depo-
sition for a number of novel diarylalkynes. Although 
some of these materials exhibited a modest second-
order non-linear susceptibility in monolayer form, the 
expected increase in the intensity of the second-bar~ 
monic generation with increasing film thickness was 
not observed. It is likely that some rearrangement has 
taken place within the film, giving rise to a more cen-
trosymmetric packing of the molecules. 
Z-type LB film deposition is a simple method of 
building up the non-centrosymmetric structure to 
exhibit second-order non-linear optical effects. How-
ever, it is clear from this work and that of others that 
much more work is required in order to understand, 
and ultimately control, the crystal structure of these 
types of layers. 
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